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DEFENDER LAUNCHES ANTI-LYNCH DRIVE
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Sugarmon Tells  Why He Seeks City Post
Defender Opens Drive For
Federal Anti-Lynch Law
(See Letter On Page 2)
Stunned by the withdrawal of
the FBI from the Mack Charles
Parker lynch probe, the Defender,
has launched a drive for a fed- 1
eral anti-lynch law.
The Defender, like many liberal
elements of both races, feels that,
his turn of events in the Parker.
case has exploded and hope that!
the 23-year-old truck driver's kill-i
ers would be caught and brought'
to justice.
db When the Justice department an-
illi.ounced that investigators had
discovered no evidence of federal
violations, the need for federal law
against lynching became more
evident. The shock from this terse
announcement should stimulate
action on the part of courageous
liberals.
While this report :ame as a
blow to 'lovers of freedom and
human dignity, the decision was
hailed as another Dixie victory
by die-hard racists who still nurse
the belief that, white supremacy is
the law of tlTh land. This decision
to them is merely a "lynch
license" and as such leaving open
the possibility of repeated lynch-
ings of Negroes in Mississippi and
her sister states of the hate breed.
But if this "master race" tra-
dition of the Old South is to be
conquered once and for all, ac-
tion . . . federal action must be
taken to stop the needless waste
of human lives. The Rev. George
W. Lees, the Emmett Tills and
11,
the Mack Charles Parkers and Building, Washington, D. C.
others will be followed in death If you desire, you may send
by other victims of mob violence your letter to the Chicago Defeo-
unless positive act'on is taken der, 2400 South Michigan, Chicago
NOW. 16, Ill. It will be forwarded to a
Defender publisher John H. congressman.
Sengstacke sent telegrams to Illi.' 
note congressmen and senators U gmls
urging that they support an anti-II phoid banlynch bill and help Negroes in the.
South to aecome assured of hod
man justice. iDesThis positive action, as recom- n Sc r • 1
mended by the Defender, should
be taken by telling your congress-
manz Passporten you favor federal legislationthat as a freedom-loving citi
to safeguard the civil rights of
minorities. The urgency of this WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
matter cannot be stressed too U. S. Court of Appeals Tuesday
highly. upheld denial of a passport to Will-
The repeated lynchings I!"(- liam Worthy Jr., Baltimore news.
shoves of Negroes should spur into papeuman who refused to abide
action those who desire proper by a State Department ban on
legislation to protect minority travel to Communist China and
rights. "Local authorities," as in other Iron Curtain countries.
the Parker ease, as history has The appeals court affirmed a
proved time and time again, will iudment by district court here that
never act in the interest of ins- the Secretary of State had the
tire. Instead, one-sided, lily-white power and right to deny Worthy
justice prevails.
The Defender seeks to bring
this practice to an end by urging
eitizeos In eontact representatives
and senators and demand protec-
tive legislation immediately.
Send the letter to the following
Congressmen, or others in whom
you have faith: William L. Daw-
son, Charles C. Diggs Jr., Robert
N. C. Nix, and Adam C. Powell.
a passport renewal.
"Merely because a newsman has
the right to travel, does not mean
he can go anywhere he wish' s,"
the three-judge appeals court held.
Worthy was accredited by the
Afro-American Newspapers, The
New York Post and the Columbia
Broadcasting system when he ap
plied in 1957 for a renewal of a
passport originally issued in 1955.
Their addres s: House Office The 1955 passport contained a re
On Lovers Lane
A former Memphian employed in a high post with the
Internal Revenue service at East St. Louis, Ill., Aurelius
Brooks Parker. 27, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Parker of 777
Speed st., was shot and fatally wounded there Saturday
night.
Arrested and charged with first
degree murder, after she called,
police and led them to the scene]
of the crime on a lonely road in
the suburbs, was Miss Humores-
que Burrus, 30.
According to information receiv-
ed here, Miss Burrus and Mr.
Parker were seated in his car near
the Grand Marais State park and
"'
talking when they began argu-
ng.
She said she had a .25 calibre
pistol concealed in her blouse, anti
when the argument became heat-
ed she pulled it out and fired at
Mr. Parker twice as he attempted
to escape.
CALLS POLICE
Miss Burrus told police she then
threw the pistol in some weeds
and drove to her sister's home
in the victim's car and notified
officers that she had "killed a
man."
striction against travel to Hungary
and to five Red-controlled areasTax Agent slain diplomatic relations. Worthy nev
ertheless traveled both to Com
munist China and Hungary.
with which the U. S. does not have
The neWsman argued that the
right to, travel is a constitutional
right; that the Secretary lacks
legal authority to deny a passport
to bar such travel. The refusal, he
said, also was an abridgement of
dom a the press.
The—State Department argued in
turn that the restricted areas are
potential or "actual trouble spots"
where American citizens might be
in danger. It also contended that
presence of U. S. citizens in these
areas with official approval would
endanger the conduct of foreign
policy.
The appeals court concluded that
the right to travel "like every
other form of liberty, is in our con-
cept of an ordered society, sub-
ject to restrictions under some
circumstances and for some
reason."
Officers Joseph Bonner a n d
Robert Cox went to the address
the woman gave them and she
accompanied them to the spot
where the shooting allegedly took
place. After some searching, Mr.
Parker was found lying in the
weeds and rushed to St. Mary's
lifospital where he died shortly aft-!r arriving there.
Relatives who rushed to East'
St. Louis after being notified oft
the tragedy said police told them
Mr. Parker said, "I have done
nothing," just before he died.
At an inquest- held there last
week Miss Burros refused to tell
why she shot the former Mem-
phian. The weapon has not been
found and the woman was trans-
ferred to the St. Clair county jail
at Belleville.
MANASSAS GRAD
Mr. Parker was graduated from;
Manassas high school with high:
honors and received a bachelor
of science degree in history from
the University of Illinois before
entering the service
After his discharge from the
Army in 1955 he returned to the
University of Illinois for his mas-
lpr's degree.
On recommendation of the ad-
ministration, relatives said, he
was employed as collection offic-
er at the East St. Louis office of
the Internal Revenue service on
July 1, 1957, wnere he served with
distinction. He received a promo.
A. B. PARKER
lion a few weeks before hls death.,
Funeral services for Mr. Park-
er were held in Memphis Sunday
at 'Friendship Baptist church with
the pastor, Rev. F. R. Nelson,
delivering the eulogy. Interment
was in National cemetery on Mon-1
day morning, with R. S. Lewis
and Sons in charge of arrange-
ments.
Aside from his parents, Mr.
Parker is survived by four sis-
ters, Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Mrs.
Elizabeth Martin, M r s. Lillian
Tompkins and Miss Shady Park-
er of Memphis, and a brother,
William James Parker of New
York City.
Blue-Tinted Deluge
LUTON, England — (UPI) 
—
It rained blue rain here Monday.
The unnatural lint was attributed
to dust in the air from the dem-
olition of an old dye works.
Appoint Moore
Assistant To
U. S. Attorney
with a knife.
At a hearing Friday, Juvenile
Court Judge Elizabeth McCain,
after hearing a plea from the
boy's attorney, William E. Fried-
man, who asked that the case
be retained in that court, and
listening to testimony from the
Smith youth, remanded the case
to Criminal Court.
Atty. Friedman told the court
that an initial investigation did
not reveal that it was either first
or second degree murder.
Luke C. Moore, 35, a former ODD JOBS
LeMoyne college student, has When called to testify, young
been appointed assistant U. S. Smith said he had been doing odd
Attorney in Washington, D. C., jobs on Saturday, May 30, and
and will be assigned to Municipal after getting off from work went
Court, criminal division. He was
sworn in by District Judge
Alexander Holtzoff.
Mr. Moore's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Moore, Sr., of
169 Silver Age ave. A brother, El-
mer, Jr., is presently a student
at LeMoyne college.
A 1954 graduate of Georgetown
University Law School, where he
ranked seventh in his class, Mr.
Moore practiced criminal law
with the firm of Cobb. Howard
, and Hayes until his recent ap-
pointment.
'AN HONOR'
U. S. Atty. Oliver Gasche said
Mr. Moore had been praised for
the manner in which he had
handled two criminal cases for
defendants who had been accused
of criminal assault.
Commenting on his appoint-
ment, Atty. Moore said, "I con-
sider it an honor and a challenge,
and I will fulfill the duty to the
best of my ability."
A native of Memphis, he was
graduated from Booker T. Wash-
Ington high school, and besides
LeMoyne college, he also studied
at Howard university in Washing-
(See Appoint Page 2)
Ernest Smith, 15, accused of slaying a 17-year-old
white youth with a long record as a troublemaker and a
juvenile delinquent, is in Shelby County jail this week
awaiting action of a grand jury.
A Carnes elementary school student, Smith is report-
ed to have fattally stabbed Tommy 
Donnell after the youth attacked to cross-examine the Smith boy,
him with his fists and then cut but requested that the case be
him on the shoulders and back remanded to Criminal Court.
Judge McCain said it would be
fairer for all concerned that the
case be decided in that court.
STATE CASE
"We have a young man whose
future depends on the outcome of
this serious charge, and the court
feels the case should be tried by
the State of Tennessee," she de-
clared.
Baptists Plan
Last Stages Of
Hosting Confab
With a spirit of unprecedented
unity and enthusiasm, the Baptists
of Memphis and surrounding terri-
After kissing his weeping mother ,tones have entered the last two
goodbye, the youth was taken to weeks stretch of their six months
the Shelby county jail by Lt. N. E. of preparation and planning, IC-
Zachary of the homicide depart- cording to Dr. W. Herbert Brew-
ment of the Memphis police de- ster, chairman of the public rela-
tions committee.partment.
Although the hearing was not
open to the general public, four
to Dyer's Drive-in, bought a ham.1,1111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111
burger and a soft drink, went out-
side and stood on a waist-high July 21 Deadline
concrete wall and was singing
when Donnell and another boy
"They went inside, and then 
Better Registercame by.
came over to me after coming Ladies, if you have married
out and Donnell said, 'Come down or changed your name recently,
from there. I didn't come here you'd better hasten down to the
for my health,' " Smith told the Courthouse at Third and Adams
and register again if you ex-court.
The youth said Donnell kicked pect to vote in the coming elec.
him in the groin when he got off Dons. Persons who have chang-
the wall and he grabbed him ed their address also must not-
around the waist, leaving Don- ify the registration office by
nell's hands free, mail or in person to he qualified
"When he started cutting me to vote. Any citizen 21 or over
on the back, I stooped down, got is qualified to register.
a bottle and broke it, and jabbed You must register again if
at his stomach," young Smith you have not voted in a state-
explained.
15 OTHERS years.
wide election in the last four
After stabbing the Donnell bey- Citirens who will be 21 ea
the youngster said he 32W some August 20 may register now for
15 other white boys start after the city elections.
him and he ran.
Later his mother, Mrs, Louise 
Registration is taking plate at
Smith, mother of 13 children, told 
the Courthouse daily from SF:r203.
him to go to police headquarters!" 5 
m. Monday through
and surrender, and he did. I day. It. is not open 
on Saturday.
Braxton Gandy of the Attorney 
!ea.duliyne21,foart sthep. rmit y elections
General's office said he did not s•
believe it would Ins fair for him all11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIII111111111111
Nearing, Voters
In a statement released to the
Tri-State Defender, t h e well-
known leader said: "In an am-ax-
ing atmosphere of Christian fel-
lowship, and, unanimity, the pas-
tors and church leaders of Mem-
phis and vicinity have worked to-
gether, since last January, pre-
paring for the National Sunday
School and BTU Congress, that
will convene here, June 22 through.
June 28. The Baptist Pastors' Al-
liance, Dr. Roy Love, president,
and the Baptist Ministers' Con-
ference, Dr. L. A. Hamblin. presi-
dent, have merged their strength
and interest, in order to present a
united Brotherhood, when the
Baptists of the nation gather
here."
PRE-CONGRESS FEATURE
Monday night June 22 will test
the loyalty and devotion of the
,churches and leaders of Memphis
when the local committee will
present a mammoth cavalcade of
music, featuring 1,000 and one
voices, under the direction of Mrs.
Lucie E. Campbell. The program
will consist of gorgeous pageantry,
exciting drama and soul-stirring
music. Hymns, anthem gospel
'songs and spirituals will be given
Interpretation by Memphis' best
(Baptists Page t)
Top Defender Newsboys
WINNERS — The Tri-State
Defender terminated its re-
cent Newsboys contest on
June 7 with a big blowout at
the YMCA for the newsboys
and their parents. Pictured
above are the hardworking
three top winners and their
parents. From left to right in
front are Mrs. Marie Wil-
liams, James Williams, win-
ner of third prize of $20; I.
W. Marshall, second prize of
940; and Charlie Denton, Jr..
First prize of IISO. Behind, left
to right are L. F. Palmer, Jr.,
editor and general manager of
the Tr -State Defender; Mrs.
Dorothy Mae Marshall and
Mr. and Mrs, Charlie Denton,
Sr. Refreshments were served
Through the cooperation of the
Pet Milk company and the
Dortch Cookie company. More
than 300 persons attended the
affair, supervised by Mrs.
Arreta Polk, the Tri-State De-
fender's circulation manager.
15-Year-Old Boy Awaits Action
Of Grand Jury In Slaying Of Youth
By M. L. REID ministers were allowed to remain
in the courtroom. They were Rev.
Charles B. Burgs, pastor of New
Hope Baptist church, Rev. Van
J. Malone, of First Baptist church,
Chelsea, Rev, D. S. Cunningham,
pastor of Collins Chapel CME
church, and Rev. E. H. Johnson,
pastor of Little Rock Baptist
church, whore the Smith 'boy is
a member.
Wants To Head
Public Works
"Serving as Commissioner of
Public Works for the city of 51ein•1
phis will he a big challenge, but
I can handle it," Atty. Russell B.
Sugarmot, jr.. a candidate for the
office, told the
Tri-State Defend.
or this week.
Giving his rea-
sons for entering
theAugust 20.
city election, Atlanta InAtty. Sugarmon
said, "First I de-
cided to get into
minorities, and One way to mini-
mize this dangeris to demonstrate
mature and responsble participa-
lion in the process," he said.
"Secondly. I think the experience
of having a Negro filling an elect-
ed office will be good in terms
of contributing to progress and
(See Wants Page 2)
the race because Turmoil AsI believe as we
move away fromK. R. Sugarman 
machine 
politics Co urt RIU I esto relatively open elections, such
as we seem to have now, you
find persons with limited political
experience taking a niore active
role in the selection of candi-
dates.
"Demagogic appeals c a n be-
made against racial and religious
Confirm Law
Dean As Civil
Rights Member
WASHINGTON, D. - On be-
ing notified that the Senate had
confirmed his appointment laat
week as a Commissioner of the
Commission on Civil Rights, Dr.
George Marion Johnson displayed
a brand of humility which h a s
been characteristic of him through
the years.
by the Senate's voice-vote con-
gratified chances of school opening for
In Prince Edward County, theHe said simply quietly:
"Quite naturally, I am
firming my nomination to mem- 
some 1,540 Negro students is so
bership on the Commission on 
slim that Negro teachers a r e
However. I leave shut 21 schools rather than obey
from the county which decided to
planning to make a grand exit
Civil 11 ights.
•
Schools in Atlanta, Ga., and
lirince Edward County, Va., have
closed their doors for the Sum-
mer, and there is sonic prospect
that they might not be opened
when it's time for youngsters to
head hack for school in the Fall.
In a suit filed by Negro parents
in Atlanta. the Federal Court
ruled last week that the Atlanta
school board should cease opera-
ting the schools there on a dis-
criminatory basis.
The Georgia legislature passed
a law which provides that any
school in the state which becomes
integrated will immediately close.
NO OKAY
Despite Mayor William B.
Hartsfield's plea that Atlanta he
allowed to decide the fate of its
own schools, the 1959 legislature
failed to okay it.
t h e position of a Federal integration order.One of the five cases w h i c h
Director of t h e brought about the 1954 decision
search of t h e schools gorigsiengra ted tin:
Office of Laws,
 of the Supreme Court decision
Plans a n d Re-
staff with mixed NEW SCHOOL
C o In m i s siim's ward county. 
PrintnrepubEldie
emotions. Work-
ing with a staff 
toinforagnetefsfohrotuttoingteegtrathtieonNeagrnoeews
cere. and v e r
of competent, sin-y shisghthesch00nel 
tfhorreetim whites e s wasas 
 i acrogna-
• 
Dr. Johnnon
loyal people for!structed, hut the fight for integre-
past year has been a most reward- tion continued.
ing experience." ' The high school was called "a
The former dean of Howard
University's Law School, who was
named by President Eisenhower ,
on March 19th to fill the vacancy
created by the death of J. Ernest
Wilkins, said the nature of the
Commission's statutory assign-
ment is such that the public gen-
erally cannot be kept advised of
the careful and painstaking ef-
forts of the staff.
multi-million dollar monument to
Jim Crow" by Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the NAACP.
The suit will now go to Federal
Judge Sterling Hutcheson of Rich-
mond who refused to set a dead-
line for the county to integrate
its schools: If he refuses order
schools to open, Negro children
will be left without any form of
education•
11011) IMPORTANT POSTS -.
Rev. J. W. Williams. (left).
and Rev. C. M. Lee are hold-
ing down Iwo of the most im-
portant posts in the planned
meeting of the National Sun-
day School and Baptist Train-
ing Union Congress to he held
here June 22 through 2E1 Rev.
Williams, pastor of the lane
Avenue church, heads t h •
committee for the Pre-Con-
gress program. Rev. Lee if
chairman of perhaps the tough-
est committee of them all —
the housing committee. He lei
pastor of the Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church. The success of
Memphis as host to the meet
rests predominantly on tkeins
two BM.
•
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Clip, Sign This Ant/ Moil
It To Your Congressman
Freedom loving people in the country of (WC And throughout
worki are shocked by the apparent inability of the Justice De-
partment to prosecute members of a Mississippi mob who lynched
Mack Charles ?arker after abducting him from an unguarded jail.
Although reportedly identity of members of the mob who itim-
nutted the vicious crime have been tinned over to Mississippi
seithorthes, due to the unjust and archaic customs of the state, 1
have little hope the guilty persons will be apprehended and convicted.
Hence the violation, of true democratic and legal principles is
lee case pose a grave and most disturbing threat to every citizen
of Ihis country nzgardleas of race se color. For I know that evil
mice unleashed does not respect human pigmentation.
Therefore 1 urge you to support fully a civil nights Isfll with a
Equine which wilt give the Justice Department jurisdiction in such
ewes.
By doing swis you can enhance justice, peace and harmony
far all Americans and win greater good-will of other countries
This 'natter is of sufficient gravity to demand your immediate
sawn.
Sincerely,
fSignatu re t
titreet nod No.
Clay Stahl
Time For Anti-Lynch Law
(AN EDITORIAL)
The withdrawal of the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation from the Mack Charles Parker lynch probe
hag dimmed any faint ray of hope that his killers
would be caught and brought to justice.
A terse announcement by the Justice department
that investigators had found no evidence of federal
violations came as a shock to liberal elements of both
races.
The decision was hailed by die-hard racists who
cling doggedly to the "master race" tradition of the
Old South. In their twisted minds, they regard this
move by the FBI as a virtual "lynch license."
More than two-score federal agents labored for
weeks under the hot Mis.sissippi sun, turning up evi-
dence and several prime suspects—only to find the U.
S. has no grounds to prosecute.
The case is now in the hands of state authorities'.
Gov. J. P. Coleman, who backed the FBI investiga-
tion. has promised to seek indictments. Chances of
cons iction in a case such as this in Mississippi are re-
mote.
The-trate Mary of Mack Parker points up the
need for immediate federal legislation to prevent such
a mockery. Legislators must now hack their words
with ballots by passing a strong Civil Rights bill.
Telegrams have been sent to Illinois Congressmen
and Our two Senators, urging them to support a feder-
al anti-lynch law.
You can do your part to aid the fight for first
class citizenship by signing the letter printed on this
page and mailing to your Representative or Senator.
Let him know that you, too, favor federal legislation
to safeguard the civil rights of minorities.
The shame of Mississippi must not remain as a
blot on the record of America in the community of na-
tions. In our world of tension, we cannot afford anoth-
er Mack Parker case.
TOP SCHOOEMEN — Prof.
Blair T. Hunt. veteran princi-
pal of Booker T. Washington
high school. retired this year
after 46 hears in the field of
education in Memphi., and was
feted in a banquet given in his
honor at the Flamingo Room
last week by members of the
faculty of Booker T. Wash-
Ilgtott, where he was head
of the school for years.
From leit at banquet are E.
C Stimbert. superintendent of
Memphis public schools. Prof.
Hunt, and E. Ball, former
superintendent, who delivered
he main address
Honor Agricultural
Leaders At Meetin
ELIZABETH CITY, N. C. —
Leaders of long standing In North
Carolina agriculture were honor-
ed last week at the annual State
Conference of Agricultural Ex-
tension workers held here at Eli-
zabeth City Stela Teachers col-
lege.
Eight workers with the A & T
College Extension service w ere
singled out for special recognition
for outstanding service over a
long period of years at the annual
banquet which climaxed the week-
long conferences.
Among those honored with the
University of North Carolina Cer-
tificate for outstanding service,
all retired were:
J. W. Jefflyes, Burlington. as-
sistant State agent; J. C. Hub-
bard, Durham. Durham County
Agricultural agent; Mrs. Estelle
T. Nixon, Durham, Durham Coun-
ty Home Economics agent and J.
B. Small, Edenton, Chowan Coun-
ty Agricultural aeent, R. E. Jones,
State agent in charge of the A&T
College Extension service, w h o
earlier in the week had been
Cited with the Superior Service
award by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, made the
stesenationt. •
B. A. Hall and Mrs. Rosa T.
Appoint
(Continued from Page 1)
ton. D. C.
During World War II he served
in the Army and saw action with
the 92nd Division in Italy.
Mr. Moore is the fourth Negro
to join the U. S. Attorney's office.
He replaces former U. S. Atty.
Thomas MeGrail, who resigned to
return to private practice.
The former alemphian now
lives in Washington, D. C'., with
his wife. Mrs. Dorsey Moore and
their eight-year-old son, Michael.
Mr. Moore is a memer of the
Washington and National Bar As-
sociation and the Trinidad Civic
association.
THESE CONGRESSMEN WILL HELP
William L. Dawson
Charles C. Diggs, Jr.
Robert N. C. Nix
Adam Clayton Powell
Send Your Letter To Anyono At:
HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
Washington, D. C.
/Virginia Students End
Unusual School Year
Winchester, both of Greensboro,
Agricultural and Home Economics
agents, respectively for Guilford,
county received U. S. Department'
of Agriculture twenty-year service
awards.
Extension Agents' Association
awards went to: M. C. Burt, Hills-
boro, Orange County Agricultural
agent; the late Charles J. Ford,
:ormer Person County Agricul-
:Lira! agent; Jeffries, Hubbard,
Small and Mrs. Nixon.
The dinner address was deliver-
ed by Ross W. Newsome, Peters-
burg. Va., State agent for the
Virginia Extension service at Vir-
ginia State college.
RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI) —A .
number of students in Virginia are
winding up the most unusual year
of their school career as class 
mates in the state's private school
system.
The private ystems cropped up
with state backing as Virginia be-
gan complying with court-ordered
desegregation of some schools.
The state contributes $250 annual
has been a surge of activity in
scholarships. It's been quite a,'
The private systems cropped up
struggle for the administrators.
"We're holding our heads above
water, but we're still fighting for
our life," says James G. Martin
IV, a Norfolk attorney who virtu-
ally abandoned his practice to
head the Tidewater Educational
Foundation.
Martin. who says there is a
waiting list of more than SOO for
classes next fall, is uncertain of
his group's future.
STUDENTS BOYCOTT SCHOOL
Another private school group is
at Front Royal where some 800
white students boycotted the only
high school in Warren County last
February when it reopened to ad-,
mit 21 Negroes under federal'
court orders. The Warren County I
Educational Foundation has de-
layed making a definite commit-
ment on its plans for next fall.
Elsewhere in the state. 'whereI
31 Negroes enrolled last Februaryi
in previously white schools, therel
By H. L. STEVENSON has been a surge of activity i
letting up foundations to provide
private instruction when new inte-
gration is threatened.
But only in Norfolk and Front
Royal has the full impact of a
private system been felt. Char-
lottesville provided emergency fa-
cilities for white students of its
high school and one elementary
school during the first semester
but both schools reopened on a
segregated basis in February.
Ninety - even seniors will grad-
uate from the foundation school
at Front Royal June 9. Gov. J.
Lindsay Almond will speak at the
ceremony.
There have been no reports that
the seniors who want to attend
eollege have been turned down. A
least 21 of the Front Royal grad-
uates already have been accepted
for colleges next fall.
Money is one of the chief prob-
lems facing the private schools.
Others are buildings and fatal',
ties such as laboratories, adequate
libraries and teachers.
Buzzing Buffer Bared
NIODESTO, Calif. —(UPI) — A
demolition expert cautiously un-
wrapped at the local airport a
package that was buzzing like a
bee—or a bomb. The small box
was packed with toilet articles.
One was a battery-operated fin-
gernail buffer, buffing and buzz-
ing to beat the hand.
A BIG REWARD — A 1959
Cadillac was presented to Mrs.
Addle Jackson recently by
Post
Time
7:45
DOG
/RACING
Courteous Counter-Girls
New Rest Room Facilities
MANY NEW PATIO
CONVENIENCES
•
Gan. Atoll ;soon 15c - Sorry, .4o Minors
West Memphis S°VINLAND
GREYHOUND PARK on Highway 61
the publishers of Sepia maga•
Tine as a reward for her out•
standing service to the com-
pany during her seven and
one-half years on the job. In
recent months there ha% been
a giant inorease in the maga•
sine's circulation.
List Rules For Safety
From Lightning Bolts
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — This
is the season of thunder and light-
ning and the National Bureau of
Standards hopes you know t h e
rules of not getting hit.
As prepared by the bureau's
codes and safety standards sec-
tion, here they are:
A. Do not go out or stay out dui, I
ing thunderstorms if you don't'
have to. Stay inside "where it is,
dry, preferably away from fire-
places, stoves and other metal
objects."
B. If you have a choice of shel-
ter, choose tin the following
order) large metal or metal-frame
buildings, buildings protected
against lightning, and in the case
of unprotected buildings, large
ones rather than small.
AVOID SMALL SHEDS
C. If you can't avoid being out
of doors, keep away trot.) .1 I,
sheds or buildings in an exreased
location, and from isolated trees,
wire fences, hilltops, and wide
open spaces.
D. Seek shelter in a cave, a
depression in the ground, a deep'
valley or canyon, the foot of a I
steep or overhanging cliff, dense
woods, or a grove of trees.
Getting down to eases.
"What should go'fers and other
people do in thunderstorms? (et
indoors if you can. Automobiles,
if metal lopped, are generally
safe Boats. especially sailboats, I
are not, unless adequate ground.
ing is provided for masts and
1 
stays by conductors with under.
water terminals.
LEAVE WATER
"And its well for swimmers to 1
come out of the water "
Home owners, according to the
bureau, should discourage r a ts
and mice from building nests in
the attic. A vagrant lightning bolt
"finds such a nest as good as
tinder."
These rules, the bureau said,
were worked out by John A. Dick-
inson of the safety section who
has been studying lightning and
other hazards for 40 years.
Baptists
(Continued from Page 1)
'talent, plus guest stars from
l
across the nation.
Rev. J. W. Williams, pastor of
Lane Avenue Baptist church and
well 'Town radio minister, is the
'chairman of the pre-congress pro-I
gram.
HOUSING STILL PROBLEM
Dr. C. M. Lee is being doubly
taxed in arranging homes for the
visiting thousands 'hat will con-
verge on Memphis beginning next
weekend. Although Dr. Lee seems
to have the situation well in hand,
he is most anxious te be sure
that the number of homes and
rooms will be adequate. The board
of directors of the NBC will meet
at the Columbus Baptist church
with Dr. J. H. Jackson, president
of the NBA presiding.
The trustee board of the ART
and the Educational Board of the
NBC will meet at the Youth for
Christ auditorium Tuesday. This
meeting will bring an additional
number of outstanding leaders.
which makes a thorough arrange ,
ment for housing all the more ina-
portant.
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster said
that Memphis is the first city in
which the committee has met re-
cently in the South where t h e
white hotels and homes are not
open for the accommodation of
the delegation. He cited Louisville,
Ky., Dallas, Texas, Oklahoma
City and Miami. Fla,. as examples
of such interracial cooperation
Heading up the committees for
the convention are:
Souvernir program. Rev. A. J
Campbell and 'Rev. H. C. Nabrit;
pre-convention procram. Rev. J.
W. _Williams and Miss Lucie E.
Campbell; budget. Rev. B L
Hooks and Rev. E. Bates; bird
ness, Rev. A. E. Campbell and
Rev. S. A. Owen: Divine service,
Rev. E. J. Wilson and Rev. E. L.
Slay; concessions, Rev. A. R. Wil.
hams and Rev. Dave Bond; COW'
Itesy, Rev. Van J. Malone a n d
R2V. W. C. Jackson; public rela
'lions and publicity. Dr. W. Her
bert Brewster, Rev, R. S. Rue-
kett; host, Rev. E. H. Johnson
and Rev. N. A. Crawford: trans-
portation, Rev. R. S. Ruckett and
ushers, Rev. E. V. McGhee.
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Woman Chooses
Jail Over Fine;
Denied Choice
LONDON — Pi Pamela,
Berry, 34, choose to go to jail MI,'
Friday rather than pay a 12.601
fine for pulling the emergency,
cordon a train.
Authorities at Holloway Prison
found $33.60 In 'her purse, extracV
ed the fine and sent her home.
Miss Berry protested bitterly:
"There's no freedom left in Eng-
land."
TO SPEAK HERE — Dr. Ben-
jamin E. Mays, president of
Morehouse eollege, Atlanta. will
be the guest speaker during is•
er T. Washington Night" at Cilia
auditorium on Friday, Jun, 26.
l'lse pros
by the National Sunday
and Baptist Training Union inn.
;tress and Baptist young k.
from every state in the nation are
expected to be there.
Wants
(Continued from Page II
race relations here," Mr. Sugar-
mon explained.
Mr. Sugarmon is one of three
Negroes who have announced their
intentions of ,seeking office in this
Summer's election. The others are
Rev. Roy Love, pastor of Mt. Nebo
, Baptist church, and Rev. Henry
C. Bunton, pastor of Mt. Olive
CME cathedral, both of whom are
candidates for the Memphis board
of education.
A native of Memphis, Mr. Sug-
armon is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell B. Sugarmon. Sr., of 780
Walker ave. His father has been in
• the real estate business here for
nearly 30 years.
Mr. Sugarmon was graduated
from Booker T. Washington high
school and attended Morehouse
college in Atlanta before transfer-
ring to Rutgers university in New
lersey, where he received his
bachelor of arts degree.
school and was graduated in 1953.
After serving in the Army Cor
two years with the Adjutant Gen-
eral Corps, nine months of which
were spent in Japan, lie spent
year at Boston university etutly-
ing for a master's degree in fi-
nance.
Mrs. Sugarmon is the former
Miss Laurie DeCosta, a graduate
of Wellesley college, Wellesley,
Mass., where she was elected to
Phi Beta Kappa. She was on the
faculty. of LeMoyne college for
two years.
The couple live at 790 Walker
ave., and have two childreo, a
boy, Tarik, two-soda-half years
old, and an eight-month old daugh-
ter, Elena.
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INSIDE
NEGRO AFRICA
Read in the new issue of LOOK Magazine
• how 160 million African Negroes are throwing off the
chains of colonialism.
• how one dedicated, ruthless Negro leader is trying to build
the "United States of West Africa."
• how' democracy may be strangled by tribal conflict
in the new Negro states.
If you've been confused by the news from Africa, py the
birth of so many new countries and the deepening conflicts,
LOOK's easy-to
-read picture article will straighten every-
thing out in your mind simply and quickly. TODAY — GIT
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I am completely intrigued by
the unending records which are
set by baseball players.
Nevsr in all my years have I
Illi er run across anything whichves birth to more records than
baseball. Practically everything a ,
baseball player does is written ute
in the "record book" and is ex.'
tolled by radio announcers or ad-jective - loving baseball writers.
These are the records which
make sense: highest batting aver-
age. most .runs batted in, m o s t!
home runs, most strike
-out, etc.!
Then there are the dubious honors
which go to Ore pitcher who walk,'
ed the most men or the player
who made the most ers-- They
make sense, too.
MOST FOULS
But when you hear some jubi-
lant sportscaster raving because
Johnnie Earofeorn just tied t h e
record for most fouls hit by a
shortstop in the American League.
well. . .
No kidding, it is absolutely
amazing what these baseball sta-
tisticians will dig up by way of a
'recoccl." ik They've got a list of the alkingest" player, the "talking-
yer, the "docble playingest"
player, the "double playingest"
player, the "slowest" player, the
"fastest" player, the "ugliest play-
er "
All I'm waiting for now is the
"popcorningest" spectator.
THOSE NICKNAMES 
,And the nicknames these guys
get from the vivid imagination of
our "c o u " writers and an-
nouncers. There's "Sad S a m",
Jones, or "Toothpick" Jones if,
you prefer. There's Stan "T h e'
Man," "Minnie" Minnnso. Earl
-Bingo" Banks, Leo "The Lip."
Not to mention our good friend,
the ancient pitcher, "S at che 1"
. Paige, whose real name I have
never known.
Truly, baseball is the country's
national pastime. I know of noth-
ing that can grind the wheels of
a metropolis to a halt like a
tense base lbalmomnte
When Sad Sam decided to get
glad in Chicago ahile back, news-
papers reported that Chicago lit-
erally shut down when Sam's no-
hitter hung in the balance
As I remember the situation, in
the ninth inning Sam — looking
a no-hitter in the,face — had load-
ed the bases or some such silly
thing by throwing about 12 balls
a mile wide of the plate. So to
really get rid of all the ham that.
was in him, he proceeded to
strike out his foes as they came
up, one by me.
HOLDS BREATH
According to the papers. Chica-
go held its breath while Sad Sam
played his role to the hilt. Office
workers quit and hugged radios
cabbies refused fares; industrial.
ists were "out" to all callers; de-
livery men let their wares wait
and firemen prayed the alarm
wouldn't ring.
The moment Sad Sam struck out
the final batter, Chicago came to
life again.
But when the Windy City had!
an air raid test recently, the good
citizens continued on their merry
was. ignoring the screaming si-
rens.
1 guess that's what makes base-
ball so everlastingly American.
And that's what makes people so
everlatingly people
CELEBRATE FIRST — The
Cub Pack No. i39, BSA, of
Olivet MC. church celebrate,'
its first innitersAry recently
with the closing of Porter
school, which the boys attend.
right. A. T. Allen, scout re•
porter, Robert ;ones, David
Boyd, Leers Walls, Tom W.
Fuller, all cubs, Den Mother
Marie C. Jones, James E.
Joyner. 0, L. Johnson. -
eel, McNeil, assistant chief,
Henry Walls and Brother J. H.
Holmes, supervisor. Second
Row. left to right. Edward
Boyd, Lawrence Lust, Albert
Lee Holmes, Jerry William,
Sidney Boyd. jr., Wrennie
Lose, jr., Clenn Juhnson and
John W. Heard. Not shown
are Anderson West, jr., ('lem-
...on Watson, James L. West,
Joseph Lee Nelson. jr., Roose•
vett Coleman and Tyronne
Easley. The cubs are under
the able direction of le. B.
Gary, cub-master and A. Them•
kins, assistent. Rev. E. W.
Willianisdi is the pastor of
the church. There are 20 boys
in the troop.
Deep South Glum As Fla.
Coed Rape Trial Opens
T L all ASSEF Fla — (UPI)
— This deep southern capital 
ofn;Florida is awaili s.ith mute u -
happiness the opening of a trial
Wednesday that will focus world
attention on a rape involving four'
white youths and a 19-year-old
Negro college coed.
The penalty for rape in Florida
is the electric chair unless the
Fellowship To
Case Instiaite
JACKSON — A former Meinph-
,an resi..'nt, Prof. William E.
Jackson of the I.ane college factil•
ty, has been awarded an Economi
ics In Action Fellowship to study
! at the Case Institute of Techno1o.
gy in Cleveland, Ohio, this sum-
mer.
The fellowship provides f o r
transportation, room and board,
, text material and allows $50 a
week for personal expenses.
It is the second fellowship for.
Prof. Jackson within the past five
By JACK V. Fox tural and Mechanical University, posed to graduate from high
will take the witness stand to dc-school last Friday. His mother
scribe the events of the early was a waitress and his father a
morning of May 2 when she was part-time truck driver, lie hasdragged from a eel- where she never been in trouble before.
was parked with a college student —011ie Stoutamire, 16. Ills
and another couple. mother died when he was bornPolice said four white men, and he was raised by an aunt who
armed with a shotgun and knives, said he "never scented to learnforced her into their car, drove very fast." lie is a second cousinher away and raped her seven of Tallahassee's police chief.times, binding her arms behind No Negroes were on the jury
• 
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — U.S.
Sen. Paul H. Douglas (D-I11.1 will
be awarded a citation for leader.
ship in the field of civil and hu-'
men rights et an Anti-Defamationi
Knex Grads Hear Revs.
Robert And Weisiger
ing churchmen spoke at Knox-!
ville college's 84th coin mence-!
ment activities, Sunday and Mon-
day dueing which 58 graduates
received their degrees in ceremon-
ies on the campus.
Dr. Joseph L. Roberts, pastor
of Bethel AME Zion church of De-
troit, and Knoxville college grad•
uate, class of 1925, was princi-
pal speaker at Baccalaureate
services held Sunday at k; p. m.
Dr. Roberts received an honor-
ary degree from the college in
1956.
His daughter, Jacqueline L.,
was a member of the '59 graduat-
ing class and his son, James, jr.,
finished Knoxville college in 1956.
Dr. Roberts preached from the
topic, -Thought. The Essence of
jury recommenos mercy, her with a belt and baby's diaper venire.A white man has never been across her mouth. An examine 
 elected here for rape of a Negro lion by
although there have been a nuns- showed 
white and Negro doctors R
, she had been raped.her of electrocutions of Negro FOUR ACCUSED4.a's publishers, jubilant over. Then, suddenly, early in 1959, men for assault of white women. 
 
it giant increases in circiila.
lion, have rewarded its editorial in a big way. Circulatim figures said the trial would be handled 
 
zoomecf. The crisis was past.
Sepia was here to stay.
But like any other journalist
worth his salt, Mrs. Jackson was
too busy last week to dwell long,
on her good fortune. Her thoughts,
,were on next month's issue of..
Sepia — and those climbing circu-
lation figures.final one. I "Those seven and one-half yearsFor seven and one•half years!seem like only a few short weeksshe battled all the things that to me," Mrs. Jackson said. "I'vethreaten the life of any ne w:eajoyed every minute of it. andpublication — rising costs, distri-!now that the crisis is past I canbution troubles. It was crisis after spend more time planning new
limprovements for the magazine.
director, Mrs. Addle Jackson,
with a new 1959 Cadillac.
The stories of Sepia and Mrs.
Jackson are inseparable, for she
was on hand when the then fledg-ling magazine first stretched its
wings and decided to fly. S h e
nursed it through the years when
every monthly issue seemed the
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the public became aware of Sepia
WEDDING BELLS will ring In
the very near future for Miss
Delois V. Davis of Earle.
Ark., whose engagement to
Vannette W. Johnson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie J.
Johnson of Little Rock, Ark.,
WAR announced recently by her
parents, Rev. and Mrs. J. L.
Johnson. The bride-elect and
Mr. Johnson are both mem-
bers of the faculty of Arkan-
sas AM&N college.
Rawl, Pvatnr, Vacuum Baal, Hetet
and Parts and Ports
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i'chamber."
trial will get particular attention, _i Patrick Scarborough, 2n, nn I The slight, mustached Negroby contrast to the recent lyne.h-,
was transferred Monday nightleave from the Air Force. Hising of a Negro man in Poplar. fa.—iner committed suicide t h e from Lee County Hospital to Cen-ville, Miss., accused of rape. 
tral Prison in Raleigh while ofwas killed en a barroomA total of 256 prospective jurors brawl when he was seven and hisifieeeg sought to make a positiveall men, were called for the trial, same year. He served 30 days In identification. . 4 y,indicating the expectation it may jail for a traffic violation and was l Sheriff D. F. Holder said thebe a difficult job to get a jury, in several minor scrapes as a ' main reason for the transfer was AIRMAN HARRIET L. Rockies'The girl, an average student at juvenile. to avoid the necessity of placing of on E Mosby
daughter of Mrs. Clara F. Raddsn
the 3,000-strong Florida Agricul• 
—Fry in Beagles, le. who WRA guards at the hospital. st., has beentransferred to Amarillo AFB, Tex.!
for a technical training enure-
havin4 completed her basic train
jag at ',Ackland AFT, Tex. A grad-
uate'  of Hamilton High school,
To I3e Married class of Ing, -Miss Roddy was
years. In 1954 he was granted a
scholarship from the Danforth
Foundation and studied at Boston
university.
A graduate of the 1947 class at
LeMoyne college, Prof. Jackson
studied for his master of arts de-
gree at Fisk university in Nash-
ville, and his master of science
degree at the Univerity of Ar-
kansas where he has studied for.
I his doctorate,
member of the Lane college
faculty for six years, Prof. Jack-
son teaches in the social sciinc
department and works in the,'Per.
sonnet division,
exactly as any other such case
and he thought it might produce
considerable good insofar as it
demonstrates the fairness of
southern justice.
COMMUNITY REVOLTED
The community reaction has
been one of revulsion and disgust
mixed with the knowledge the
AM&N Teachers Attempt To Burn
ape Suspect
This Summer
EARLE. Ark. — Rev. and Mrs.
J. L. Davis last week announced
the engagement of their daugh-
ter Miss Delois Verneka Davis to
Vannette W. Johnson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles J. Johnson of
Little Rock, Ark.
A graduate of Arkansas AM&N
college at Pine Bluff, Miss Davis
is a member of Alpha Kappa Al-
pha sorority and Alpha Psi Omega
Dramatic honor society. Her fath-
The defendants arc: 'Critical: Is
—DillonT Collinsworth, 24,
married with two children. A de- Transferredtense psychiatrist has pronounced
him of moron intelligence and a,
! SANFORD, N. C. — (UPI) —man whose partindian blood is
A N.-gro rape suspect, woundediinflarned by alcohol. He cannot
and captured after the slaying of!read or write although'
a Lee County deputy sheriff, beg-ed the sixth grade Collinsvvorth'
iged officers to "kill me, kill me,has pleaded insanity. A test made
I don't want to die In the g a.at the state mental hospital will
be introduced at the trial
Home Of Klan Foe
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (11P1)have accepted articles of incorpo-
- An attempt was made early ration for the Ku Klux Klan lastTuesday to burn the home of , week if there was any legal wa3,Arkansas Secretary of State C. 'around it,
G. Hall, just a day after he Said The arson attempt was discos!.he would have refused to allow ered about 6:30 a. m. by Mrs.1incorporation of the Ku Klux Hail as she walked out on theKlan if it could have been pre- front porch to get the morningvented. 
newspaper.
Hall said he was not blaming A piece of pine wood had been
er is pastor of the St, James Bap. anyone for the fire. hut he thought laid on a brown piece of paper
tint church in Earle. It was "rather coincidental" the and the paper lighted. One side
Mr. Johnson is also an alumnus fire attempt should occur t h e of the wood was burned and the
of Arkansas AM&N college and afsame day his comments were freshly painted column blisteredpublished. about five feet up the post.member of Alpha Phi Alpha fra-i(entity, and belongs ie Alpha Kap- "f am not accusing anyone of Little Rock polies chief Eugenepa Mu and Sigma Rho Sigma such a crime." Hall said. "But Smith said the wood had been
national honor societies. it doesn't seem likely that such leaning against the column, butBoth the bride-elect and Mr la thing occurs by accident the was blown to the base of t h eJohnson are currently member0:lay after the story shout my column by the wind and the rain.of the faculty of their alma mater, feelings against the klan are This, Smith said, probably savedThey will make their home in published" the home. He promised Hall hePine Bluff, I Hall said Monday he would not would give him police protection,
TOUR MAMMOTH CAVE —
The Melrose Chaptei of the
National Honor Society left re-
cently on an educational tour
of Mammoth Cave, Ky., and
then to Washington, D. C. Stu-
dents making tht trip are
James F. Estes, Barbara Bal.
Icy, Katherine Thomas, Wel-
ter Evans, Kenneth Cox, Ralph
McCoy, Charlie Parker, Bob-
ble Black, Kenneth Anderson,
mild Green, Mary Ayers,
el Ruffin, Sallie Haley, Jar-
f. 4veline Briggs, Margaret Swa•
eye, Joyce Bonner, Modena
Thomas, Carol Ann Springer,
Hortense Spillers, Emma
Moore, Sandra Bass, Eula
Perry, Ida Mae Coats, Shirley
Conner, Eleanor Faye Wil-
liams, and Gwendolyn Smith.
Ronald Green is from Hamil-
ton high. Sponsors of the trip
are Mrs. I,ytia McKinney,
Mrs. Gladys Sharp, Mrs. Mary
among eight Negroes to qualify
ier admission to Memphis State
university. All were kept out when
the president, Dr. Jack Smith,
! said he feared violence would oc-
cur if they were admitted as stu-
dents last fall,
Effeelive !Monday, June R. the
Vance Avenue branch of the Mem•
'phis public library began open-
ing at 9 a. m , Mrs. Pearl Oates,
the librarian in charge, announced
this week.
The new hours of the Vance
Avenue branch, as announced by
Mrs. Oates are: from P a. in. to
9 p. m, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, and 9 a. in. to 6 p. m.
on Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-
day.
Collier, Mrs. Minnie V. Ech•
elA and Cecil D. Goodlow.
Teachers making the trip are
Miss Mary Morgan, Miss Glad'
ye Dean and Mrs. Delis Red-
den, of Melrose; Mee. Eliza-
beth Cox of LaRosa. and Mrs.
Bernice Thomas of Carnes.
League meeting here June 14, it
was announced Tuesday.
Douglas will address the annual
meeting of the Illinois regional,
advisory board of the league,
which is the educational and com-
munity relations agency of the
B'nai Berth organization.
Dr and Mrs. James A. Cols-
ton held the President's reception
for graduates, their parents, alum-
ni and visiting friends in the stu-
dent center Sunday evening after
Baccalaureate.
On Monday evening at 5 the
graduates and visitors heard an
address by Dr. Cary N. Weisiger,
Ill, pastor of Mt. Lebanon United
Presbyterian church in Pitts-
burgh. Pa. His subject: "The Cul.
(tired Christian." Dr. Weisiger, a
graduate of Princeton, recei‘ed
the Th. B. degree from West.
minister Theological Seminary and
the D. D. degree from Muskingum
college.
The graduating class' five honor
students with cum laude rating
are from the Knoxville arcs and
four are Austin high graduates.
They are: Dessa Blair, valedictor-
ian, graduate of Lincoln high
school, Middlesboio. Ky., and
Rosemary Martin, Jarnesena Boyd
and Heart Bacon from Austin
high.
Two seniors have been granted
scholarships to study on the grad-
uate level: Richard Jackson, one
of 1000 Applicents selected front
7000 entered from 700 colleges and
universities, was awarded t h
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship; and
William C. Woorlfin received re-
mission of tuition in the amount
of $1050 hesdes a cash award of$300 to study at Clark university
in Westchester, Mass. Both are
graduates of Austin High in Knox-
ville.
IF YOU CAN FIND A
BETTER BOURBON... BUY IT!
3A!iFient
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Branch, Miss Mettle B. Wilson,
Mrs. Silena Steel, E, Hall, Mary
Lewis, Mrs. Ivory F. Vessel! and
Mrs. Lula Alexander.
Other services for Sunday will
BEULAH BAPTIST
"Youth Facing the Space Age
with Christ," is the theme of
Young People's day to be cele-
brated at the Beulah Baptist
church Sunday, June 14. Rev. H.
d TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 13, 195)
Young People's day will be also. The public is invited to at.
served at the Hopewell Baptist tend.
&lurch Sunday, June 14. The en-, Officers and chairmeu of the
the day will be devoted to the annual tel are Mrs. Willye lase
observation.
At 3 p. m. Rev. W. Williamson
of Olivet Baptist church will de-
liver the main address. Music
will be furnished by the Olivet
Choirs. be regular.
The theme of the Young Peo- Rev. 0. C. Criven is the minis-
plea day is "Remember Not the ter.
Sins of My Youth Nor My Trans-
gressions According to their Mer-
cies . . . Remember Thou for
Thy Goodness Sake 0 Lord."
Miss Annie E. Harris is the
general chairman and Miss An-
nie C. Moore is the co-chairman. C. Nabrit, pastor of First Baptist
Ref. L. M. McNeil is the pas- church, Lauderdale, will be the
tor. guest speaker. The St. John Bap-
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST tist choir will render music.
From 4 p. m. to 6 P. m. the, An interesting program has
annual tea of the Sunday School' been planned. Appearing on it will
will be held. A special program be Miss Marilyn Isabel, Miss Shir-
has been planned for the event, 'ley Harrison, Miss Marie Ed-
------- mondson and Miss Juanita John-
son./Seek 39 Grads Mrs. Ozetta Evans is the general
For Hyde Park
Class Reunion
C 11 ICAG 0, Illinois. —
A committee of alumni of Hyde
Park High school is mapping
plans for a reunion of the June,
1939 class.
To date the group has contacted
some 200 of the graduates. How-
ever, because they did not have
the cirrent addresses of some 350
other fellow students, they were
chairman. The co-chairman is
Miss Delores Prince.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the pas-
tor.
Find Body of Chicago
Policeman's Son, 7
HATFIELD, Wis.—(UPI) — The
body of seven-year-old Douglas
Luke, son of a Chicago policeman,
wftS recovered from Lake Arbutus
Monday, not far from the boat
dock where he disappeared Sun-
day while his family was swim-
unable to give them any informa-, ming nearby,
tion about the reunion. ! The boy was at first thought by
All members of the 1939 class his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
who have not heard from the. Luke, to have wandered off into
committee are asked to contact the densely wooded area surround-
Mrs. Bea Edelman Herman at trig the lake on the Clark-Jackson
2223 W. Farwell, Chicago 45, or County line.
call her at AMbassador 2-3906. , 
In addition to wanting all ment-1 President Jim Bentley of the
leers of the class to participate in Ontario Lawn Tennis Association
the event, the sponsors would liketsaid the order was "absurd." Ile
to have as many as possible serve
on the planning committee.
Atty. Normand A. Cohen is
among those assisting the com-
mittee.
said Gonzales should have been
first beefiuse he defeated Hoad re-
cently in straight sets in the fin-
als of a pro tournament in Clev-
eland.
' Time and time again man controlled desires of another, was
'rises to his highest heights — his ewe to e as.tund the esaesi to
Shining hour. I use the term he point that he nourished the;
, and boxing timing bag. Along the
-rises' advisedly. As we see man nemories of his chilld and then! aide of the gym area are five pri-day after day we see him work- prayed to God for forgiveness on vete nook-like rooms. They are
nig on a level that is far below the part of the young man who
Fits highest capabilities. The time had done him such a wrong.
has come when men must do that, Then the picture changes — the
which they are best fitted, moral-
ly and spiritually. 
1 next time you see the young
man who had committed the ter-
This week society had the mis-,rlble crime you see a man whose
fortune of seeing a young man at'iface is bathed in tears. It is my
tack and murder a girl of three belief that these tears were the
years. This was tragic enough but result of the talk given him by
when the father of the child made the father of the child he had
a radio broadcast and made an slain. Maybe he could have gone
appeal for God's mercy upon the to this man very bitter and an-
man who had killed his daughter, tagonistic, which would h a v e
we are fullly aware that the brought on the same reactions onfirst reaction to such an caper- the part of the young killer, but
ience would be to become bitter . when he went remorseful thebut this was not his way out.' young man also became remorse-
Sometimes man rises to a height, fill,
that would 0th .. , n
'THIS WAS' BOYS' says Rev.
H. L. Starks (right) pastor of
the Clayborn AWE Temple as
he instructs a few of his
charges in the new recreation
center of the church, opened
recently. The center features
some of the latest recreation-
al facilities and should stand
the church in good stead for
some time.
layborn Opens
New Rec. Center
eraise newer e
realized except through the fact
that he '-rises" above those about
him.
The fact that this man was
Calle to approach the moment
without bitterness caused lam to
rise far higher than he would have
otherwise. Mans- times when we
are able to so conduct ourselves
that we are able to lisp above ite
normal behavior expected of us,
we place upon those about its a
much deeper appreciation for the
better things of life. We must he
able to rise above the expected if
life is going to be meaningfol.
One of the most needed aspects
of our world today is those rico-
pie who able to rise above
the pettiness so common among
us today The
achieve the place of which it is
capable when most of the people
with whom we come in contact
are filled with those features that
prevent us from living life on its
hiehest level. We must realize that
life can he much more meening-
NI for all of us in proportion that
we are able to rise above those
things that will do nothing hut
make us smaller. No longer can
we as individuate live within the
confines of gmallness and hope to
make this world what it is ex-
pected to be.
Sometime ago I listened to ore
of the great speakers of our day
relate the story behind nomvio•
knee resistence in his country.
Re related some of the things to
eene's ed •elsteelse
In this whole program. As T listen-
ed to him I wondered hnw far I
could go alone with this whole
pattern of things. Then a second
thought dawned upon me — this
le t eetteee d-es sess. ssessses
a part of all of us if life is going
to he meenieefel In us. None of
us will ever he eh!. to rise to
the standard, for which we ere
designed if we allow hets
and t•ete propel us thew'
thin bre
Th,s w' s hee ' • • •
Ids our children through the un.
I wonder if thig is not the spirit
esus was presenting to His hear-
ers when fie informed them to
forgive those who transgressed
against them seventy times sev-
enty. Forgiveness at its highest
level makes us just the same
kind of person as this man. Then
the same old question conies to
all of us, just how non-violent and
forgiving are we' I think that
somewhere down the line each of
us should stop and ask ourselves
how do we fit into the picture of
• aking this world a better place
i which to live. How are we in
unity to adjust ourselves to the
dversities of life in this world?
Years from today a man's sta•
tue will be measured not by fits
bank account, his intellect, lots
l home, or any of the material
, things which he might acquire.
but rather his WIR to know
.what Is right and his having the
ability to follow through with the
same in deeds and actions. Men
will become men only when they
are able to rise up to oso
things that ell] cause them to
grow in moral and spiritual sta.
When man's eyes are open tothe
extent that he is able to see isie
will of God; when man's ears are
sealed to the extent that he is
die to hear the voice of God:,
ce gi owl', he '-
tired to the point that he is able
to rise up to those things for which
he is originally designed, then the
peace, for which God's only Eon
came down on this earth, will
he realized.
As bitter as some of our losses
might he, as disheartening as it is
to have one's confidence in his
!salsa-m os iiessirted, and As heart-
endering as it is for one to have
his faith shaken because of the
'evils of society, when one can
rise lip above all of these tt-inee
tut see God's will in action and
eentlfv. minter If with a pail "ofl
Sis will there is hope that this
wrirld will be a better place in
whieh to 
ive!
By HATTIE HOUSE
A once dilapidated upper area
of the Clayborn AME church . . .
beaten by the elements and worn
by time has been turned into *
model of what the average teen-
ager considers a basic need . . .
a recreational center conceived
and directed by the church.
Situated at 294 Hernando where
all the attributes of such a pro-
ject can be utilized to the utmost
it stands as a commendable step
forward in providing an environ-
men conducive to molding youths
into well,rounded individuals 'of
high morals and integrity.
Church members and friends
perpetuated the idea by contri•
buting their services, financial and
otherwise. Thus. a Splendid roof-
ing job has taken care of the
leaks,y floors once marred b
grime have a beautiful hard
wood finish, torn plaster is now
smoothly in place, new window
panes have replaced the broken
ones, proper lighting fixtures
hafe been installed and an invit-
ing coat of green paint now adds
In the cheerfulness of the aemos•
phere.
On ascending the stairs to the
center, one enters the snack bar.
Here various kinds of delicious
light edibles and soft drinks can
be bought. The gym area is the
next room . . . very large and
equipped with basket ball basket,
ping pong, tables, gym set, minis-
tuie billard table, shuffle board
charmingly accented with draper-
ies that catch the color scheme
on a white background. Tables
with different games already set
up await those who might pre-
fer a quiet game with pals. For
one in the crowd who just likes
to curl up with a good book, there
is a library in a far corner not
very large but with all shelves
filled.
Though still In its infancy, from
the interior of the center shines
the realization of a glorious dream
. . . the dream of many a child
and teenager for a clean health-
ful pleasant place to play and
grow mentally, spiritually and phy-
sically under understanding and
competent guidance.
The center is opened five days
a week from 5:30 p. m. to 9 p. rn.
Members and nonmembers may
participate in the activities of the
center. Due to the size of the
membership, a fee of 25 cents a
week is asked of members and 50
cents of non-members. These
ies of the directors, Mrs. Ger-
McCleave Music
Students To
Hold Recital
On June 17, 7:30 p. m. in the
Owen college auditorium, the mu-
sic students of the MeCleave Mu
sic School will appear in recite
of piano and voice.
Mrs. Martha Graham and Miss
Laneetha Collius are to be Sues
artists.
Medame Florence C. Mt:Cleave
owner of the school, will direct
with James H. Barr, accompany.
mg.
Mattis Graham, Dorothy Gra-
ham, Delay* Graham, Shirley
Purnell, Billy Tucker, Geraldine
Seay, Minnie Ethel Walker, Doris
Bearden, Suretlia Toy, all on pi-
ano. Lee Cunningham, Jacqueline
Gibson, Billie Gale Baker, Antoi-
nette Mitchell, Lillie Hall, Mary
Shirley Harrison, Freddie Joseph,
Joyce Vaulx, Dorothy Kent and
Grace Conley, voice.
LUTHERAN GRADUATION —
Graduating exercises for Lu-
ther Cooperative school were
held June 3, at the Calvary
Lutheran church, East efel.e-
pore at Azalia. Taking an ac-
tive part in the ceremonies,
above, from left to right, were
Rev. .1. T. Skinner, pastor of
Calvary Lutheran, Ronal Moore
salutatorian; Imogene, Bolden,
valedictorian; and Rev. John
C. Mickle, pastor of the Sec-
ond Congregational church
oho was. guest commencemen
speaker. Standing in front in
Roneld Pearson of the school
kindergarten. J. L. McDowell
is principal of Lutheran Co-
operative,
Friends Plan Avery AME Church To
Report Confab Hear Wiley Branton
Center, 4859 S. Wabash ave.
Wiley A. Branton, attorney of It was perhaps through his se-
C II I C A G 0, Illinois. — Pine Bluff. Ark., and one of the tion as chief counsel for the Ns-
.
The American Friends of the nation's brilliant legal minds, will'gro school children in the Little
l
church's Annual Men's Day pro-
Middle East and a people to peo. highlight Avery U h a p e I A IEl ock school suit and his work ift
the case of Alford vs. The s.iteplc committee of Chicagoans are
Igram, Sunday, June 14. as guest of Arkansas, that the name Wileysponsoring a report dinner Wed !speaker The program will get un--
United Packing House Workers' A native of Pine Bluff and a 
Branton is so well known.
nesday„Tune 17, 7 p, m. at the derway at 1 p.m. Also on the men's day progra
- 
will be Rev. J. W. Golden, on
graduate of AM&N college, Attor- the nation's most impressivemonies are used to pay the salar. The report will be made by the ney Branton is admitted to prac
God and faith in God are the an- sion to the Middle East. The Rev. bar of the UnitedA 
tors. Rev. Golden serves as dire
Rev. J. H. Jackson who with 20'tice law in all State and Federal
gram set up for the young people are often faced in life," he told event and Theodore A. Jones, co -
the graduates. There were 83
dents In the class. 
tor of motivation, secretary of thetrude Smith and Mrs. Mildred Nashville. "Comradeship w i t k other Americans went on a mis- courts including admission to the General Board of Evengelism MrHarris. 
part of the pro- swers to the examinations that Owen D. Pelt is chairman of the court.
Methodist As such,,
of Clayborn Temple also, in the
Lelia 0, Walker Girls Club, The
club somewhat supplements the
activities in the gym area for the
girls. Although the rooms remod-
eled for the club are not com-
pletely furnished, plans have been
made to do so. The proposed
rooms that the club will occupy
will be kitchenette and dinette,
lounge, sewing room, television
room and an upper room for wor-
ship which has an altar with a
divided pulpit. All girls of the
city are eligible and there is no
fee. Mrs. Ernestine Rivers is the
director.
A supplement for the boys is a
Scout Den. It is equipped with its
own snack bar, table and chairs,
refrigerator and cash register. De.
oabry Thornton is the scout mas-
ter.
As the pastor, Rev. H. L. Starks,
spoke of how such a program was
initiated in the church, he related
leetences in other cities where he
has seen the social value of
stica a project in combatting un-
desirable situations in which some
young people find themselves.
the adds . . . "There are many
People who have mountain too
experiences but they have failed
to connect those shining moments
with the need that exist at he
foot of the mountain. Thus is
borne he tragedy of tragedies."
, 00 Attend
AME Meeting
July 7.
The Missionary Quadrennial ser. has sent more funds direct to the
mOn was delivered at the open. mission fields than under the pee-
ing seselon on Tuesday mornIngi %lona system when such funds
by Rt. Rev, E. L. Hickman, Da., were raised independently in each
troll, presiding bishop of Ken. Episcopal District. Throughout the
lucky-Tennessee and the 16th kepis. church, keen interest is mounting
copal District, a misslonallb 418- i in the report of the accomplish-
Wet which includes Cuba. t hel ments of the Missionary depart-
Bahamas, Windward Islands, Ja-IMent in this first quadrennium
males, Guilin.. Santo Domingo, of existence under budgetary resit.
Haiti and South America. lotions.
An outstanding feature' of the $400 PER PERSON
meeting was tile awards made The General Budget of the mil-
to winners in a scrap book con- lion•member denomination is bas-
studied° (Turkey, Lehano asemed est upon an annual four dollar per
test based upon the countries member that goes into the gen.
studied (Turkey, Lebanon, Egypt, eral treasury out of which all de-
Syria. Iran. Iraq, Pakistan, Ethl- partmental obligations are alto-
' °pia. Jordan and North Africa) salted and disbursed. Bishop Sher-
during the past four years. En- man I. Greene. Atlanta. senior
trints winning the chnipetition in Bishop of the church Is chairman
each Fpiscopel District competed of the An.member Central Board
for top prizes during the conven• which adminieters them. (mule for
lion. This project is under the all departments and agencies,
DETROIT — More than 2,000, direction of the connectional Corn-
, delegates and equally as many I mittee on Arta and Crafts.
visitors attended the Women's DR. CLARK SPEAKS
Missionary Society Quadrennial l Dr. A. Chester Clark, New York.
Convention of the African Method. Secretary of Missions, addressed
hat Episcopal church meeting in, the convention, presenting lb e
Ebenezer AME church, Willis and needs of Clayborn College Sekon-
Brush sts.. here July 7 through 10,1 di, Accra, Ghana, in West Afri•
Elected delegates from 87 annual ca. Dr. Clark has also toured
throughout the states, plus dele-, many sections of the denomina-
gations from Canada, Bermuda, 1 tion's missionary enterprises in
, the West Indies. South America I Africa and will bring first hand
and Africa mode reports. heard Information to the delegates on
addresse by outstanding persona Present conditions.
In the mission field and acted upon For the first time in the his.
constitutional amendments, tory of the Women's Missionary
Mrs. Anne E. Heath, Washing. Society, it has operated upon a
ton, D. C.. national president and budget prescribed and provided
chairman of the administrative • I)V the General Budget S und of
committee of the connectional! the church Instituter, during the
body has traveled extensively' 1956 session of the General Con-
during the past four years since' fere"e in
the last convention throughout the Operating upon an annual budg•
denominations missionary installs- it of 878.125.00 received from the
hone in South and West Africa, financial secretary of the church,
Her keynote address was given on! Dr. R. W. Mance, Washington, D.C the missionary department
REV. CHARLES L. DINKINS, re-
cently elected executive secretary
of the Sunday School Publishing
Board of the National Baptist Con-
vention, Inc., was the speaker at
the third annual baccalaureate ex-
ercise of Cameron high school in
stip
DUCK STATE
Albany—New York raises about
seven times more ducks than an
other state.
chairman
Dr. Jackson is pastor of Olivet
Baptist church and president of
the National Baptist Convention,
U. S. A., and a member of the
Central Committee of World Coun-
cil of Churches.
States Supreme
TORONTO, Ont. — (UPI)
Lew }load was top-seeded for the
$15,000 O'Keefe International ten•
nis tournament here June 17-21.
Next
Frank
zales.
in order are Ken Rosewall,
Sedgrnan and Pension Gon.
the
Rev. Golden
ciation
conflicts
church.
has had direct
the various controver-
sial of today. from
Mem-
phis,
experiences he will pass on in-
formation to the citizens of 
ttiC
c 
Rev.
urci mLnitnter.Yes P atrick ish 
with
SAVE VALUABLE
QUALITY STAMPS
Shop where you see the sign
"We Give Quality Stamps"
You'll find it really pays
which
Yea Madame,
There is always the question
— what to serve for dessert
with barbecue? Jack Sprat has
the answer — Use Jack Sprat
pastry for tender tarts, tangy
wedges of cheese, and juicy
fruits. Put them all together
with iced or hot mugs of cof-
fee and you have a wonderful
ending to your barbecue din-
ner as zestful as the outdoors.
With our pastry recipe use all
41
of your favorite fruit fillings.
Jack Sprat Tart Pastry
I 1.4 cups Jack Sprat flour
2 1-4 tablespoons cold water
1 1-4 teaspoon salt
1-4 cup shortening
Sift Jack Sprat flour and
salt into a mixing bowl With
a pastry blender, cut in 2-3 of
the shortening until as fine as
meal. Cut in remaining short-
ening. Sprinkle water over
mixture, mix with a fork until
particles cling together. Pick
THERE IS ALWAYS good listening when the Big Star 'relent
*how elimhe the powerful WIMIA eh-lance each Saturday morn•
ing at 1134 for you ire always assured of a topnotch show. It's
a continuing parade of gifted boys and girls who step before the
microphone of the Big Star Talent show to show the vast Mid.
asso-
up in hands; shape into a ball.
Roll out 1-8 inch thick on a
floured board of pastry cloth.
Cut twelve 3te inch circles
with a cookie cutter. Place
circles on cookie, place a round
tablespoon of fruit filling in
center of each circle. Shape in
squares or rounds. Bake in
very hot oven 450 degrees F.
fourteen to 16 minutes.
Just right for Barbecues.
Bye for now,
Jane Porter.
JANA C,
eolith audience what they can do. From these young stars come
the hie stirs' cannel world. Os last Saterilay's show the talent.
ad line•un Included: Gviendnlyn Townsel, Mildred Wiggins
Marion Hassell, Percy Wiggins, Joy Harvey and Jimmy Catron
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A BUDDHIST MONK who came to America after visiting the Dslai
Lama in India, greets Dr. Frank Buchman (right) who initiated Moral
Re-Armament, on his Slat birthday at the Summit Strategy Conference,
Mackinac Island, Mich. He is Fthikhu Chandra Khemasiri (left) aide to
Lord Abbott of Wat Mahadhatu (center) head of Thailand's '200,000
Buddhist monks.
Say Family 'Knocked' Gov. Long Out
GALVESTON, Texas—(UPI)—Gov. Earl K. Long of Louisiana
fought plans to put him in a mental hospital so hard his family
had to have him knocked out, it was reported Tuesday.
But authorities at John Sealy Hospital in Galveston, whet-e the
colorful chief executive of the Bayous was flown secretely Satur-
day. denied reports Long has been violent since his arrival.
Dr. John Truslow, administrator at the hospital, said the 63.
year-old Long was "stubbornly resisting attempts to give him
psychiatric treatment."
Survives 100 Foot Fall; Then Prays
Police clocked James Perry. 24, 'if Gary, Incl , at 100 miles an
hour a moment leifore his car sliced through a her y guard rail and
plunged down a 100.foot embankment.
They found Perry, unhurt, kneeling beside the car in prayer.
BELOIT. Wis. — (UPI) — Charges were filed Monday against
four persons in the beating of a police officer who stopped their car
for A minor traffic violation.
Mack Henry, 31, was charged with operating an unregistered
vehicle, driving without a license and resisting arrest.
His wife, Vivian, 20, was charged with interfering with an arrest
and with Infliettng bodily harm to a police officer.
PERRY, Ga. — (UPI) — Larry Sutton, it, was killed Monday by
a bullet which ricocheted off the surface of a pond.
Police said Sutton and Martha Ann :Mobley, 14, were shooting
at a snake in 3 fish pond. Hawkins said a .22 caliber bullet, ap-
parently fired by Martha Ann, ricocheted off the surface of the pond
and lodged in Sutton's heart.
WINCHESTER, C,allf.—(UP1)—A I347 bomber crashed here
early Tuesday. killing two and possibly three crewmen and serious-
ly injuring a fourth.
Flaming debris was scattered over a two-mile area
Sheriff's deputies in Riverside County said Iwo bodies were
found. They expressed fear a third person was killed in the crash.
A fourth man was taken from the wreckage suffering first de-
gre burns.
NEW YORK—(UPI)—John Fester Dulles was in constant pain
and "unable to keep down a single meal" during his last diplomatic
trip to Europe a few months before his death from cancer, Vice
President Richard M. Nixon said Wednesday.
Despite this, Nixon said in a signed article in Life magazine,
Dulles "was never better at the negotiating table than at this meat
difficult period of his life,"
CAS Hold Talks On Nicaraguan Invasion
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The Council of the 21-natinn Organiza-
tion of American States OAS was called into emergency session
today to consider the airborne invasion of Nicaragua.
The meeting was requested by Nicaraguan Ambassador Guiller-
mo Sevilla-Secaea.
State Department spokesman Lincoln White said the United
States Was "net aware of any direct request for help" from the
Nicaraguan government.
Miss Illinois Graduates From College
ROCK ISLAND, 111.—(11P1)---8uaanne inheatn. 20, was graduated
from Augusta College Menday with her immediate future already
pretty well mapped out.
Mies Johnson, a tall. shapely Chicago brunette will go to Atlantic
City, N. J., in September to represent Illinois in the Mist America
Pageant.
She became Miss Illinois Saturday night at the annual contest in
Moline. She stands 8 feet 7 inches, has brown eyes and measures
36-251/2-37.
KEWANEE, III.—(UPI)—Earl R. Addis, Ole a West Jeraey.
farmer was killed in a freak accident while mowing his front lawn.
Authorities reported Saturday that the power mewer flung a
piece of wire through Addis, lip and into his brats.
See Strike Ahead For Steel Industry
NEW YORPC—(UPI)—Steel wage Wks resumed Tueseley after
a six-day recta* amid growing evidence the United Steelworkers
of America may issue a "put up or else" ultimatum to the
Industry.
With four weeka remaining before the July 1 strike deadline,
the crucial contract talks are deadlocked on practically all issues.
HELPING to keep alive the
tradition that Bennett grad-
uates always cry-for-joy is
Miss Helen McEachern of
Rowland, N.C., (right) who's
being congratulated by a
friend, Miss Hilda Harris, a
senior, of Philadelphia. De-
grees were conferred upon
53 graduates at the Bennett,
N. C., school.
DR. BUCHMAN (right) listens to Lord Mayor Willi Brandt of West
Berlin in a transoceanic call from a Berlin luncheon honoring the Slat.
birthday of the Moral Re-Armament founder. With Dr. Buchman is Pe-
ter Petersen of Germany.
Charge 2 Teens Threw TemptingFresh Fruit
Man, 54 To His Death Salad Dressing
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Two teen-
aged boys were charged with hom-
icide Monday for allegedly throw-
ing a 54-year-old moan to his death
from the tracks of a Brooklyn ele-
vated station.
Police said a 15-year-old girl
whose window overlooked the sta.]
tion had fingered the man AS a
hold-up victim to the two youths
prowling the street below.
The body of Francis J. Feta-
l:week, a building maintenance
s
employe o' the First National City! He apparently was the only per. Now the time for fresh orange
Bank, was found on the street 40 son waiting for the train at about, fruit salad dressing.
day
st below thetracks early Satur- 2:30 A.M. when the girl spotted Place ti cup fresh orange juice
him from a window. The youths' In saucepan over low heat. Beat
Richard Murph IS, and Roy ran up the station steps and de. 1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice, IS
Meyers, 16, a vocational high - mantled his money, police said. teaspoon salt and 2 egg polka to-
school student, were arrested Sun-1 He refused, and they attacked gether in top of double boiler.
day. The girl who allegedly point-I-him. causing him to fall to the Gradually beat in 3 tablespoons
ed out the lonely robbery victim tracks. As he lay there, police' sugar. Slowly stir in loot orange
said, the boys took light bulbs juice. Cook over hot water, stir-
from the station fixtures and, ring constantly. Beat 2 egg whites
A 
   who re- 
'brew
them at heikmd. himself U
ALERT OFFICER j until they stand in soft peaks.
to them was not identified and not
held.
persistentpatrolman, itzpatrick 17-1 Gradually beat in asother 3 is-
fused, to believe Fitzpatrick had police said, and attempted to run.blespoon sugar. Fold into cooked
either jumped or fallen from the across or down the tracks. The
youths allegedly remised h I m,
wrestled with him and threw him
over the edge. Officials found only
$1.84 in his wallet.
The solution of the case was
credited to Patroleman Robert
Thornton, who returned to the
neighborhood on his time off Sat- Clemons left a night club party
urday and continued questioning for home Friday, but wound up
from Gary, Ind. who, police said, seeing he planned to visit some residents until he found persona! delaying a B.52 bomber in landing
admitted he had been in the "pro- friends. 
fession" for only six months was 
I who saw the attack. at McConnell Air Force base.
arrested Tuesday, in the 5700 •
block on Indiana ave. by Detec-
tives Lueeke Mays and Clarence
Burke.
The detect, z,s arrested 19-year-
old Alvin Sangster, who gave his
addrees as 2441 Jefferson, Gary,•
after they received a call that a
"postman was being followed.„
Sangster who admitted burgia-
rizin4 the apartments of Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Appleton, of 462 Oak-
wood blvd., three weeks ago, and
that of Mr. and Mrs. Gaston, of
4543 S. Parkway, said he also had
burglarized a number of apart-'
meets in Gary.
When he was arrested, the youth
was carrying a glass cutter; a
pair of pliers; a two and one-half,
inch screw driver: a four-inch
long linoleum blade cutting knife
and six-inch screw driver.
Sangster will appear in Felony,
court Thursday.
Suspect Admits
Being 'Thug'
For 6 Months
C II ICAG 0, Illinois. —
A teen-age burglar a suspect
tracks was credited with piecing
together the story of his death,
primarily from persons who wit-
nessed all or part of the attack
from nearby windows.
Police said Fitzpatrick had visit-
ed his estranged wife and their
children on Friday evening and
left, with about $100 in his pocket,
mixture and chill.
Before serving, fold in 1.4 cup
whipped cream and garnish with
grated orange rind. Makes two-
and-one-half cups.
WICHITA, Kan. — (UPI) — Don
Iberia Appoints New
First Secretary, Adviser
'WASHINGTON — The Repub-
lic of Liberia has announced the
appointment of a new first sec-
retary and consul and a cultural
attache and student adviser at its
Washington Embassy.
Francis Alfonso Dennis, 32,
former second secretary at Li-
beria's Paris Embassy, has been
named First Secretary, succeed-
ing John W. Grigsby, now Li-
beria's Ambassador to Ethiopia.
Mrs. Laura Wade Tucker, for-
mer director of elementary edu-
cation in Monrovia for the De-
partment of Public Instruction,
has been named Cultural Attache;
and Student Advisor, succeeding]
David M. Thomas, now Consul
General in New York,
A 1950 graduate of Liberia Col-
lege, now the University of Li-
beria, Dennis has held the previ-
ous governmental positions of ci-
vil service examiner, adminis-
trative officer in the Department
of State and city councilmna.
A KNIGHT
The First Secretary has been
decorated a Knight Official in the
Humane Order of African Re-
demption; an Etoile Noire offi-
cer, a French decoration trans-
lated as "Black Star." and a
Plan Search Of American
Homes For Cancer Causes
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
American Cancer Society announc-
ed Saturday plans to search Amer.
lean homes for clues to cancer
mysteries that cannot be solved in
teat tubes,
The Society said it plans to
launch a six-yaer, $300,000 stUdy
of more than a million Americana
next fall in a program going far
beyond widely publicized surveys
involving the possible relationship
of smoking and cancer.
This new study, described as the
largest medical statistical survey
attempted in this country, will be
aimed at trying to discover why
some person get cancer and oth-
ers de not and whether heredity
and environment can be linked
with the disease.
TOOTH DECAY
The Cancer Society may look
Into such things as beldnese, teeth
decay, consumption of aspirin and
tranquilizers, breset feeding of ba-
bies. and -staadards of living as
possible factors to be linked with
one of the netion's worst killers.
Dr. Eugene P. Pendetgras, So-
ciety president, And Dr. E. Cuyler
Hammond, Society director of sta-
tistical research, told a news con-
ference the study would require
the services of 50,000 volunteer
workers in the 20 most heavily
populated states. States and cities
to becovered will be announced
The program grew out of a pilot
study in Harrisburg, Pa.; Cleve-
land, Ohio; Baltimore, Md.; Nash-
ville, Tenn., sad Tampa, Pia. The
study, covering 4,000 persons, was
' made to test questions and survey
methods and the results will not
be included in the national pro-
ject, which is due to start in Oc-
tober.
STUDY CONDITIONS
Each volunteer and his family
will be surveyed, along with about
10 families he knows well enough
to trace for the next six year,.
Only persona over 30 will be stud-
ied, and each family must include
at least one person over 45.
The first and biggest step in the
project will be distribution of
questionnaires — blue for men
and white for women.
The final form for the question-
naries has not been selected, but
the preliminary drafts include
questions about education, occupa-
tion, diet, the use of seasoning in
food, baldness, tooth cavities, con-
sumption of aspirin and tranquil.
izers and sexual activities.
FAMILY BACKGROUND
Participants will be asked win-
ther any close relatives have died
of cancer and whether they havej
any physical cornplainte t h e
selves. Details of smoking and
drinking habits also will be re-)
the first symptoms of the disease
to enable development of better
means of early detection.
He also believes that some
known facts about cancer will be
clarified and some beliefs will
be either be confirmed or denied.
Among them are beliefs that bald-
ness or poor teeth are related to
cancer.
quested.
The subjects will fill out their
own forms and mail them to the
Cancer Society, where electronic
brains will sort out the Informa-
tion and Hammond will analyze
it, a procedure that might take
up to three years. The names of
the participants will he kept confi-
dential.
Annually for the next six years.
the volunteer workers will report
any deaths in the families. The
Society then will 'investigate the
causes of the deaths.
PLAN REQUESTIONING
On alternate years, some of the
million will be requestioned about
recent diseases and operstions
and change in diet and habits.
Knight Commander in the Hu-
mane Order of African Redemp-
tion. Tiff first and last of these
ire Liberian distinctions confer-
red by President William V. S.
Tubman,
Mr. Dennis is married to the
former Evangeline B. Morris and
has two children Francis, Jr., 4,
and Florence, 3. His father is
Norwood Theodore Dennis, a
lawyer of Careysburg, Liberia,
and retired supervisor of schools.
His mother, Catherine L. Dennis,
is a retired school teacher.
Mrs. Tucker, the first Liberian
lady to serve as the government's
cultural attache, voiced gratitude
to President Tubman for "the
distinguished honor. . ." confer-
red upon her.
She has a bachelor's degree in
elementary education from Tufts
University in Medford, Mass., end
a master's degree in elementary
school administration from Ron
ton university.
Formerly married to Charles
H. Williams, who is District Com-
missioner of Gbarnga, Liberia,
she hss four children — Samuel.
14; Charlotte, 13; Horatio, 12 and
Elizabeth, S.
Asks Ruling On
Car insurance
Competition
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
world's largest insurer of automo-
biles has Urged Congreas "to re-
state in clear and unequivocal
terms" its intent that elate laws
he used to promote rather than
stifle competition among insur-
Hammond hopes to arrange for ance firms,
studies of an entire labor union Thomas C. Morrill, vice prese
and all the employes of one large dent of State Farm Mutual Auto-
company AS part of the project. mobile Insurance Co., tell the Sen.
fie said that in addition to seek- ate and monopoly subcommittee
ing possible definite environment- that his own firm's growth was
al causes for cancer, the Society "an overwhelming endorsement of
hopes also to learn more StiOut state regulation."
He eget his company. founded in
1022, had risen by 1942 to 'Marg.
eat automobile insurer in t. h •
world" and bed held that title for
consecutive years.
However, he said his firm had
been restricted at limes by some
Matt which had put roadblocks
in front of it, efforts to reduce
rates or expend coverage.
Louisiana Governor Undergoing Tests
GALVESTON, Tex.—(UP1)—Gov. Earl K. Long of Louisiana,
suffering from "a breakdown in his health," was undergoing tests
in a Galveston hospital.
His nephew, U.S. Sen Russell B Long (D-La.), angrily told the
Louisiana Legislature in an unusual appearance Sunday night that
his (3 year-old uncle became ill because the burdens of his office
"have been more than he could stand."
WASRINGTON—(111,1 i—John I,. Lewis has accused President
Eisenhower of "interfering" in the steel wage negotiations and throw-
ing his prestige to the side of the industry.
The United Mine Workers UMW president said Sunday Eisen-
hower had departed froni "his proclaimed policy" on labor-menage-
ment negotiations for the first time in his Ala years in the Whits
House,
GENEVA—(UPI)—Iligh Western officials predicted an early
break In the East-West deadlock over Berlin.
The Western foreign ministers were meeting In secret at the
Soviet villa with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and the
hoped.for break could come then.
LONDON—(UPI)—Chinese Communist troops xn far have re-
leased 515 captured Tibetan rebels, according to a Peiping Radio
broadcast. The broadcast monitored here said 94 Tibetans were
released Saturday after promising to "turn over a new leaf."
Egypt Reports New Aswan Offers
CAIRO—(UPI)—United Arab Republic officials said East Ger-
many had offered to participate in the second construction stage of
the Aswan high dam, The officials refused to elaborate on the offer.
The Soviet Union has agreed to construct the first stage of the project.
RACINE, VJlia.—(UPI)--Police officer James Gursky, 30, of Ra-
cine. Was free on $2,000 bond Sunday after being charged with arson.
Authorities said Gursky admitted setting five fires in Racine
during the last 10 months. The latest of the fires occurred last Thurs-
day morning in one of the two vacant buildings where all of the
blazes were set.
Women Fight Pornographic Literature
LOS ANGELES—(UP11—atembers of the nation's women's elubs
were called upon to increase their fight against pornographic lit-
erature and photographs being distributed to teenagers across the
nation.
Miss Chloe Gifford, president of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs, told the opening session of the federation's 68th
annual convention Tuesday that efforts by women's clubs have
aided the battle against such material but that more effort was
needed at this time.
"The post office estimates that between 700,000 and 1,000,000
children in American homes will receive unsolicited obscene porno-
graphic litrature through the mails ths year," Miss Gifford said.
No Deaths Reported On Turnpikes
NEW YORK—WP11—There were no deaths on 16 major turn-
pikes in the country during the Memorial Day week end despite
a total of 302 persons being killed in traffic accidents, a turnpike
association reported Tuesday.
The American Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association said
the turnpikes had A perfect record over their 2.806 miles. It said
riders nn the 16 turnpikes rolled up 157,381,000 travel miles during
the weekend.
United Press International counted 302 persona killed in traffic
accidents throughout the country during the week end.
The AlisociatIon said turnpikes reporting included Connecticut.
Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Richmond-Petersburg, Texas,
West Virginia, Garden State Parkway (N.J.), and Westchester
County Parkways (N.Y.)
Ike Stands By Strauss In Senate Fight
WASHINGTON—(UPII—President Eisenhower's determination te
fight for Lewis L. Strauss as commerce secretary Wednesday
strengthened Republican hopes for Senate approval of the hotly
contested nomination.
The President, who passed word Tuesday that he had no in-
tention of withdrawing the appointment, was expected to restate
his position in strong terms at his morning news conference.
'Captive' Rocket Ship Takes To Air
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.—(UM—America's rocket
ship X.15 may undertake its first free flight today.
The atutewinged craft will be taken aloft on its fifth captive
flight under a giant B52 plane to about :Amon feet where—provided
everything functions properly—it will be released to glide back to
earth without fuel.
Test pilot Scott Crosefiert, 37, will he at the controls of the XIS.
The craft and its two sister ships are desienel to become America.*
first mewled vehicles to invade the fringes of space shout Inn mike
above the earth at speeds of more than 4,000 miles an hour.
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WASHInIGTON, D. C. — More
than 500 persons, who are inter-
ested in encouraging the expan-
sion and improvement of health
care facilities for the nation's
aged population, will gather in
Washington, D. C., June 12-13.
This First National Conference,
which wilt be held in the Shera-
ton-Park Hotel, is being sponsor-
ed by the Joint Council to Improve
the Health Care of the Aged made
up of the American Dental Asso-
ciation, the American Hospital As-
sociation, the American Medical
Association, and the American
Nursing Home Association.
During the two-day sessio n,
more than 50 program partici-
pants will explore the opportuni-
ties for positive health among
older persons and will lead dis-
cussions on assessing health needs
of the aged as well as commun-
ity resources for meeting these
needs.
9 PERCENT OF POPULATION
The Council stated that nine
percent of the nation's population
is now over 65 and the percent-
age is growing. "It is important
for every American to give
thoughtful consideration to the ag-
ing process and its implications—
to individuals and society alike,"
the Council said.
The conference, will be attend-
ed by physicians, dentists, hos-
pital and nursing home personnel,
religious and labor leaders, indus-
try and government, women's or-
ganizations and other national
groups concerned with the health
care of the aged.
Presiding at some of the ses-
sions will be Mrs. Florence L.
Heitz, Washington, Ill., chairman
of the Joint Council and presi-
dent of the American Nursing
Home Association: Tol Terrell,
San Angelo, Tex., a member of
the board of directors of the Coun-
cil and immediate past president
of the American Hospital Associa-
tion; and Harry Lyons, D.D.S.,
Richmond, Va., a past president
of the American Dental Associa-
tion and dean of the School of Den-
tistry, Medical College of Virginia.
One of the conference speakers
on the first day will be Rep. John
E. Fogarty of Rhode Island who
authored the bill providing for the
White House Conference on Aging
to be held Jan. 9-13, 1961.
Gov. Robert B. Meyner of New
Jersey will speak on the second
day of the conference as chair-
man of the Special Committee on
Governments.
Rockefeller Hits Rudd PrejudiceIv IJI(l
Sees A Brighter
pies or races who suffer most and forced them into new associa
from this treatment are the Jews tions — during the depression and
and the Negroes; but some people the made-work of the Federal
"hate" the Italians, who in turn Government. during the war when
hate the Yugoslays, who hate the more than 12 million young men
e a ions lc. ureR Austrians, who hate the Creche- and women were drafted for mill.•Slovaks, and so it goes endlessly, tary service, and during the boom"You boys are still young, No years since World War II, when
group of people has ever done you new job openings and new job
By WINTHROP ROCKEFELLER revolutionary state of the world in a personal injury: you have no in, places completely reconstructed
(Speech delivered at which we live. today. A Part from herited dislikes. I want to make the shape of the American labor
Spelman College) the cold war between democracy an appeal to your sense of fair force.
' Dr. Manle y, distinguished and communism — but heighten- Play aod to beseech you to begin Many white Americans are now
guests, members of the graduat. ed by it — is the great resur- your lives as young men by giv- getting to know Negroes for the
ing class of 1959, I am delighted genre of nationalism and anti- ing the other fellow a fair chance first time and are beginning to
to have the opportunity of being colonialism. To add the final fillip and a square deal. . . recognize them as individuals and
here with you on this very happy to this disturbed scene, we have "What I would like you always kindred human beings rather than
Occasion. As you may know, Spel. Sputniks and Explorers, traveling to do is what I try humbly to
MEI college has long held a speci. endlessly on through space, beep- do myself: that is, never to say
II place in the hearts of the mem ing their warnings as man plans or to do anything which would
hers of my family, ever more destructive weapons, wound the feelings or the self-
For some 16 years, your role In the face of such problems, a respect of any human being, and
has been to attend, to listen, to small minority of young people to give special consideration to all
learn. Very soon — except for here and in other countries have who are in any way repressed.
those of you who go on to gradu. declared themselves "Beat." In This is what your father does nat.
ate study — your role will be re- deed, I see by the papers that in orally from the fineness of his na.
versed. You will be embarked on London at least, there is an offi. tare and the kindness of his heart.
your own careers and you will be cial costume for "Iletnik" girls "I long to have our family stand
giving instead of receiving. there! There is really nothing new firmly for what is best and high.
Of course, before your diplomas about these "Beat" boys and girls, cot in life. It isn't always easy, ment in the Little Rock school sit-
ars given you, you must listen to Rack a few veers we had the de. but it is worthwhile. infirm. I do not feel there is athat last bit of advice known as leaked of the depression days; Ilinir Mother" conflict between the two; as a citi-the commencement address, still further back was the now- To me, that letter is very ex- zen of Arkansas, I am dedicatedA friend of mine told me that he famous "lost generation" 
— and Pressive of what can be done by to the welfare of tire state, whichhad recently received a letter so on, I feel sure, throughout his- individuals and it is through indiv. is larger and will last longer thanfrom his son at school, thanking torY. iduals that this world will be made any individual. The Arkansas In. himfor his frequent parental let- Of course the members of each a better place. I am optimistic dustrial Development Commissionters but suggesting that in the fu- of these groups shared a common enough to believe that this better is completely non-partisan, whichlure would father please delete the desire: they wanted an excuse for world is already in process ef ere- is proved by the fact that I, a"much and good advice." I prom- their own mediocrity or laziness, ation despite the criers of doom. declared Republican, am privileg-ise to eliminate the mush, and as It's interesting to note, incidental- CITES PROGRESS ed to serve on it. Not only is thea graduation gift to you all. I shall ly, that when ever a member of On the domestic scene, in spite A.I.D.C. non-partisan; in the threetry to limit my good advice to the "Beat" generation achieves of the disheartening incidents years of its existence it has op.that which can be contained with. some little success, he or she is that have been headlined from Crated 
entirely i independently ofIn 20 minutes, immediately cast out of the order time to time, there has been very politics in any form.Your thoughts today are doubt- as being no longer a true disciple real progress in race relations in
less racing far ahead. You are of defeatism. Well, maybe t h e /writ years. You only have to I am proud of the work of the
thinking about the line of work world is in pretty poor shape but look back 25 years to see how Commission and I trust it will con-
you aspire to follow, or the stud- there never has been a time in vast an improvement has taken !lime to strengthen the economy of
lea you plan to pursue in gradu- history when everything was milk place. That there have been set- the state. We recognize that a
ate school, or about possibly the and honey and we're certainly not backs in the last five years can- strengthened economy has always
most important career of all — going to overcome today'* prob- not be denied, but the gains been a deterrent to discrimination.
marriage: No matter where your lems by being overcome ourselves. , made over these same five years For the economy of a state, like
thoughts are turning, they must be Because of the very enormity far outweigh the losses, the economy of the nation, is not
conditioned by the times in which of the problems we face, there is Here are just a few examples for one-tenth or nine-tenths of the
we all live. You would be like the a greater need and opportunity to that come to mind: This year, people. It is for all the people. In
proverbial ostriches with heads in day for individual resoonsibility Mrs. Charles E. White was elect- company with the National Urban
the sand if you did not recognize and individual thought. Even in to- ed to the school board of Houston, League, I realize that economic
that you are leaving the more or day's automated atomic age, de- Texas — the first Negro to hold progress is a strong factor for
less sheltered life of college to cisions are made by people. Whe- public office in that state since Progress toward true equality.
step into a difficult and disturbed ther these decisions will bring Reconstruction days. In the midst With this realization as my faith,period of race relations. peace, better living and happiness of the controversy about integre. I shall continue on the Commis.While this will be particularly to mankind, or war and destruc- lion of schools in North Carolina, sion, seeking to increase the eco-true for those of you who will lion, depends in the long run upon the Urban League there has open- nomie and industrial strength oflive in the South, do not be mis- what all of us contribute as in- ed up jobs for Negroes in more the state as long as I can cons&led into believine that this is the dividuals, than a dozen white collar areas. entiously feel that in so doing Ionly region so affected, There are i cannot stress too much the in- Store Negroes are permanently am serving the people of Arkan.tensions, prejudices and discrimi- fluence each of you can exert for
nation in the North just as in the good in your own lives. Some of employed in industry today 
than sag ,
ever before in the history of this Similarly, I hope that you, par.South although they may not be you who go into teaching may see country. In addition, a growing ticularly those of you who livese apparent and may take differ- that influence directly reflected
felt form, number of states have taken leg- in the South, will realize that youin your pupils: others of you will islative steps to advance equal op-
find opportunities to express your-URBAN LEAGUE have an obligation to the commu-portunity for all and as you know, nay in which you live. While IFor some 29 years I have been selves in your careers. Those nf
a national Civil Rights Commis- certainly do not feel that youactively associated with the Na- you whose career is marriage and
sion has been authorized by Con- should restrict your future life totional Urban League, which first motherhood will, through your ess.
rYou can contribute to this prog- of a sense of duty. I do hope that
attracted me by its broad agi- guidance of your children, ' ave 6 any geographical region because
proach to the overall needs of to- possibly the most rewarding op-
ITIOrrow in race relations while nortunity of all. ress by your thoughts as well as wherever you live, you will sense
meeting the demands of today In READS LETTER by your actions. To do this, you a responsibility toward the South,
must know yourself. You must 
all parts of the country, there is Here I think back to my own
neither ovestimate your strength •
which 1 would call "planned prof 
a great need for thi, approach, mother and the profound effect
- she had on our family. i_ would nor underestimate your capaci-
Teas," in fightine against discrim- like to read to you excerpts front ties: you must examine yourself
'nation. In talking of "planned a letter she wrote to her sons, to make sure that you are free
,progress," I am not thinking only some 30 years ago. You may nave of prejudices which you would
in terms of school integration, heard it before, as this letter it a criticize in others.
Rather, I use it as a term for the very nrecioui one to My brothers CHANGING SOCIETY
feeling shared by most of us and to me. A temptation is for us to "car-
„that we must be doing some. "For a long time / have had toonize” people, to make compos.
wad and heart ites of them. For good or for evil,thing constructive to foster equal very much On my
opportunity for all people all the a certain subject. Out of my en- white Americans after 300 years
time. „H„„ and observation has of living side by side with their
Later on in my remarks, I will gfewo the earnest conviction that Negro fellow Americans have only
deal more specifically with how one of the greatest eau*a of poll in the last quarter century begun
we can all work for "planned in the world la race hatred or race really to know them. Because un.
Progress." prejudice; in other words, the feel. til recently they have dealt in sten
As you know from your current lag of dislike that a person or a eotypes. Just within the past quer- 4
reading. racial tensiont are in evi- nation has 'against another perms ter century, the changing nature
defies. in all parts of the world, or nation without just cause, an of American society has broken Q.......t.m.....
Thege tensions and outbreaks of unreasoning overflies Is another up the old combinations of people hf
violence arh symptomatic of the way to express It. The two pee- and forced Wadi into new sancta-
as types. And I believe, Negroes
are similarly learning more about
whites.
Right here I should like to in.
sert a personal note. Questions
have been asked of me — some.
times fairly sharply — as to how
I can reconcile my role as Chair-
man of the Arkansas Industrial
Development Commission with my
expressed opposition to the poli-
cies followed by the State Govern-
where you received your higher
education and where you can con.
tribute to better understanding.
No matter where you may live
after leaving college, you can play
an important role in seeing that
"planned progress" takes place in
your own community. "Planned
progress" relates to fostering
healthy growth of our youth; it
concerns their leisure hours as,
well as their work at school and
their life at home. "Planned prog-
ress" means providing recreation-
al facilities; it includes meeting
the problem of specalized train-
ing for industry through vocation-
al schools and courses. "Planned
progress" means atiacking n o w
the problem of substandard hous-
ing which, whether Negro or white,
saps the vitality of any commu-
nity. "Planned progress" coils for
leadership in every community to
combat unhealthy environments
and conditions, which lead inevit-
ably to discordance between
groups. "Planned progress" will
work toward the elimination of
dual educational standards.
On the subject of dual educa-
tional standards alone, let me
read you some startling figures
from that excellent report THE
NEGRO POTENTIAL by Eli Ginz-
berg of the Conservation of Hu-
man Resources Project. In 1950,
the estimated number of Negro
high-school graduates was 64,800
and of college graduates was 9,400.
Now if Negroes had had the same
opportunities to reach the educa-
tional level of whites, the estima-
ed number of higb-school gradu-
ates would have jumped from
64.800 to 157,800 and of college
graduates from 9,400 to 23,200. In
the sine years since this projec-
tion Negro college enrollment has
increased to approximately 100,000
but still less than 16,000 will grad-
uate and I feel safe in saying
that this figure would read very
differently were educational levels
equal. In the words of Mn. Ginz-
berg:
"If ecopomic integration is to
succeed, special efforts must be
made to reduce as rapidly as pos-
sible, and eventually to eliminate,
the differences between white and
Negro education."
You as graduates of Spelman
college, are beneficiaries of an ex-
cellent education. As such you
have an unusual opportunity not
only to advance yourselves but to
help others. By reaching out and
taking someone with you, sharing
your ideas and your ideals with
others, you will be participating
in "planned progress."
I wonder if you realize how
many thousands of Negro women
college graduates have been open-
ing doors of opportunity for you?
Some of these were "pilots," a
name given them by the National
Urban League. Because of their
skill, technical and professional Dear Mine. Chante: I am a lady
training, they were placed by the who is lonely and would like to
Urban League in jobs fitting their
their skills and endeavors t h e y
meet a nice man between 50 and
qualifications, and because of 
60' 
.
succeeded in opening the minds of 
color or race does not matter.
sound policy of merit hiring. 
fweiagmh 14605,1b5s. fleelike church and all
2 inches tall.
many top industrial men to the
tional Urban 
rclean sports. I am willing to mar-
League is particular- 
rl.the_ri,g,ht 
Ill.
I am a widow.I hope you know that the Na-
ly desirous of helping trained 
,.Mrisc.a.L,a u,,r.a, Bell, '6207 Indiana ave.
young people to find jobs and thus • * •
to become "pilots." You will al. Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
ways find in the League a sympa• to correspond with a nice young
thetic mind and a friendly hand man between 24 and 26 who is
to help you. As examples of its pursuing a college education. 1 am
work on your behalf I need men- 22. 5 feet, 4 inches tall, light
tion only the League's Annual Vo- brown complexion and a college
cational Opportunity Campaign; graduate. I would like for him
its continuing series of college ca- to be around 6 feet tall, a be.
reer conferences; and its new ac liever of Catholicism and live in
tivity called "Tomorrow's Scien- the Chicago area. I will aniwer
Cats and Technicians," which is a all letters. Miss Marie Davis, RN.,
npororigtry youthamt, senefkexoucetpatniodnagluitdaelemnti., 
• 
840 S. Woods,
• •
Chicago, Ill.
who might otherwise waste their Dear Mme. Chante: I am Inter.
abilities, ested in meeting a young widow
Many of you will become "pl. or divorcee with one or two chil-
lots" on your own. That is, you dren who is willing to make mar-
will get employment in profes- nage a success. I am well able
sions, businesses or industries ore- to support a family. I am a Chris-
viously closed to Negroes, and by lien, like sports and books, 5 feet,
excelling in your work and ad- 9 inches tall, 175 lbs. Would hike
justment, lead the way for other 
you will learn to evaluate your
community resources. For in all
skilled young people to follow.
As you take up your residences.Blames Klan For
sections of the country there are
Teacher Associations, the meri-
Chests, the Red Cross, Parent' on on Riots
•
volunteer agencies or service or. L d
ganizations, such as Community
can Association of University LONDON — (UPI) — West In.
Women, and your own alumnae dian Deputy Premier Carl la
association chapters. Some of Corbiniere says "Fascists and the
these, particularly those that in- Ku Klux Klan" are to blame,for
corporate to a greater or lesser London's recent race violence.
degree the philosophy of "planned Corbiniere told persons attend.
progress," you will find reward- ing a memorial service for Kelso
ing to join. However, I suggest Cochrane, a 32-year-old N e g r o
that you study your community who was fatally stabbed here last
first and see what group or groups week, that there will be no peace
appeal to you most and seem most "until these forces are put down."
effective; join only when you are His mention of the Klan recall-
convinced that the work of a par.
dealer group is good and that 
,, ed West Indian charges that
can contribute to that worky.oi 
riaroplets from Waco, Texas, be-
eyed to have been sent by the
might add that it was because 1 American race-hate group, re-
was convinced that its work was
good and to a field in which I gro-crowded Nottinghill District.
cently have flooded London's Ne-
was interested that I joined the 
National Urban League.
The contributions that you make ities of life. Added knowledge
to "planned progress," as individ- should go hand in band 
with prac•
ll
uals, as partners in your family .tcrasilighat.ppeloicuartioageon usot
thiltzwgiedwigetb;
groups, as members of organize. *
tions, and as citizens of your com-
munities, 
honesty, clean living, theemigh.gh.
will have an influence illg mastery of the task in hand,
far beyond that which is apparent. ". .s.ess sad heittfulhess to 
one's
Thus you will do well to keep in delgenors, sa tke campus or is
mind the aims and 'ideals taught the eetemeetti."
so well here at Spelman: In closing, I can think of no
"Attitude toward life is could. better advice than those hopefully
ered of more importance than the not misquoted lines front William
mere acquisition of knowledge. Wordsworth, "Take on yourself
her learning to the facts and real. Thank you and "good climbing!"
and
cliymoubintagk. 'e
Knowledge must be lighted with bount gy00ndrprsoiniciesreitfyo,r
Insight if the student is to relate
.nes 8E056 NW %gloved Ati toe
KnOt v41555s55*'405Y0 ORS% PAIL
0,16 Viatt.4 OR NECKLACE
a lady 5 feet 4 or less, weighing
125 or less between 35 and 45 years
old. Will answer all letters and ex-
change photos. William E. John-
son, 2072 N. 6th St., Milwaukee
12, Wis.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a reg-
ular reader of your column. I
would appreciate hearing Itom
gentlemen between 47 and 62 with
a cultural background. If you are
not sincere please do not write.
Miss Catherine Jones. 4940 Wash-
ington Park Court, Chicago 15, T1L
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am seek.
ing a companion who loves
church. I am divorced, in my
late fifties, 5 feet. 1 inch; weigh
145 lbs., fair complexion. The gen-
tleman must be 50 or over. Miss
H. Tertrand, 2137 N. Damen Ave.
Chicago 47, III.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: In 1052 I
found a very lovely woman thins
your column. But as fate played it
I had to go into the Army and
lost all coqtact win her when
went overseas. I am now back in
the states and have lost contact
with all my old friends. So I ant
writing you hoping I can find an-
other someone like her. Would like
to correspond with women be-
tween the ages of 30 and 40 —
not over 5 feet 5 inches tall, pre-
fer dark complexion girls but will
answer all mail. Will tell more
about myself when &nay/pang let-
ters. Mr. Charles H. Thompson,
1833 Monroe St., N. W. Washing-
ton 10, D. C. a ; a
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
interested in meeting a sincere
Christian man that desires the bet-
ter things in . life and doesn't
smoke or drink. I am 44, a widow,
5 feet, 4 inches tall, weigh 190
lbs., light brown complexion.
Would like to meet someone be-
tween 43 and 50, kind, affection-
ate, fair edcation. Please send
photo in first letter — I will do
the same. E. B. Isbell, Box 1t;11,
Robbins, III.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
very much to become a member
of your pen pal club. I am 37, a
dressmaker, dark brown complex-
ion, straight black hair. Will an-
twee all letters promptly. Eurena
Jones, 12A Prince of Wales St.,
Alman Town, Kingston, Jamaica,
BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chants: / would like
to meet a nice man with a fair
education, pleasing personality
and most of all good understand-
ing. Between the ages of 49 and
56; religion and nationality do not
Matter. I am a practical nurse,
dress very neat, love church and
good clean sports. Miss R. M.
Smith, 5435 S. Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago 37, M.
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kids don't learn much in school And with the rapidly expanding that I had taken
School is something the great
"American Boy" just puts up
with. . plays with. . . and then
goes out to achieve wealth and ,I,..
SIMPLE IS A DREAMING FOOL
irl Simple, "If I drempt I were a king. My domain could he buried alongside us 12
my dreams, were Africa. And soy subjects was our family plot:
all beautiful and ,black.' • '; 'What was her name?' asked
up in the morn•
" 'Women?' asked Joyie: look- my boss.
Id! Last night .
at me with an evil eye. " 'Mammy Faubus,' I said.
One dream was 114t„ •
• , , 
baby, I told you I
a new African
I never heard tell of noll "Off, -the
re are many things
n
body of knowledge required for in- name. I were Akamootula. were. 
emP 
.
formed living in the modern a chief and owned ten thousand " guess you do not know
 about Ne-
black lions; frowned Joyce.
world, one can easily see why ev- cocoa farms and two meadows full groes,' I said. '
Some Negroes lov•
You never drempt no dreams
erybody needs to know more. of lions that people came from " ' white folks just as much as you
• • 
like mine neither, sweetie I said
tinction in spite of it. N ery rarely
does the "American boy" take
interpreted by astute observers as the pro- This is a lending operati
on which has school seriously. To most of the
verbial calm before the storm. There are nothing. to do w
ith Congressional appropria- great "American Boys" school is
place to play and b u I I y
potent, crucial issues that may well prede- tions or the size of Fed
eral-aid to public e"me
around in until one's "break"
termine the character and shape of the 1960 housing projects. To tie these two together
Presidential campaign. . is to inject politics where none need be. A ing racket . . .sometim
es called'
comes to get Into some goodpaN•-
pressing to be left to the politician's time struct
ion. The plans adopted by Congress '
Some of the issues are too precious and similar 
paralysis exists in highway con- t:.tiv• be.usci acceptnoel isesc,t'sioomn  e whenof  pthreapclrioecreseodpseinn-
system BIG BAT 
plate 
 .
table. There are certain basic problems the for a
 vast new interstate highway
Irving of which is intimately tied up with have been 
neglected. A trust fund to furnish'?'- But now this increasingly sharp
, peop'e's welfare. And the initial stra- Federal aid to 
the states as money from rest 
competition with   ba 
bat" 
Russiaho  and athe
more and 
"big
more Amyersicislillis' skit-
tegic advantage that the Democrats have special tax
 sources accrued, was set up. But ing
over a lame-duck administration ma' be lost here again no effective action has been ini-
 up and take serious notice of our-
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Our Opinion
The Colonial Scandal In
Though metropolitan world opinion and
constant beating of the tom-torn for inde-
pendence have forced Britain to relinquish
its iron grip on the former Gold Coast
iwn Colony, now free Ghana, though Ni-
geria is promised self-rule in 1960, British
colonialism has not modified Its harshness
elsewhere on the African continent.
A recent scandal in Kenya has high-
lighted once more the atrocities that Eng-
lish colonial masters commit in the name
of white civilization and order.
At the Hole camp, 220 miles from
Nairobi in British West Africa, 85 ragged
African prisoners were clubbed to insen-
sibility, simply because they refused to
dig on an irrigation ditch.
When the beating stopped, 20 prisoners
tvere dead and another 30 had to be hospi-
talized with little hope of recovery. British
officials in Nairobi were so ashamed of
this murderous act that they did not dare
tell the truth about it. Their official report
1# 
to the effect that the prisoners had died
' ter drinking water from a water cart."
An on the spot investigation, however,
did reveal that deadly blows had been
administered the prisoners. But the coro-
ner's verdict was curiously evasive. It de-
clared:
"It is impossible to determine beyond
g r not e no hot to"rush''kids three ,,You know," as
mate placed upon African life is not likely proficiency and undertaking in school. It is felt the present school
to appease the grief and pang of the na- and other phases of what should term is not long enough to allow 
was to believe
tive population. The British will have to b
e homed in school, the kids to learn all they should would really wake
And, it is a long known and know about the subjects now offer- ing out-of-this•wor
do a great deal more to atone for their endured fact that most American ed in the schools. I drempt twice.
sins.
Congress And National Issues
The present lull on the political front is will be in trouble.
all over the world to see, I had . love Negroes. Take Lena Horne—I am a dreaming fool"
such fine lions. When I walked 
'To tell the truth, the last part she 
married Lennie Hayton. Her-
amongst them, they licked my ry Belafonte married Julie withof the night I drempt a complete-
hand. But anybody else, they .y1 different 'dream. I drempt that the tong 
black braids. Katherine
would tromp to the ground, put Dunham married her costume de- ,I forgot to tell my boss that I
their forepaws on their chests, and had an old white nis ammy. so this si
gner — all of which I read in
roar like Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. I and all of who is white... ,time when he got to tajking on "Jet"
used my Bons to keep strangers - . " • ' ": L loved Btfryati have not yet married col-the job about how mum he
away from my possessions. I were Cited, have 7.ou?"Negroes, I told him, 'I loves white
a king in my own domain. " 'Thank you, no! I have afolks, too. In fact,' I said to him,
said my boss. 'Have you
"But when I woke up, I found .1 had the sweetest old white wife,'
wife mammy what raisedmarr
ied white?'
out Joyce were queen. My if
said, 'You see, you did not take 
 me down in
" 'Not yet,' I said. 'I have aVirginia.'
that garbage downstairs last night 
..That shook him up a bit. 'You wife, too.' "At that very moment
like I asked you. And did you had a white mammy?' he holler- my wife, Joyce, kicked me on
bring in the cream for your break- . the shank and asked me what was i •
fast coffee? No not a drop in the ed.
..
, . I .. isteep I h
like it.' Faubus was just crazy about col- hot minute, turned over on my
"I said, 'Baby, I drempt last ored foLk And me. I loved every other side, and went to sl
eep • -
passed into the President's hands. Ile has ploym
ent to a bare minimum and revitalize
sent special messages to Congress demand- the nation'
s economic structure.
Ridiculous 
night I owned a thousand lions ' hair in her old gray-blende head, again. But 
I did not dream no
ing early action in the fields of housing, Eve
n before our wheat surpluses had be- ver Pigs, yo.iijnyweeeresaiddolnAgl! Ithaittuessarior3ihn! ageeu akfnonwithewtybet nwaoheahddiewde aftouthhde Africa 
tnheaet 
Virginia
night — _neiatfhter labi(liaileiv
ago he warned Congress that speedy action E
isenhower had made repeated requests for RACINE' WIs•
farm legislation and highways. Five months c
ome an international scandal, President
Racine publisher issued denials He is trying to et the Flo •
— (UPI) — A white pig and the "mulatto" pig.
rida 
sleep on your back.
stheo7upg,Athet,kiwnIgas roaring., heh? Jess out they did not allow white folks 
told that big old lie about my -
wish you would not to be buried In colored cemeter- w
hite mammy. Fact is, I never
tea in Richmond,' I said, 'we got even heard my boss say he likes
was urgent. 
a badly needed revision of farm legislation. Wednesday that his firm colored legislature to bang the book. 
always sleeps on his a special concession from t h • 
Negroes. lie just don't pay us .
Ike's revised version of the 1957 Civil Acreage 
restrictions have not halted produc- 
hack,' I said, 'Last ,night I city so our dear old white mammy n
o mind, one way or another."
the characters in a "Three Little Smith said the reason the pigs
Pigs" book for children black and are colored black and white is
Rights Act has been gathering dust in Con_ t
ion. Because farmers use extra fertilizer
gress. Yet it is a matter of grave concern w
hich increases their yield while reducing 
twiohnitefigihnt. the integration-segrega- thiencgauutaseh a thhte colorsh children.eeasily 
din.Lloyd E. Smith of Whitman (if us or any byyof our writers 'CN'oner
not only to the Negro mass but also to the 
acreage. The discussions going on in both
Publishing . Co. also said it Was illustrators had any other idea
general electorate whose balloting will of- the 
House and the Senate are unrealistic;
fect the outcome of the 1960 Presidential 
they fail to take into consideration the 
a"risdiicaumlni use'grtehaattiotnhiest chhaadrgfeoseeeodf Ntvhhaa tsohe v er. Anyone who implies
yes, I said. She work. saving n my about ave
if partisan politics is allov,-ed to delay the tiated
. 
 
 ice box. You'll just drink your cof-
• 
fee black this morning — and 
ed for our family all her life, a wife. Then I realized it was all
a dream. And I woke up for a
solution to acute national matters. Bo
th housing and highway construction 
Bless her blue-eyed soul! Mammy
So far the initiative seems to have would 
provide enough jobs to reduce em- ubhsher Calls F
race. There are enough eligible Negro voters f
armer's painful plight — that is adequate of firm to get involved in such 
moret ttheenboteolkl ai s 
story
 intended 
to 
e h
MARK
_= by NAT D WILLIAMS
12 MONTH TERMS
A long and heated discussion is
running thru the grass-roots of the
country over the subject of the
length of the school terms. Gallup
Polls and other surveys have been
made. And still the argument
rages. Citizens in all walks of life
have been approached for their
%Jews . even some Negroes
And now with the schools just
shutting down for the regular and
traditional summer vacation, its
significant that the argument about
length of the school terms should
be at its hottest. And after the
first week of so-called vacation
one has a sneaking suspicion that
a lot of parents hither and yon will
be ready to get on the affirmative
side that maintains that the schools
doubt which injuries on t h e should be operated on a year-round
deceased were caused by justifiable and basis... till Johnny and Jennie are
.
which by unjustifiable bows, and which over and done with it. . and readyto latch on to a job at first sight.
particular person struck the blows." There's a noticeable trend all
This brutal slaughter is causing a mild over for school terms to be length.
political storm in London. Some Labor 
efned.eElven here in Memphis . . .
members of the British rliament have tt hant moreokasn d n a rnoi nored cnhei I dcr ae nn 
see
nhi e
accused Prime Minister Macmillan's go'- as ailing themselves of the chance
ernment of criminal indifference to the to go to summer school. It's a
welfare of the natives in Kenya 
where a t „reanedid Warthat has 
II
h eciabet a 
parts
ined sTihneche
progressively worsening situation may kids were encouraged to take ac-
reasonable
Kenya
cause a resumption of the Mau Mau's anti. relarated courses no they could
British activities, 
get out of school earlier and enter
military service or defense plant
Even the London Times questioned the work. All available hands were
Wisdom of compelling "unwilling men to needed to man the ramparts for Claus has come and go
ne with all
work." These indignittions lose their moral ('OLD 
WARattnal defense, their folding money. The kids might
as well be back in school, Further-
weight since they are more a manifests- Now, with a "cold war" raging more, one might suspect that the
tion of fear for the security of the whites and with the "enemy" (Russia) kids are rather bored with such a
in Kenya than ft genuine interest in the constantly threa
tening to run off long holiday anyway. And certainly
with the ball, there's a feeling all the same thing goes for the long
well-being of the Africans. over the country for urgency . . summer vacations.
This may develop into a major colonial urgency to get ready and tighten GOOD POINTS
scandal to the gthat embarrassment of the up. Getting the most of our schools Of course, there are s
ome pretty
crumbling British Empire. The guilty of- bcYa'ions areg yf getting‘Waking tri:;e to 1 the t
Ame
r-rue 
good 
argument.
poi n wsounh ejoi thhae rb e salt dg a e as f iyt eh e
 
ficials are trying to hush the outrage by meaning of the expression that are nobody wants to glut the labor
offering compensation up to $600 to -There is no royal road to learn- market further with more "educat-
families of the .victims. This cheap esti- Ing-- 
You've got to get down trere ed" unemployed too soon. It might
and "di '" if there's to be eal b   
IISS
selves and our readiness for the
rough riding still ahead. For in-
sti.nce. it is noticed most MIMI-
cans are deficient in languages.
They don't even speak a good
variety of English. . .to say noth-
ing of gibbering gobbledegook
known as the languages of Rus-
sia a'.d China. . .world's two big-
gest nations. The two nations lined
up in the opposition along the
"cold war" front. It might not be
a bad idea for larger numbers of
Americans to know when a Russian
or Chinese is saying, "This is ill',
on a high frequency radio broad-
cast announcing World War III.
The main bones of contention in
the longer school day should be
lengthened... starting school soon-
er in the morning and holding
steady longer in the afternoon. . .
and with more emphasis on night
school classes. One the other hand
is the question of whether or not
to lengthen the school term to take
in more of the summer months...
Nobody, so far, has made himself
very much heard on whether or not
to shorten some of the numerous
holidays school kids enjoy during
the school year. Take the Christ•
man holidays for instance, school
kids remain out of classes from
two to three weeks. Everybody
knows it doesn't take that long to
break up Christmas toys.
Neither does it take that long for
the old folk to know that Santii
This Outer Space Business
etACK'N worm- RASVI#5!INAMEDLIP PIGS!Ate MOW..
BLACK MICE IN OUTEKSPAcEi At4' You'REJ,
6csoilk 6vt RID dINEM istAcK N' WHITE EARS!
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Almost any teacher will agree
that a good foundation in even the
so-called basic subjects, like react-
ing, writing, and arthmetic, can't
be imparted in the short and
crowded teaching conditions of the
present terms.
So, jt seems' something is going
to have to he done about a situ -
crates." They • can pronounce
words hut can't read. They're
'hipped" on the points but
"hipird" on the points h u t
"square" on the bases. And that's
bad. Maybe a longer school term
would correct that. Now, whatchu-
bet!
to
i Id r de no
in the South to change the complexion and 
market for farm produce and at a price con- a thing. 
is not supported by the facts."
Segregationist David Hawthorne Smith said about a year ago a
quality of the Southern representation in sisten
t with labor output and transporta- has charged the firm with "brain- Florida Congressman wrote to
Csgress, if the right to
 vote is guaranteed tion costs.
, 
washing youngsterx" because the the firm saying an unidentified
.iose qualified to do so by Congressional In all 
fairness, it must be said that it is black colored pig in the book sur- constituent had charged the 
book
warrant. The delay in this matter shows Congr
ess which is asleep, and not the Presi-
vives after the wolf eats up the Was propaganda,
little evidence of legislative responsibility. dent despite the ha
ndicaps of a lame-duck IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIisitiiiiiiinitninininualinniounintiunnuonneuf
fluninniuninnuninanantiniiumr,
The same thing is happening in housing\term in the
 White House. These are some of
The Federal Housing Administration is run- the m
ajor issues that will figure promi-
ning out of lending authority. New authori- nently in t
he next year's national campaign
zation is needed in the next five weeks or and their 
handling shall determine the fu-
else home buyers and the building industry ture o
f the two major parties.
Grads Urged To Be
Forceful Leaders
MPTON, Va. — Dr. Andrew
Or'reston, commissioner of edu-
c cum of the Virgin Islands, called
for more forceful leadership in na•
urinal life at the 80th annual com-
mencement exercise held June 1
at Hampton fristitute.
Ile addressed the graduating
class, their parents, friends and
alumni. There were 215 master's
and bachelor's degrees awarded in
Ogden Hall.
Speaking on the subject, "The
Greater Challenge:: Dr. Preston
pointed out that the graduates
had been trained to meet t h e
greater challenge of leadership.
"The world is wailing for you,'
he said, "we who are °Idler must
depend upon you to bring in the
day of brotherhood and end the
night of wrong.
Baccalaureate services were
May 31, with Dr. Harry V.hII
, ardson, president of Gammon
' -ological Seminary, Atlanta,
Ga., delivering the sermon.
Other activities included t h e
43rd annual meeting of the Na-
tional Hampton Alumni Associa-
tion and an Alumni luncheon ad-
dress by Thomas W. Young, 26,
president and general manager,
the Guide Publishing Co., Inc.,
Norfolk, Va., delivering the ad-
dress,
The Irene Elizabeth Codrington
Memorial Prize was awarded to
Lestrod Davis, Antigua, British
West Indies, for a student gradu-
ating with highest honors.
Carolyn E. Goodson, Huntington,
Long Island, N. Y., was the re-
cipient of the James E. Gregg
cash prize given to a senior wom-
an who has made the best of her
opportunities in the Depart ment of
Home Economics.
James Hall, Chickasha, Okla.,
was also awarded a James E.
Gregg prize for the graduating
senior who has made the best use
of his opportunities in the Division
of Technology.
The Alumni Awards, presented
annually to each of two graduates
of the college who have made out-
standing contributions in their
fields of endeavor, were received
by Clarence 0. Hollis, '39, asso-
ciate agency officer, the Pilgrim
Health and Life Insurance Co.,
Augusta, Ga., and Hugh V. Bro.m,
'24, president of the N. C. Teach-
ers Association, Goldsboro, N. C.
Major General Norman H. Vis-
Bering, USA, commanding gener-
al, U. S. Army Transportation
Training Command, Fort Eustis,
Va., awarded 2nd Lt. Commissions
to 22 ROTC graduates.
Says Radar Use
May Hurt Mayor
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.— (UPI) —
Mayor John Duncan is risking "an
early political death" by being
tough on speeders, said former
Mayor ('as Walker. Duncan has
ordered fuU use of radar to catch
speeders.
Walker said he had restricted
use of radar because "it is catch-
ing some of our best citizens."
SO WHAT?
"He May Have Money T' Burn , But
His Fire's Gone Out!"
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
LAGOS, Nigeria — As a new keen In their rivalries t
hat they
comer to Nigeria, I am making
fresh discoveries about the life
and the people every day. I,ast
night, for instance, my two bed-
room flat was robbed by sneak
thieves which was not half as sur
prising as the exclamation of the
cook. Ile discovered the theft and
in describing how the thieves got
in with all the doors locked, ex-
claimed, "It's wonderful."
Since I have been robbed in the
United States plenty of times, the
experience Was not new. The use
of the word, "wonderful," how-
ever, floored me. Another Ameri-
can newspaperman told me that
his Nigerian friend has used the
word, "wonderful," in telling of
the death of a friend. Obviously
the word has a different conno-
tation here.
Another amazing thing to me is
the seriousness with which the Ni-
gerians of all walks of life take
their politics. I still cannot under-
stand all the political in-fighing
that is taking place, but the var-
MIS political parties are carrying
on campaigns that are far more
intense than anything I have seen
in the States.
I am leaning over backwards to
avoid political discussion and my
job is concerned only with the
technical aspects of newspaper
producation. I am happy that I
do not have to concern myself
with politics. These boys in the
various parties are so smart ad
make our political warfare look
like child's play.
The keenest competition at the
moment seems to be between the
parties led by Dr. AzIkiwe, prime
minister of the Eastern Region,
ticians. Both have strong support-
and Prime Minister Awol-
owo of the Western Region. Both
ars well educated and astute poli-
icians. Both have strong support-
ers and vigorous enemies.
The capital prize which both
seek, of course, Is the prime
minister's post for all Nigeria.
which is a federation of three re-
gions or states. The winner will
guide the destiny of an independ•
cot Nigeria. Freedom has been
promised by the British in 1960.
An unknown factor in the politi•
cal puzzle is the Northern Region
with Its vast population of Mos-
lems. The North has over half
the seats in the new federation
government, but no political lead-
er there seems to have the intense
ambition shared by Prime Minis-
ter Avvolowo and Prime Minis-
ter Arikiwe to become the top
boss of the new state.
At the moment supporters of
Awolowo are complaining bitter-
ly that the bosses in the North
will not let them campaign free-
ly in their area. Similarly, Dr.
Azikiwe'a newspaper, The West
African Pilot, has complained lafli•
tonally of the difficulties in the
North, although he Is supposed to
have som• sort of ethane* with
WRIO of the Northern Region poll-
ticians.
Perhaps I will understand more
of this political puzzle as time
goes by. It ii important because
all of the hopes and aspirations
of the Nigerians are tied up in the
current campaign to choose the
leaders for the new, independent
state.
The excitement here has begun
to draw a great many newspaper
correspondents from all over the
world. Last week I met Anthony
T. Steele of the New York Herald
Tribune and his wife who are tour-
ing Nigeria and other parts of At
rice. It was at a dinner arrang-
ed by U. S. Information Officer
Belcher. Few correspondents know
as much about Africa as Steele.
This week-end an American
Trade mission is expected here,
and among its members is Lori-
mer Milton of Atlanta. He is onm.
of the first American Negroes om
such a commission and I am look-
ing forward to meeting him. 1-...
have just received a bid from the
American consul here, J. K. Km..
merson, to attend a reception MI
honor of the trade mission.
The Nigerians plan a big Wei
come for them on Saturday when "
they fly in. There is keen inter..
eat in everything and everybody
from America in Nigeria. Our U. .
S. representatives in these parts
seem to have done an excellent
job. I am sure that whatever hap-
pens politically, we can count le
the long run on strong ties ed .r.
friendship between Nigeria and
America.
JONAH JONGS ••
, was simply great and in October
we'll be seeing him again on an-
other spectacular with Astaire.
. I read some of Jones f a n
mail during myv isiC and one of
Modern Jazz Four Will
Give Concert In Italy
NEW YORK — The Modern Jazz'
Quartet will shatter a 22 year tra-
dition in Florence, Italy when the
four jazz men. John Lewis, Percy
Heath, Milt Jackson, and Connie
Kay, give two jazz concerts during
the MAGGIO MUSICALE FIOR•
ENTINO. The two concerts which
will be presented in the Pergola
Theatre are the first jazz concerts
UI 
, 
MAN (Indiana Ave.) who's beeniSON, here from New Albany,
carrying on a long standing
no bones about fact that she left
assiMich., for visit with friends makesfair with that government girl onin classical and seini.classical mu- 47th & Greenwood should be more to escape marriage from one of
sic at the Philadelphia Music careful. HE WAS HEARD to say Michigan's "summer farmers"
that she's moody BUT NO MAT- whose winters are spent in ChAcademy, takes his. exciting,.  Trio,
TER how he neglects her 'special- eago, his homes — SEEMS THAwhich specializes in rhythm arid
minor world music festivals.,
Among the solo concerts of the,
1959 season which will include'
those by Nathan Milstein, Irmgard
Seefried, and the New Italian Qum..
tet as well as the two by The Mo-
dern Jr:: Quartet, the 1959 festi-
val will also present five opera
productions, four ballet produc-,
engagement will headline luscious,'
Sallie Blair.
• • •
DOLLY LYONS, featured vocal-i
ist with the ERSKINE HAWKINSI
ORCH. is one girl who keeps the
male's attention throughout her
repertoire of songs. DOLLY has
her own distinctive style in sing-
ing the old and new tunes . . I
mington, Del.
• • •
Circle Artists' Rock 'N Roll re-
cording star, LARRY WILLIAMS
has just finished assembling his
orchestra to play engagements at
Carr's Beach and then a big jump out vocally and many times in-formation that can hurt. — FORt BatonRouge, INSTANCE that big time party at
downtown hotel Saturday nigh t
ly at Xmas and on birthdays, ERNESTINE , WAS ACTUAL1,111
4
ri
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Johnny Mathis To Headline All-Star TV Hour.,
SIDNEY POITIER who stars
en Broadway in •A Raisin In
The Sun" is shown on a "bus-
-
man's holiday" and digging a
swing session at New York's
Shalimar Cafe. The femme sex-
less are Willene Barton and
Elsie Smith. Elsie was at one
time featured with Lionel
Hampton's band.
Mills Boys Abroad, But
Ziggy Digs clippings
By ZIGGY JOHNSON
DETROIT — Headlines from
London: "Welcome back, Mills
Brothers." First trip since '39.
Mills Brothers join Patrice Munsel
in headlining the London Palladi-
pro TV show. Perhaps you won.
der why the following headlines
move me so much. Well, it just
goes to show when you establish
yourself in the hard clean cut
working manner, you can always
return and be accepted.
The following is an interview
with the London press: Mile
Brothers were making their first
visit to London straa0p39. For`siit
years before the war, they were
frequent visitors, playing the Lon-
don Palladium, the old Holborn
Empire and top provincial music
halls.
"Have you changed your style?"
"Not really. We try to make a
sound that's easy on the ear, and
that's the way the folk seem to
like it." However, we can lean to
the swing side on occasions, but
Donald would much rather lean
toward the popular side, Raid Her.
bert, the oldest of the three re.
inaitillig Mills *others.
Who are your Sivorite singers,
Herbert was asked. "We love Ella,
Bing, Como, Sinatra and Sassy
(Sarah Vaughan). In the groups,
well, the Deep Risser Boys, the
Delta Rhythm Boys, the Chario-
teers, the Freshmen, and the Ames
Brothers." Although constant vim -
tors to the Perry Como, Patti
Page and Ed Sullivan TV shows,
they will be sought for more Brit-
ish appearances. Good for them.
Jonah Jones, Composer-Musician,
Merits Place At Top, Hazel Says
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON ;each of his record albums and James Infirmary," and "Mack,
send them to him. As the guestslthe Knife," both of which wereHOLLYWOOD — Since I have
been writing for The Defender
Publications, I've had a good
many interviews with interesting
people in this entertainment 
bustness.
Some very important names in
the movie, TV, stage and on the
night club circuits and there are
two people that made the most in-
teresting subjects. One was the
one and only Nat 'King' Cole,
and the other, who is among the
latest, Jonah Jones, the trumpeter.
of the royal couple, Liz and Jonah
'will spend two weeks at the Hotel
De Paris in Monaco.
With all of this special attention,
he still wears the same size hat.
There are many reasons to admire
this guy, especially if you've
heard him play or were fortunate
enough to have heard and seen
him on the Fred Astaire Show not
too long ago. In my opinion, he
Jonah Jones is one of Capitol
Record's brightest stars and their
fair haired boy, with his pretty
charming wife, Liz, they spent
some time in Los Angeles after
completing a four week engage-
ment at the Sands Hotel in Las
Vegas. Jonah and wife were here
on business and this gave me a
chance to call on them in the
suite at the Hollywood Knicker-
bocker Hotel, where I had a real
down to earth talk with two down
to earth people.
FINE RECEPTION
The whole thing stprted when
Liz called me on the' telephone
and it was a delightful surprise
to hear her voice, and the invita-
tion to call on them was an added
pleasure. You see I had known
Liz for some time, but this was
to be my first visit with Jonah,
and soy impressions of how he
would be were about right. Jonah
Jones is a sweet, honest and tho-
roughly enjoyable man, so down to
earth, that he commands one's
respect from the beginning.
I need not go into his ability as
a musician, this is well known —
I did nut need to mention his other
fine qualities to those who have
had the pleasure of having met
him. so I just tried to get him to
sung on the Astaire Show. One
can't forget the song hits, "On the
Street Where You Live," a n d
"Bubbles, Bangles and Beads."
"Rose Room," and "Seventy-Six
Trombones." These are but a few
of many hits that has made him
one of Capitol's solid assets.
You know something else, he has
GOLD INSTRUMENTS
at least ten trumpets, gold and
silver, enough to keep a hired
hand busy just shining them up.
I asked him if he had a favorite
one, on which he played more
than any other, snd his answer
Vida an expected 'yes.'
"There's one," said Jonah," that
is my heart, and I love it, I've
had it for years and I'm never
without it, it seems to have be.
come a part of me." Famous peo-
ple and their favorite props, sort
of grow up together, Ted Lewis
and his battered old 'hat with a
silver lining.' Bill 'Bojangles' Rob-
inson and his stairs. Chaplin and
his cane, and Jonah and In i's
horn.
EARTHA KITT who appeared
in Chicago as special guest at
he annual banquet staged for
benefit of Israel Fund drive
will be back in Chicago next
nunth for week's engagement
at the Tivoli theatre.
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DETROIT — Just for the rec-
ord, a traffice judge who was re.
cently elected to Circuit court is
back in town. Just thought some
of you gentlemen wanted to know
. . . Dr. Bob Bennett drove his
nephew, Worthington Waters, who
is attending Highland Park Jun-
ior College, back to Baltimore and
made stops on the way to greet
his old school cronies. Wonder
whom he went to school with in
New York?
Incidentally, the tall charming
wife of E. Peter, Avennelle, is
slated to be coming this way for
a stay. Ah, that's the girl that
Lottie Roxborough says, strictly
Hollywood,
Charline Wright and Willie Mac-
Intdsh's sister died in Chicago and
it was a gloomy Memorial for
many of their friends . . . Pretty
Maxine Utley visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Howard. She's from
Houston, Tex. . . Crathman
Spencer, lead singer of the Voice
Masters, getting about town with
luscious Gwen Gordy and comp-
any. The group does what IS slat-
ed to be a hit on Anna label call-
ed "Needed."
Note from Stroh's Singing Sam
Smith: "Have a swinging time,
selling a lot of Stroh's . . . Chi-
cago's Benny Strum sending mes-
sages over here. Wow! . . . Mary
Welch doing milkman's holiday,
by viewing the John R scene on
Sunday.
I. Edward Bailey shooting every-
thing he sees in sight, camera•
wise, that is. He is bound to get
some kind of a photographer's "os-
car" this year . . . Pretty Zella
Williams and the rest of Carmen
Murphy's House of Beauty beau-
ticians, so moved with the singing'
of Sam Cooke you thought some-1
My visit ended with a 'Crod one had put some happy dust in.
luck wish for Johns and his Liz, the air.
they are both wonderful people. Out Las Vegas way history is
about to be made. According to
a columnist from the Nevada town,
Dr. Charles I. West is about to
be the first Negro to gain a public
office in Las Vegas. And as the
writer continued, it seems the town
is in for a glorious future.
The grand old man of Lansing
has gone on to put his arms around
the angels. Pap Stewart was bur-
ied Monday and guys and dolls
from miles around were on hand
for the services, including your
writer and Arthur Braggs,
THE ORIGINAL Dyerettes an-
nounced at conclusion of ap•
pearances on the Sam Dyer
Dance Revue Saturday and
Sunday that they will take to
the road on a jaunt that will
include engagements in Can•
ada. They may also appear in
Idlewild as special attraction
on one of the annual "season
shows" at the Michigan Spa.•
Johnny Mathis Tolleadline
Dick Clark TV Spectacular
NEW YORK — Johnny Mathis
will be featured on an all-star hour
long special program over ABC-
TV starring Dick Clark Sun., June
28. Program titled "The Record
Years" will feature the tunes the
special guests rate as disc that
highlighted beginning of their ca.
reers.
In addition to the above artists
the program will also star Les
Paul and Mary Ford; "Fats"
Domino, The Fabulous Fabian,
Stan Freeberg and the Stan Ken-
ton orchestra. The McGuire Sis-
ters will serve as special guests
on the program.
Host and guide for this one-hour
show tracing the history of the
recording industry during the lastl
10 years will be Dick Clark, starl
of ABC-TV's Monday-through-Fri-
day "American Bandstand" and,
Saturday night "The Dick Clark
Show."
Each of the performers will of-
fer viewers another opportunity to
Clara Ward Singers
Hailed In Stockholm
"If you don't feel the rhythm 'n roll, which has been very tough.in their songs, see a doctor!" said In any case it is a vocal andSwedish writer Siw Malmkvist, at- 
rhythmical experience to hear theter seeing Clara Ward and the
Ward Singers."Ward Singers perform at the Chi-
na Theatre in Stockholm, Sweden, Now in the midst of their first
where the globe-trotting gospel
singers sang before 100,000 during
a 34-day period.
Another Swedish writer had this
glowing description of the Ward
Singers: "It is a gospel group with
a rhythmic intensity at least as
week at the Tivoli Theatre in Co-
pen agen enmark wh th ere ey
will perform for one month, the
Ward Singers and their leader
Miss Clara Ward had the unexpect-
ed opportunity of singing their gos-
pel tunes before the congregation
great as that one experiences in of Svenska Baptist church, one
Count Basie's Orchestra. Gospel of the largest in Stzckholm, before
has much in common with spin, leaving the city. Miss Ward says
tuals, blues, jazz and even rock "I found the Swedish people very
enthusiastic in aSeir expression of'n roll. It is a open question wheth-
er gospel has not superseded rock 1 feeling for our gospel music."
Hondo Roberson
ne n po s
NEW YORK — TONY MIDDLE-,
TON, handsome young singing sen-
sation, will sing his big records,'
"Blackjack" and "The Universe"!
during an all-star show at Newi
, York's Baby Grand. The two-week1 blues, to the Baby Grand in Wil- SHE HANGS ON — even after the getting closer to her pursuer hut
umbrella incident — and all for fact is she told no one where she
free! How H. R. IS THAT a nice was going when she left home.
way to treat the lady? Does wifie
EARTHA KITT will be in Chi'
• • •
know about your double life?
• • • cago Sunday night when she'll
ONE CAN NEVER tell what too appear as special guest at Israel
many drinks in a lady. will bring Bond Rally Banquet in a down-
town hotel. — EARTHA WHO has
traveled through Israel k n o w a
quite a bit about country's elm.
tions,
and on extra concert series, . • • . 
toms and ideals. — J. MAYO WIL. .,
talk, and these are a few of the them asked him to sing more on presented by the Florentine testi- to continue through Augus. . ORI.ANDO ROBF.RSON, BER-! • • •things, I learned about him. his shows and on records, and val which has presented avante The appearances by The Modern NIF MACKEy, ESSEX SCOTT,I came very Close to wreckine LIAMS, former Brown University !i)Jonah and his quartet are head- as I scanned others, If ound tee garde ballet and opera productions Jan Quartet at the Maggio Musid JOHN THOMAS REED, AND SARAH McLAWLER and RICH. southside (a home that is). — AP.. football great and more recentlyed for The Embers in New York, same requests and desires running and Performances by such artists: Cale are a part of a to concert! HAROLD FRANCIS, known to all ARD orro TRIO continue their,FARENTLY ONE OF THE ladies a top recording official IS Usfinish a short tour and then head through all of them, and believe' as Maria Callas, the 5'irtuosi di tour by the sweepstakes Jan group as the FABULOUS INK SPOTS, smash engagement at pittsbut--'4's almost forgot to remember she CUPERATING IN Hines hospital.for Europe and to Monaco in par- it or not, I do also (want to hear Roma. and Paul Hindemith, ev• which includes solo concert per- played a special engagement for I was not alone with GENTLEMAN Drop the guy a "get well card."ticular to play' for privet, Rainier. him sing more i "I Dig Chicks," cry summer during the past two formances in Rome, Naples, Mi.' Flamingo Club, SARAH and RICH.!OF HER choice (clandestinely —HARRY BELAFONTE'S engage.and Princess Grace at the gala is. as the teenagers say, 'is the decades. Ian, Turin, Genoa, and Venice. The Air Force Base, outside of the
the armed forces at the Andrews  
ARD represent one of the most that is) and BEGAN SCOLDING ment at Greek Theatre in Holly.opening of the Casino at Monte most.' The Florence May Festival along concert in Turin. will he televised nation's Capitol. talented and happiest couples him about his attentions toward wood will he for 18 days, one eiCarlo. The Prince is a devout fan Jonah has some real 'hits' and with the Salzburg Festival and the nationally in Italy by the national • • • around. another femme WHO OF ALL longs, any artist has ever 111140and has asked Jonah to autograph good ones on wax, such as, "St. Edinburgh Festival is one of the television network. DAYTON SELBY, who majored' PERSONS happened to be the ed at the famed spoL --s
see and hear them performing the
songs they made famous.
Clark will explain the changes
in the nation's popular MUSIC
tastes in the last decaile and
weave together all the talent into
60 minutes of melodic entertain-
ment.
by OLE NOSE
"DEAR NOSEY" asks m ail guy's wife. — WITH A FEW le
bag: "Would you please remind drinks this couldn't have happen-
that well known matron who be- ed to the little lady. — "DEAR
came unusually loud when offici- NOSEY" suggests mail bag:
als refused permission for her to "FOLKS ARE WONDERING why
move her car during fire DRILLIa certain tall golf playing chem•
AT A FAR southside school THATIist hasn't discovered B.J.'s husi-
HER ACTIONS were deplorable?" ness consultations with him, which
—AND SPEAKING OF deplorable often ends in dates, are intended
things and incidents what about to break up his home, — HIS
THE LITTLE CUTIE who sat on,FRIENDS KNOW he's not inter-
upper front porch AT DREXEL ested in B.J. for keeps but just
AND 43rd street 'tother AFTER- the dates. — HE SHOULD BE re-
NOON WITH NOTHING on but a minded that sooner or later wifey
wrap that needed aid from either will find out about those dates the
pins or buttons? — WHAT MADE two are making and keeping. —
IT had was sight of motorists and "DEAR NOSEY," says mail bag:
pedestrians pausing for a "better "THOUGHT YOU might he inters
look." — ATTENTION THELMA ested in knowing Dr. C's daugh-
R. of 64th and South Parkway: Iter, Connie, has settled on one fel-
YOU NEED HAVE no further low whose initials are A. B. Well.
worries about chances of getting IT IS MOST encouraging to see
your man (the Detroiter) PRO•sthat she isn't following in foot-
VIDEO YOUR ONLY rival is steps of her dad who seemed to
GRACE J. of that town. — GRAC-Ilike 'em "three on a string."
IE WAS MARRIED Tuesday and
to another person. Tee, hee!
• • •
' "DEAR NOSEY," might be well
for you to warn that little fellow
on South Parkway near 52nd St.,
to lover his voice when SCOLD-
ING WIFEY of remaining out so
late. — NEIGHBORS, FED UP
with his loud voice are about
ready to call in cops next time it
happens. — "DEAR NOSEY" says
mail bag: "DID YOU KNOW that
ofay theatre manager of movie
house that offers to welcome to
NECRO PATRONS even though
it is in mixed neighborhood isn't
entirely lilywhite IF NOT CHECK
ON his association with a certain
sepian who works in tailor shop
nearby. — THAT TV REPAIR
• • •
WHEN SAMMY DYER presents
his annual spectaculars at Dun-
bar High school, FRIDAY arida
SATURDAY of this week usheW
and usherettes will include mem-
bers of the TALISMEN, SCALA-
WAGS and UP-TO-DATERS—The
ORIGINAL Dyerettes and Regal.
ettes will dance on shows both
nights. — CHARLES LA COUR,
Arthur Jones, John Marsh and Al
Abrahams went fishing but the
fish didn't come to them. Result.
no catch but colds. — FRIENDS
OF RUTH FRANKLIN are prais-
ing her for new receipt for de-
serts. — JIMMY AND BETTY
Ilarrel are receiving congratula-
tions over arrival of a baby girl
past week. — ERNESTINE LAW-
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GOOD SHEPHERD Day Care
Center, located on Ford road,
had as its guest speaker for
graduation, Prof. I. H. (.00d.
rich, (far right), principal of
Ford Road school. Mrs. Pal.
met Lee Brown (standing to
ROSE BUD Kindergarten, one
of the oldest schools in Mem-
phis, is directed by Mrs. R. S.
Williams (extreme right), ably
ass isted by Mrs. Nat D.
Williams. The school is local•
ed In the First Baptist church.
Lauderdale. Graduating are
FRONT ROW, left to right,
the right of Prof. Goodrich)
is the kindergarten director.
Dressed immaculately in
white with their "degrees" are
FRONT ROW, left to right,
Diane Stevens, Deborah Col-
lins, Joyce B. Cannon, Caro-
Iyn Simmons, Delnita Gray,
Jacquelyn Townsend, Myra
Hudson, Brenda Faye Newn-
son, Denise Haywood and
Brenda Chamberlain. BACK
ROW, left to right, Delbr•
Small Fry
Get Big
'Degrees'
Rose Bud
Donald James, Jerry Johnson,
Leon Richard, Nebbie Brad-
ford, Janice Hardy, Charles
Ballard. Reainald Turner, De-
borah Ann Norton, Aldo Ray
'Brown and Phyliss Joan El-
liott. SECOND ROW, left to
right, Yasmine B. Ragsdal,
Gloria Dean Edwards, Mary
Ann McKinney, Linda Fay
Gwendolyn Toler. Pamela Bra-
zen, Michael M. Turner and
Gerald Johnson. THIRD ROW,
left to right, Willie Johnson,
Melvin Jackson. Shirley Ann
Johns, Linda Ann Butler, Ro-
(Syne S.119/11041, Bonnie Kim-
!trough, Atwood Hardy, Gwen-
Crittendea, Fred B. Brown.
Stephen Potts, A. B. Doss,
John Wooldridge, Sylvester
Wells, I,emar Salter, Hosea
Furlow, Eldridge Henry, Mi-
chael Romby and Annie Lee.
dolyn Seawood and Jere Jo-
seph. FOURTH ROW, left to
right, Clarence Bunton, Wil-
liam Harris, Gennetta Rucker,
Denver W. Bowie, Paula Ann
Brown. Robert Kickerson, Rob-
ert Johnson and Williams
Bunton. Sitting in front is
Joyce D. McGee.
'vs., ItA
I,EMOYNE GARDENS Kin-
dergarten pupils made like
big students and graduated in
style recently. Mrs, A. Smith
. center left) is president, Mrs.
O. R. Campbell, (center, In-
structor and Miss E. Walker,
GALLOWAY KINDERGAR-
TEN, headed by Mrs. Minnie
Louise GallOWSY, 2219 Marble
(extreme left) and Mrs. Nola
Irons, (right) one of the In.
structora, joined the other kin.
Snell's
SNELL'S KINDERGARTEN
graduated its class recently in
the persons of the bright young
faces pictured above. They are
FRONT ROW, left to right.
narbera Jean Hudson, Mich-
ael Lewis Herron, Lola Eliza.
A C.Akve•A
beth Dunn, Deborah Diane Wil.
hams. Anita Florine I.ester
and I.arry Earl Dobbs. SEC.
OND ROW, left to right, Hen-
ry Smith, Jr., Donald Earl
Baskin, Joyce Marie Wilson,
Beatrice Lovett Brewer and
Darlean Dunn. BACK ROW,
left to right, Linza Fay Tay-
lor, Sherrie Lew)] Kerney,
Josephine Benson and Myrtle
cobb. The school is directed
by Mrs. Lester Snell and is
loc a te d in the White Stone
Baptist church.
GRA°144 4
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(center right) Is an assistant
teacher. BOTTOM ROW. left
to right, C. E. Walls, R. R.
Cummings, A. Cooper, C. E.
Smith, R. H. Leaks, jr., W.
M. Barker. 1.. Smith and L.
T. Bonds. SECOND FROM
BOTTOM ROW, left tq right,
k. R. Mosely. M. F,. Marsh,
W. A. Little, H. A. Chambers,
III, H. H. Carter. Ill, and A.
D. Davidson. THIRD FROM
BOTTOM ROW, left to right,
L. A. Guy, P. D. White, H.
Galloway
dergartene In recent gradua-
tion exercises. Above, left to
right, FRONT ROW are, Jac-
quelyn Hampton. Inetta Davis,
Gary Harrill, Cheryl Hopson,
and Sandra Mason. SECOND
ROW, left to right, Rita Jane
Overton, W alter Raymond
Perkins, Toronie Dannels, tv
ry Lott, Edith Sanders and
1,pplewhite, J. A. Banks, S. E.
Iloore and C. A. Hall. TOP
110W, left to right, J. E. Graf.
ton, V. D. Smith. D. A. Jack.
son, B. A. Hamlett*, B. W.
Echols and R. James.
George Glasper. BACK ROW,
left to right, Eztard Earley,
Deldrick Brown, Arthur Rein.
%con. John Carter. Ernest Wil-
liams. Stanley Garrett and
Lawrence Walker.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 13, 1959
Graduation and Commencements the school this year.
of 1959 are wending their way into Mrs. Rodgers thanked everyone
Eternity . . . and we're caught in for making the year a successful
a maze of wedding cake . . . one, and expressed her desire to
champagne and rice . . and as see them all again in September.
ever, there's something about a Also from Lester elementary
wedding ceremony which brings school, Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers, prin-
a large lump into one's throat . . . cipal and the faculty, wish to
along with the awe which comes thank the members of the corn-
anew on beholding the radiance munity . . . the press, and the
which surrounds every bride, radio stations for the courtesies
But all's not wedding news — to extended to them throughout the
be sure — to wit: past school year.
The members of the Cobra The 13eth Anniversary program
Bridge club held their last meet- of the founding of Indiana univer-
ing for the season with Mrs. Fri.-, say, Bloomington, Ind., was at-
da Marr at the Gay Hawk Innl tended by Leotis Peterman. busi-
last Friday. Before dinner the ness manager, In commemoration
members and guests enjoyed a
delightful cocktail hour . . . as
Mrs. Claudia Monroe assisted in
keeping her charming guests
supplied with mild and dry Mir-, on the dean's list and those who
lifts and assorted hors d'ouevres. were elected to honorary scholas-
guests enjoyed a steak dinner, hot tic societies during the past year.
rolls, iced tea and cherry 1110- At the Dean's reception for the
dies . . while others substituted honor students a certificate "in
shrimp for steak, recognition of high scholastic
Following the lovely dinner .. . achievement at Indiana univer-
three rounds of contract bridge sity during the year preceding
were played . . resulting in prizes Founders' day, May 6, was re-
for Mrs. Allie Mae Roberts, Mrs. ceived by Mr. Peterman. He is a
Elizabeth Shaw and Mrs. Chris- candidate for the master of science
tine Robinson . , . whose gifts in- degree at tjle close of the 1959
eluded My Sin cologne, summer summer session. He was elected
costume jewelry, more of the Lan- to Phi Delta Kappa professional
vin My Sin talcum and a hand- fraternity for men in education
some linen handkerchief. Guests for the promotion and improve-
Mrs. Anne Simpson, Mrs. Olivia ment of free public education
Lewis and Mrs. Claudia Monroe through a continued interprets-,
carried away a cigarette case, tion of the ideals of research.'
lighter and matching compact act, service and leadership.
cologne and another hander- Friends of Mrs. Jewel Adams
chief. Clerk, former member of the (ac-
The hostess was especially de- ulty of Melrose school gathered
lighted to have as one of her Sunday, May 31, at the home of
guests Mrs. Averne Brown of Den- Mrs. Dorsey West, 1260 Quinn'ave
ver , Colo. Mrs. Brown is a home- to say goodbye to Jewel who
guest and sister of member Mrs. leaves to joiq her husband, Sam-I
rnie Clark, at their new home in,
Louisville, Ky., where he is con-
Hancock, Mrs. Annn F. Benson, nectecl with the Mammoth Life
Mrs. Susie Hightower, Mrs. Olivia Insurance company.
Lewis and Mrs. Mettle Ward. The West's back yard was theMembers attending were Mn.
Sadie McCoy. Miss Dora E Todd, scene of the lovely affair where. 
Mrs Jana Porter, Miss Maydella guests enjoyed chit chat, records .. 
and refreshments served by theReeves. Miss Alzora Huts, and
Mrs Warren Hawkins. vivacious hostess, a co-worker'. 
and life-long friend of the honor-"Twas a most delightful even.
et.. Jewel was thrilled to no end'ing. The ladies were "living ads"
in their cocktail dresses . . . atROY the lovely cup and saucer se*
the cocktail corner made a per-: brought by each guest as tokens
'feet background for their heauti• of esteem and best wishes.
Aful clothes. A club heirloom lace ttending were Mr. T. J. John-
cloth, which is as old as the club son, Mrs. Harriette Pippin, Mrs.
Wright, Mrs. 'era Clark, Mrs. LY-- about 25 years. adorned the
dia McKinney and Mrs. Lois Har-table, which was decorated with
graves and daughter Linda, Mrs.pink garden roses, monogrammed ,
crystal wear, and handsome ill- Viola Flowers. Mrs. Alice Mat
tver and crystal appointments. hews, Mrs. Montie Webb, Mrs.
Annie Belle Saunders Mrs Clo•Both members and friends at.
teal Shackelford, Mrs. Delorestending the lavish party agreed
that Freida had provided a fitting Thompson, Mrs. Minnie Reid Ech.
finale to an enjoyable social sea- °is. sad Mrs. Margaret Goodloe.
son of bridge and fun for mem- Home for the summer vacation
hers and the visitin" friends of from Kentucky State college
'the Cobra Bridge club. Frankfort, Ky., is Miss Sara Ana 
Attie Mae Roberts. Other guests
were Mrs. Monroe, Mrs. Victoria
of the event, the administration,
gave recognition to 'I. U's'' top
students" (and outstanding facul-
ty members) who earned places Parents Of Br
MR. AND MRS. POLK HON-
ORED — Mr. and Mrs. John
Albert Polk, who were mar
tried at Gospel Temple Bap.
list church Sunday, May 24,
were honored at a reception
given by the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Spear-
man, at the borne of Mr.
and Mrs. B. W. Burnett, 232$
Silver st. The bride is the for-
mer Miss Laverne Spearman.
ide Hono
'Miss LaVerne Spearman! erFue
Wed To John A. Polk
Miss LaVerne Spearman and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Mitchell
John Albert Polk were married and Mrs. Amelia Springer.
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.1 erNim
Robert Lockridge, Rev. and Mrsi
Jesse Polk, Miss Betty Hunter, 
eone r Anna C. Cooke
Dotson Nor-
immediately following Sunday
diurch, Sunday, May 24, with Rev,
C. T. Epps officiating. The cere-
mony was witnessed by relatives
and close friends of the families.
Mrs. Polk is the daughter of Mr.
an4 Mrs. W. C. Spearman of 2340
Silver st. Mr. Polk's parents are
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Polk of 2322
Silver at.
The bride wore a pink two-piece
suit with a pink flowered head-
dress. Her corsage was of white
carnations highlighted with pink
satin ribbon.
After the ceremony, a recep-
tion was held at the home of Mr.,
and Mrs. B. W. Burnett, 2.345 Sil-
ver at., given by the bride's par,
ents. Assisting at the reception
were Miss Laura Martin, Mi s
Dorothy Sargent, Mrs. B. W. Bur-
nett, and the groom's sister, Mrs.
Mrs. C. 0. McIver.
The bride's table was covered
with a white lace cloth, centered
by a wedding cake encircled with
pink roses.
Guests attending were Miss
Laura Martin, Miss Dorothy Sar-
gent, Miss Catherine Mitchell,
Mrs. Cleo Hill, Mr. and Mrs. C.
0. Mclvery, Mr. and Mrs. Fred-
erick Spearman, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Williams, Mrs. V.A. Brooks,
r club. Mr. Little is graduate of
LeMoyne college, a member of
Couple With Reception Loafers club. Both are mem-
bers 
Omega Psi Phi fraternity and the
of the faculty of Douglass
school.
The popular bride was honored
at a breakfast given by the high
school faculty of Douglass school
on Wednesday, June 3; and was
also honored at a miscellaneous
shower given by the J-U-G'S at
the home of Mrs. Gwendolyn
Nash.
Mrs.Josephine ,Mrs.
ma Jean Polk, Mrs. Martha
Sergeant, Miss Edith Wilkes,
Mrs. Celeste Colbert, Mrs. Ger-
trude Westhrooks, Mrs. Willie
Spearman, Dannie Davis, Lloyd
Foster and James Polk.
Civic Leaders
p
111
raise Officer
For Good Deed
In a letter to Chief of Police ,
J. C. MacDonald, members of the
50th Ward Civic clubpraise a
policeman for helping a dying I
woman get to the hospital by es-
corting a car through heavy traf-
fic.
'On Wednesday, April 29, 1959,
between 12 and one o'clock, one.
of our civic members, Mrs. Rose
Curtis, had a serious attack, and
it was yery difficult getting
through traffic en route to the
hospital.
"We hailed a passing motor-
cycle patrolmen and asked if he
would escort us to th: hospital.
Without hesitation, he began to
clear traffic and helped us hasten'
o the hospital with her" the
club t
The woman died after being ad-
mitted, but the organization said
it was a deed that shall "never
be forgotten by the club," and
stated that the policeman was "a
credit to the entire police depart-
Following the reception, t h e ment."
bridal couple entertained t h e Signing the letter were tba
members of her club at a chem. president, Ernest L. Young and
pagne supper, the secretary
•
kaa• 'I.
SOUTHERN BELLES Murrell, who will be a sophomore door, while Mrs. Griffin a n d Springer, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin RECEPTION FETES newly- day, June 5. Mr. and Mrs.
The Southern Belles Bridge club in the Fall. she was Miss Bronze Mis, Erma Lee Laws ushered Tarpley, Mrs. 0. Bernard John- weds, Mr. and Mrs. William Little are both members ofheld its last meeting until Sep- Queen 
Beautiful Commission. 
, of 1958, sponsored by City euests to the receiving line. Miss son aid son Anthony, Miss Jewel, Little, seen cutting the bridal
tember at the Gay Hawk recently, Velma Lois Jones registered, Gentry and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver ; cake at the wedding reception
with Mrs. Thelma Bush Moore as Graduate AKA's met last Satur• "bile Miss Marie Bradford, Mrs. Johnson. jr. I given by the bride's parents,
hostess. Missing was prexy, Mrs. daY to install new officers and Harold Lewis and Miss Gwen Nash The bride is a graduate of Ten- J Mr. and Mrs. Rose Anderson,
Matti. Oate, who was ill. Natural- MY plans for a forthcoming pro-, were on hand in the rooms where nessee State university where shel honoring their marriage. The
Mn, and Mrs. William Little
were hanored at a wedding recep-
tion given by the bride's parents,
of 681 Boston st., Friday, June
5, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon H. Griffin, 1523 South Park-
way E.
lhe bride was a vision of love-
liness. in a dress of champagne
beige silk organza which featur-
ed a tierred skirt. Her accessor-
ies included a champagne beige
ostrich headpiece and beige parl-
lied iumps. She wore a purple
orchid wrist corsage.
The receiving line was formed in
the living-dining area of e dis-
tinctive contemporary home, with
Mrs. Leon Griffin introducing the
guests. In the line were Mrs.
James Little, the groom's moth-
er, the bonoreee and the bride's
mother. . Ross Anderson.
The bride's table was lovely,
backed with yellow gladiolus and
greenery, and the table overlaid
with & Maderia cloth, centered
with a three - tierred wedding
cake which wa, flanked by silver
candlesticks and white tapers.
Individual wedding cakes and
bridal punch was served under
the supervision of Mrs. Clarence
Holmes.
Guests viewed guests and ling-
ered in the inviting setting pro-
vided in the side garden, where
another table was highlighted with
a yellow and white floral center-
piece and decorated with yellow
satin bows centered with sprigs
of greenery. Here another crys-
tal punchbowl featured floating
hearts and cupids in the spark-
ling pale yellow-tinted punch.
Serving as assistants at the re-
ception were members of the J-
U•G'S. of which Mrs. Little is a
member. Mrs Harry Thompson
and Mrs. Anderson .Bridges as-
sisted in receiving guests at the
Little and Miss Louise Little, and
the bride's sister, Miss Henrene
Anderson.
Among guests attending the re-
ception were the bride's father,
Ross Anderson, Mrs. Mary Brad-
ley and daughter, Toni; Mrs.
H. Littlejohn, Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Kendricks, the groom's aunt and
and uncle. Mrs. llattie House, Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Helms, Mrs. Oui-
ta Brown, Eugene King, Mrs. Pet-
er Hunter, Joe Carr, Mr. and
Mrs. John Jordan, Charles Lo-
max, Mrs. S. W. Qualls, jr., Louis
R. Johnson of Los Angeles. Calif.
Andrew Roberts, Mrs. Frances
Hill and Mrs. Alma C. Wyatt.
Also attending were Mrs. Vir-
ginia Johnson and Mrs. Virginia
Grinner, Ray Thomas, Clifford
Stockton. Charles Fields, Robert
Yarbrough, Nelson News, Mrs.
Marjorie Ulen, Miss Elsie Thom-
as, Theodore Branch, B. W. Sims,
Jr., Harry Thompson, Harold Low.
ii, Mr. and Mrs. John Gordon,
Henry Jones, Charles Hooks, Nel-
son Jackson, Miss Mattie Shep-
pard, Ernest Withers, sr., Mr. and
Mrs. Utillus Phillips, jr., Mr. Util-
lu, Phillips, sr., Mrs. Marie L.
Adams, Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Mar-
tin.
Attending from West Point,
Miss., were Coleman 113. Gates,
Mrs. Ruth H. Cannon and Vera
H. Dent; and Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Kelly, Mrs. Katherine W. Baker,
Mrs. Ada Lewis, W. E. Porter,
Mrs. Faye West, Rev. and Mrs.
A. 51cEwen Williams, Atty. and
Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon, jr., Mrs.
Mavin P. Gholston, Mrs. Ruby
Patton, Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, Mrs.
Gertrude Smith, Mrs. Basco A.
Smith, Jr., Miss Cecelia Willis,
Lawrence Westley, Mrs. Lorraine
Cook Winlock of Los Angeles,
Calif., William Woodruff. Mr. and
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, D.
by, bridge was a highlight of the, gram for next year. Piloting the gifts were displayed. and Mrs. Griffin were roommates,
party . . . and this effort resulted business of Beta Epsilon Omega Charming junior hostesses were and is a member of Delta Sig.
in prizes for Mrs. Dorothy Mont- chapter will be Mrs. Cattle Lentz' the groom's sisters, Miss Martha .ma Theta sorority and the .1-11-Ga
gomery. Miss Gwendolyn fifeEw- Stevens. re-elected basileus, Miss
en and Mrs. Mary Rodgers. Guest Velma Lois Jones, 1st anti-basi-
prizes went to Mrs. Marie Neele )cus; 51r. Faye W. Parker, 2nd
and Mrs. Louise Little. There "as anti-baileus; Mrs. Elms H. Nar-
a "booby" prize to. . . awarded dis, epistoleus; Mrs. Annie Belle
to Mrs. Mildred Joseph. Other Saunders, grammateus; Mrs. Hat.
guests present were Mrs. Mamie tie Swearengen. anti-grarnmateus;
Dilliard. Mrs. Nedra Smith and Miss Carolyn Rhodes, anti-epist 
leus, M 
o-
•Mrs. Bernice Bridgeforth. On hand rs. Ruby Spight, re
-elect-
too were Southern Belles Men-, ed tammiochus; Mrs. Ethel Per. 
damesCharlyne McGraw, 0 Iii e' kn.". parliamentarian and Mrs.
Mitchell, St. Elmo liampton, Elia-, Wilma Sueing, Ivy Leaf Reporter.
abeth I,ewis and Teelma Evans.
PLAN OPEN 1101.1SE
The Les Belles gharmant So-
cial club is busy mapping plans
for a mammoth "Open House" at
Goodwill Home, (the Negro Or-
phan Horne) on Goodwill rd. The
home is completed . . . all but
the furnishings. Each citizens of
Memphis is urgently asked to
contribute some unused household
Item for this worthy cause. The
date set for opening its doors to
the public and receiving these
gifts is Sunday. June 14. from 4
to 7 p. m Suggested items are
lace cloths, pillow cases, pots and
pans 15 quart or larger) disges,
dish cloths and towels, single and
double sheets, single and double
spreads, silverware and glasses
. . . or other similar items.
LESTER PTA
A spirit of congeniality a n d
fellowship prevailed Wednesday,
June 3, as the Lester elementary
school family was the happy re-
cipient of a dinner given by th,
school's PTA.
Prepared by Mts. Eullilla
Holmes, the delicious menu con•
Listed of fried chicken, congealed
salad, broccoli souffle, hot rolls
iced tea and dessert.
In a wonderful displa, of fellow
ship, gifts were presented to
Member of the fatuity who recent-
ly lost most of her belongings in
a fire.
Many teachers expressed their
appreciation to the PTA for their
generosity and commended t h e
principal Mrs. E. la ftodger,, for
the Successful administration of,
European Tour
For Teacher
For Party Fun
Mrs. Willie Tennyson of 2440
Amity ave., a firs: grade leacher
at Klondike elementary school,
will he lea•.;t.g Memp,na on Thurs-
day. June 11. enroute to Europt
for a one-month tour of the Conti.
lent
The tour will take Mrs.. TennY
son to Paris, Rome, London and
to West Germany. She will also
visit Switzerland before returning
home.
The teacher will cross the At-
lantic by plane and return by ship
It will be her first trip outsidr
the United States.
Wife Preservers
Fill cushions inexpensively by WI-
tong o roil citation in squat.,
end heating then, in the oven for
hIf on hour. Do not storth, lock
astoe,e will datable its sins.
PARENT EDUCATION CLIN•
IC — Shown above are the
members of the Home and
Family Life Parent Education
clinic being conducted by Mrs.
Loretta Kato of the Family
Service at the varioue schoole
of Memphis. Seated, from left
to right are Mrs. Priscilla
Smith, Woodstock Training
school; Mrs. Mary Murphy,
Bluff City PTA Council; Mrs.
Loretta Kato, Mrs. Lucille
Price. Bluff PEA president, of
Manassas High; Mrs. M. W.
Brooks, ISTW and Hamilton;
Mrs. Lillian Stewart, Carver
and Florida schools; Mrs. Er-
__
Name Exec's Son
Aaron L. Spaulding, 16.year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Asa T.
Spaulding of Durham, N. C., and
a junior at Oakwood school — a
preparatory school — Poughkeep-
sie. New York, has been elected
President of the student body for
next year.
There were six candidates for
ihe office from the freshman, so-
phomore, and union el  with
young Spaulding being elected.
His father is president of I h e
North Carolina Mutual Life Insur-,
ance company,
reception was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon H. Grif-
fin, 1523 S. Parkway E. Fri-
ma Jones, Porter and Walker
ave., and Mrs. Dorothy Rus•
sell of Leath. Standing, from
left to right are Mrs. Floyd
Des's, Manumit; Mrs. Miff-
rel Canadie, Manassas; Mrs,
I,aura Tyus, Douglas; Mrs.
Washington, t ester element-
-
Baked while
you sleep
flavor
ary; Mrs. Grace Garadine,
Leath and BTW; Mrs. Lula
Smith, Manassas and Hyde
Park; and Mrs. Marguerite
Turner of Florida and Carver,
the faculty of Douglass high
school.
With school being out, your
scribe feels as free as a breeze
not having to brace those earl 
morning hours. It's quite fine to
be able to get that extra bit of
sleep. Returning from Chicago aft-
er a weekend of wonderful par-
ties were Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell.
They were special guests ef Dr.
and Mrs. D. L. Clairborne when
the famed "Chicagoans" had their
annual affairs with the major ones
being held at Hotel Sheraton. Also
attending were Mrs. Clinton Can-
nady, nee Hortense Golden along1
with her husband, Dr. Clinton Can.
nady, now of Lansing, Mich. The
Bells are slated to attend the State
Dental meeting this week in Knox-
ville, Tenn. Others expected to at-
tend are Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Car-
ter and Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Mc-
Kissack.
Mr. and Mrs. S. If. Bronaugh
spent a few days in Hopkinsville,
Ky., recently attending the gradu-
ation exercises of Chrispus At-
tucks high school where Miss Viv-
ian Massie niece of Mr. Bron-
auch was granted.
Spending eari of his vacation in
St. Louis this week is Thomas Da-
vis. He is visiting with his broth-
er, sister and other relatives.
TEACHERS GET GRANTS
Mr. Mary Lou Womack. Eng-
lish teacher at Merry high school
leaves this week to attend the
institute on counseling and guid-
ance which is being held for a 10-
weeks period on the campus of,
Atlanta university in Atlanta. Ga.
She was awarded a scholarship
under the National Defense Act.
Mrs. Womack who holds an A.B.
degree from Lane college Is as
done advance work at Tennessee
A&I State university and Washing-
ton university in St. Louis, Mo., in
the area of guidance. Next year
she will be part time guidance di-
rector at Merry High school.
V. J. Gilmore, science instruc-
tor at merry high school has been
granted a fellowshin from the Na-
tional Science Foundation to study
at Tuskegee institute this summer
in the field of science. Gilmore is
also head football coach and boy's
basketball coach at Merry, hold-
ing a master's degree in physical!
education erom The University of
Michigan.
W. E. Jackson of the social sci-
ence department of Lane college,
will study economics this summer'
on fellowship at the Case Institute
of Technology.
Jackson holds two advanced de-,
grees, an A.M., from Fisk univer-
sity and the M.A. from the Uni-'
veraity of Arkansas and has done!
further study toward his doctor-
LOANS
on
SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We like to say yes to JOUR
loan requests"
DIXIE
FINANCE Co.
Home Owned Home Operated
2 Locations
132 Madleon — JA 5-Till
lit So. Main — JA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
Insurarce and Banking
QUALITY,1
Full
-Bodied
Golden Rich
SPEAS
PURE
APPLE CIDER
,of.11 I flny,44
viNEGA_R
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•
JACIKSCIN
ate. Four years ago be did special
study at Boston university on a
Dansforth Fellowship.
Studying at Indiana university
this summer are Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Spicer, John Writhing,
Mrs. M. B. Davis and Mrs. Ari-
menta Marshall. Both Mrs. Mar-
shall and Mr. Spicer are members
of West high school faculty. Mrs.
Davis, Mrs. Spicer and Mr. Wer-
thing are teachers in the Jackson
City school system.
C. N. Berry, principal of Merry
high school and Mrs. Christana
Mitchell will be studying at the
University of Tennessee. Columbia
university in New York will find
Mrs. Arva L. Robinson and Mrs,
Marilyn Polk and Mrs. Mary E.
Taylor will study at Tennessee
A&I State university. All a r •
teachers in the Jackson City
school system.
Seventy - seven Red Cross
"Care of the Sick and Injured"
certificates were awarded to Mer-
ry high school girls recently when
they completed the course under
the instruction of Mrs. Bernice
Lucas, home economics instructor
and certified Red Cross home
Nursing instructor. Receiving the
"50th Year" certificates were: Sal-
lie Bonds, Ida Mae Cox, Angelyn
Craft, Ethel Deberry, Doroth y
Douglas, Eva Pearl Hunt, Patri-
cia Jamison, Dorsey Johnson, Ru-
bye H. Jones, Martha Jones, Mary
K. Jones, Ordia McCorry, Bernice
McKinney, Shirley Perry, Elinor
Faye Redd and Earline Stewart.
Justine Wallace, Patricia Wor-
tham, Jeanette Brinkley, Rosa
Garrett, Dwan Gilmore, M at t ie
Bell Mathis. Bettie Randolph,
Claudia Shaw, Carolyn Sm it h,
Dorothy Springfield, Margie Tay-
lor, Lessie Tiger, Carlene Ward,
Doris White, Annie B. Williamson,
Florence Bailey, Mary Helen
Brooks, Chelena Chatman, Martha
Jean (lox, Carolyn Davis, Eliza-
beth Hearns, Catherine Hobson,
Gloria Kelly, Maxine Hysby, Mar-
ilyn Jones, LuRease McKinney,
Janice Odem, Daisy Anderson,
Fannie Autry, Doris Brown, Fran-
ces Cleveland and Louella Davis.
Virginia Jones, Blends Kindrick,
Mary Long, Mary May, Sue Mar-
tin, Bettye Owens, Bertha Reyn-
olds, Jewelene Scott, Elaine Shear!
Edna Womack, Janice Bell, Mary
E. Bonds, Alice Bowers, Juliette
Coleman. Mary Glass, Freddie
Harris, Patricia Hampton, Norma
Hutt, Loretta Kirkendoll, Dale
Lyles, Brenda McKinney, Linda
Reid, Raye Springfield, Dorothy
Taylor, Barbara Thompson, Callie
Whitehorn, Bonnie Williams a n d
Doris Wortham.
Who makes the
smoothest, richest
ICE CREAM SAUCES?
You do...
with double-rich PET Milk!
Yea just can't buy ice cream sauces like these! They're so
rich and velvety-smooth you'll want to use them on your
cakes and puddings, too. And there's no cooking...you
mix them up in minutes. Treat yore family to delicious
Ice Cream Sauces made with PET Evaporated Milk.
NO COOKING . • . JUST STIFII
CHOCOLATI SAUCF—Mis until smooth 1 pkg. 1•11-0 cae.ebse, Instant
Pudding, 54 cup Light en Dark Kereie Syrup. Stir In gradually % sap ply
Ivegereted Milk, 1 Wasp. Vanilla, let stand to thicken, about 10 in.,
BUTTERSCOTCH IAUC5UIovia ti.PciRi I PRIV 1•11-0 Betbsetscrich
Inst•nt Pudding, % cup Dark Karel Syrup. Ste in gradually % cup PET
Evegerateel Milk, let oand to thicken oboe, 10
CHOCOL ATI PIANO UCI — follow recipe for
Chocolat* Sauce, but "Or 'A cup Chunkielyle Peensa
Butter with this chocolate pudding and ryrup. increase
PET Milk to 1 tom.
011A Nat SAUCE —Mit instil smooth I pkg. 1•11-0
V•nIlle Instent Pudding, % cup Lighl Sore Syrup,
1/4 cup Undiluted P  Oreng• Jules C nett
redoes % sap PSI Eviecreeesed mpg,
orind to thicIROO, about 10 minutes.
Pen *Inner sauces, add rigors PET Milk. These redoes
make about 2 wet. Any singe left* Cover and NPR.
lea PO a ASIR
JoR 0 II • rinessered trod. on,k of Creeeret Peed. Con
r Pr" Roo. U. 5.,.,. OP. Cern, #030, Per Milk GIL
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n d
who has given out with the blues
over 30 years, lies critically
n New York's Memorial hot-
el.
Billie, known to millions as Lady
Day, has been supported in a
song, musically, by such greats
as Lester "Pres" Young, William
"Count" Basic, Benny Goodman,
Teddy Wilson, Artie Shaw, Charlie
Christian, Harry James, "Big" Sid of the big tenor sounds to popular
Catlett and other well k now n in the early infancy of swing. Les
greats in show business.
From poverty to foremost blues
singer. Billie tasted every dish
that life could offer, except happi-
ness. A stormy fight with narcot-
ics, marriages that failed, fellow
performers who turned their backs
on her — these are but a few
of the blues that have landed in
the lap of Lady Day.
It has been said that Sarah
Vaughan refused to speak to her
after Billie's battle with the mon-
key. Yet, Billie had befriended
Sarah in her struggling days with
the Billy Eckstine band, by giving
Mar clothes to perform in. The
t Miss Sassy paid her back
113, refusing to admit that she was
a friend of the troubled singer.
Money flowed in and out of Bil-
lie's hand like water running from
a tap. Most of the money going
ter never did develop the big tone,
but ventured off to become one of
the most idolized saxophonists in
the history of jazz. At Lester's fu-
neral. Lady Day wept openly and
said, "Lester, you were the great-
est of them all."
New York stripped her of her
working card and the Lady found
that she could not perform in that
city, because of her conviction on
the dope rap for which she served
time. However, not being in the
heart of show business, and New
York is considered that, Billie
didn't lose any of her popularity
with the music-minded public. She
played outside the New York area
and gained again the fame she
knew in her earlier days.
Europe was the hideaway for
Lady Day for a number of years.
She found the people of Europe
. ses gni I.
TRI STATE JuN 7 Bruce
MISS DELISO DEB in the
person of Dorothene McNair,
(second from left,) was crown-
ed recently at a private jazz
party given by the Dense
bobs Social club at the home
of the president, Miss Fred'
to the monkey that clung to her didn't care about her past, only 
back. The pushers would deliver about the talent that she had to
o
the stuff to her with an orchid and offer them. She gave them just
ne was delivered to her every that, the blues as only Billie could 
oEs To Givenight. After the stuff was used, sing them.
Billie would wear the orchid in Over a year ago she returned to
her hair, this brought about the the states, where there was a le• 
Musical Teadesignation: "The Lady with the gal battle going on between her Orchid." i and the state of New York, for,
' At the age of 44, Billie Holiday, field. But not Billie; she keep
gaining a listening public. At a
teenage record party, a girl of 16
said "Play something by Lady
Day. She's the greatest of them
all."
Lester "Pres" Young, the late
tenor saxophonist was a close
friend of Billie's. She bought him
his first saxophone of any quality
to try and develop him into one
In her early show business days
she traveled through the South
with the famed Artie Shaw band
and found that whites refused her
service that was rendered to the
others, because she was a Negro.
She later joined the rest of the
show business world and found
that recordings were the best way
r 
to fifiet John Q. Public. Lady Day
ed with such greats as the
Be y Goodman group, Coleman
Hawkins combo and the Teddy
Wilson trio,
The late drummer, "Big" Sid
Catlett once said after a record-
ing session, "You can't rehearse
with Billie, because when it comes
time to record, the blues will have
I WILMETTE, Ill. — Race Amity
Day will be observed on Sunday,
June 14, by the Baha'is of the
United States. Its purpose is to
apriiid the knowledge of the one-
n - of mankind.
- arty a century ago," the Na-
tional Baha'i Assembly state s,
"slavery was abolished in Amer-
ica. Now the need is urgent for
another great effort in order that
racial prejudice may be o v e r-
come.
"Now it is imperative that our
nation establish amity between
the white and colored peoples of
our land. Only after we have put
our own house in order in this
matter will we be trusted in our
efforts toward world peace," the
statement continued.
MUST RECOGNIZE ONENESS
"Gestures of tolerance and good-
will which leave their participants
free to go hack to the old division
t Ilk Commencement exercises
at Henderson was a unique one.
Speed typing and shorthand writ-
ers were featured plus other not-
able incidents. Miss Earline Gil-
land highlighted the program with
a play, "Beginning Typewriting is
Funny, Isn't It?"
There were 47 members of the
graduating class.
Students are now registering for
the Summer session, which will
feature a special course in type-
writing for children eight to 16
years of age.
The Henderson Alumni Associa-
tion met dur no Mahe nommenne-
ment week with Lewis Twigg,
president of the Union Protective
Assurance company, and Rev, W.
Hicks, of Chicago, as guest speak-
ers. Both gave remarks on how
hall business education was to
silWrofessions. Rev. Hicks was
enroute to All Saints college, Lex-
INIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111091111
Tired Of 'Damn
Yankee' Flower,
Ala. Seeks New One
MONTGOMERY, Als.--(UPI)—
A state legislative committee
Wednes‘ag....!...tiirged passage of a
bill which we Id make the Ca-
mellia the official slate flow-
er.
, The sponsor of the measure
' said the present state flower,
the Goldenrod, Causes hay fev-
er and, besides, was introduced
Into Alabama by "some damn
Vankee.-
I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111.Ifill
the right to work on one's ahilitY, Evergreen Chapter No. 107,and not on one's past record of
being a known dope addict. Order of Eastern Star, will pro.
Most noticeable in the recording sent its annual Musical Tea at
scrapbook of Billie Holiday are the Vance Ave.branch of t h
YWCA, 541 Vance ave., cr. Sun-
day afternoon, June 14. from 4 to
S p. m., and the public is in
Child," "Lover Man." "Don't Ex- Vited.
-
plain" and "Porgy." Lady Day's Mrs. Nellie J. Osborne is worthy
recordings are now considered to'Instrnn, Clarence Cochran worthy
be masterpieces and prices of $200 patron and Ws. Hazel Wilkerson
have been offered for some of the secretary,
cuts. Mrs. Hattie hiarable is chair-
Should Billie recover from her,man of the tea.
the tunes that are so closely asso-
ciated with her. "Gloomy S u n.
day," "My Man," "God Bless The
illness, we know that the blues
will still be around to see her. •
Yes, Billie and the blocs are no Minni jeanstrangers. Wherever the blues
given her something else to chirp have found her they have made
about. Most performers lose their her cry, but when they would
appeal when a new generation or leave, the lady would sing t h e
era takes place in the recording blues.
Graduate-
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Minni-
jean Brown, 17-year-old Negro
girl who was expelled from Cen-
Ba ha 'is Call or,Ark., High school in Little Rock,was graduated Friday fromthe predominantly-white new Lin-
coln High school in Manhattan.Race Amity Day dents who entered the Little RockShe was one of nine Negro stu-
school in the Fall of 1957 under
the protection of federal troops.
She was expelled February, MR,
because of clashes with white stu-
dents.
Minnijean entered the school
here on a $1,508 scholarship.
attitudes, institutions and activi-
ties are no longer sufficient to
meet this pressing need of our na-
tion.
"Only the recognition of the
oneness of the human race and its
expression through definite institu-
tions of a social order designed for
the good of all mankind will solve I
this problem. Not only will this
recognition become the cause of
the removal of hostilities between
the races, but it will be the cause
of the enlightenment of America,"
the statement concluded.
Baha'is are engaged in a 10-
year spiritual crusade in which
the principle of the oneness of
mankind is being unfolded through
out the world. They claim adher-
ents in 255 countries and territor-
ies with 30 American ledian and
243 African tribes represented.
The crusade will terminate in
1963.
Ington. Mission, to deliver the corn•
mencement address.
Clifton Satterfield, class of 1923,
gave the history of the organiza•
lion to the meeting which repre-
sented classes from 1923 to 1958.
Mrs. Mildred Riley, representa-
tive of the Pet Milk company serv-
ed a Frappe to the contingent,
Roland Nash, Alumni president,
made the closing remarks.
Cop, Bus Driver
Team Up To Aid
Expectant Mom
CHIC AG 0, Illinois. —
A second district policeman and
a South Suburban Safeway bus
driver teamed up early Monday
to perform an unsung act of hero-
ism involving a pregnant 32-year.
old woman.
Policeman Thomas Carter was
on a jampacked northbound bus
traveling down South Parkway on
his way to work at 29th st. and
Prairie when Mrs. Olivia Thomas
of 13229 S. Langley, was suddenly
seized with convulsions at 54th
and So. Parkway, throwing the
other passengers into confusion.
Carter went up front and asked
the driver, Tohn Tyson, white, to
drive him near a police Call box
so he could phone for help.
Instead, Tyson speeded up the
hits and turned off at 51st st. to
Provident hospital where Mrs.
Thomas received emergency treat-
ment.
Like chop suey, oriental
touches in home decorations
and fashions are always with
us. They are never really out
of style.
Simple features like the
turn of a collar and the cut of
a bodice can give a garment
a definitely oriental feeling.
lc then becomes a standout.
Since the basisof all Chinese
apparel is classic, it becomes
doubly simple to sew your
own American version.
One of the reasons for the
enduring oriental induences
in fashions is their adapta-
bility to all kind of apparel.
Typically Chinese or Japanese
touches are seen on every-
ORIENTAL FLAIR for &poet or
at-home wear . . . attractive
tapered pants have side venter
Pet off by frog trimming and
matching fitted bloomer. Mandarin
eollm has corded trim ••ri frog
eloaleg. Pattern 04940.
glues 10-IS. 6.4*.
die Williams (second froin
right,. First alternate was
Doris Bell, extreme lett, and
Barbara Kinnard, second al-
ternate. Guests at the affair
were Paul Robinson, Crystal
Strong, Clifton O'Neal, Willkie
Tucker, Patricia Bowie 5,
Wayne Strong, Fredrick Fields,
Bonnie Bates, Willie Joe Alex-
ander, Ural Williams, Erie-
dele• Green, Lost Jones, Bose
Whetting, James Ball, Is ano
Dillard, Carroll Bledsoe, Sam
Marshall, Robert .1 ark so n,
James Letcher, and Leon
Henderson.
Rust Graduates 113
Before Record Crowd
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — Dr.
Earnest A. Smith, president of
Rust college, awarded degrees to
113 graduating seniors of the 1959
class in the 93rd commencement
I exercises June 1. Forty-eight sen-
iors who will receive degrees af-
ter completing the requirements
of this summer also participated
in the exercises.
Members of the graduating
class and a record crowd of their
I relatives and friends of the col-
ege heard Rev. Charles Talbert
say: "We are living at a time
when the souls of men are tested
as never before in the history of
our civilization. Much is required
of all of us as we face the tasks
which are before us. Much will be
required of you as you face the
future."
CALLS SOCIALISM
Frank Zeidler, Socialist mayor
of Milwaukee, said socialism may
hold the solution to current prob-
lems.
Zeidler, addressing the annual
convention of the Illinois Socialist
Party-Social Democratic Federa-
tion, said Sunday Socialists al-
ways have been interested in
civil liberties, government pay-
ments and "public ownership" of1
key utilities.
Normal Hill, executive secretary'
of the Illinois party,
thing from short shorts to ball
gowns. They can hold their
own through all the seasonal
changes in line and silhouette
by French and American de-
signers.
Pictured are interpretations
of both Chinese and .Japanese
influences. For sports or at-
home wear are the pants and
blouse (McCall's Pattern No.
4940). The tapered pants have
side vents at the bottom,
accented by frog trimming.
The same frog trims the short-
sleeved blouse which has a
mandarin collar with corded
piping.
The beauty of this easy-
to-make pattern is that it in-
cludes a skirt and shorta.
The slim skirt has insets and
low inverted pleats at the
sides. Frog trimming may be
placed at the top of the in-
verted pleat. The shorts, like
the pants, have' side vents.
Made here in a black and
white cotton print, the pants
and blouse have endless
possibilities / in choice of
fabric. The dress maybe made
to look even more authentic
if sewn in pongee or shan-
tung. An elegant satin or bro-
cade may be used for either
the pants or dress.
The dress pictured has
more of a Japanese flavor.
(McCall's Pattern No. 4922).
The detachable shirred cum-
merbund is akin to the Japan-
ese obi sash. The soft, flatter-
ing scoop neck is a delightful
concession to American style.
A fitted bodice tops • slim
three-gore skirt. Again we
have frog trimming on the
bodice. With this pattern
come pieces for making •
flared four-gore skirt, com-
pletely changing the whole
tone of the dress.
The model wears the dress
made of beige shantung with
white cummerbund and frog
trimming, • particularly fresh
and popular spring combina-
tion. The dress could be a
printed cotton or silk with •
solid color cummerbund and
frog trimming. Or as a distinct
change of pace, • cocktail
dress could be made, using
satin and the flared four-gore
skirt. In this event a narrow
belt could be used.
I The speaker listed three points
as he continued; "First, be sure
to know what you attempt to do
without becoming a dogmatist —
don't be a knowit-all. Secondly,
when one challenge has been met
I life becomes more daring." He
said, when one task is complete
there is another one facing us. In
conclusion, he stated that there is
enough light to live by. There is a
great need for spiritual awaken-
ing. Rev. Talbert was recently ap-
pointed minister of Centenary
Methodist church in Akron, Ohio.
Graduating with the highest hon-
or was Robert L. Merritt with a
grade point average of 2.94. Per-
sons receiving high honors 2.58 to
2.55 averages were Paulette ('oh'
ran. Rosa V. Barlow, and Annie
Mildred Walker. Graduating with
honor averages of 248 to 2.25 were
Daphne Powe Hudson, Annie
Strong White, Phyllis Day Ervin,
Virgie Lee Nichols, and Thelma
Lyle.
The baccalaureate sermon was
delivered by the Rev. James P.
Gable May 31. An honorary de-
gree of Doctor of Divinity was
conferred upon Rev. Gable by
President E. A. Smith in the com-
mencement exercises June 1. tie
is District Superintendent, Dubu-
que District, of the North Iowa
conference of t h e Methodist
church.
sewing 11. is if the decorative'
stitching 1 that outlineskthe
neck arid sleeves.
Fashion - Sewing Weekly; I
Tip: Keep your eye on the
arrow printed on each of the
McCall's pattern pieces. The
arrow indicates the direction
in which the straight grain of
the fabric should run in each
piece of your garment.
A_ final a bit ,..of easr 
sog...18. SOK.
ORIENTAL LOOK . adapted
I. a drone with • wide obi sash
circling the waist mid • bodice
cloned with two frogs. Slightly
rounded cut.away 'welcher- and
short unmoneted at  are
finished with a role of Matching.
Slim skirt haft • walking pleat.
McCall's Patters c4922. Sims
Sat., June 13, 1959
Becomes Mrs. Winfrey
If that man in your life is a
natural 'organizer' — and if he
wants everything in that place
that's made for it he'll adore this
handsome skillfully engineered
fitted triple dresser.
Geserously equipped with nine
drawers and two cabinets, the
'customized' interiors are individ-
ually fitted to organize wealth
of wardrobe items for 'him' and
for 'her,' ranging from cuff links
and earrings to pajamas, sweat-
ers and lingerie.
Thoughtfully designed, with re-
movable compartments for effort-
less organization of both men's
and women's wardrobe items, this
dresser is a part of the Ethan Al-
len collection of Early Ameri-
can furniture by Baumritter cor-
poration.
Cabinet and bottom drawer are
extra deep to accommodate hand-
bags or hats. Cabinets hold two
pull-out trays, ideally suited (0 r
shirts and bloc-sea.
The dresser is finely constructed
of rock maple anti birch, nutmeg
brown finish and authentic Co-
lonial hardware match other
Ethan Allen ease pieces.
Miss Cynthia Green, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Green of
1293 Quinn at., will be married to
Harold Winfrey, son of !sirs. Er
nest Mabry and Mr. Addison Win-
frey, in one of the season's out-
standing weddings, Wednesday,
June 10, at Metropolitan Baptist
church, at 8 p.
The bridal party will include
Mrs. Juanita Truitt, who will
serve as matron of honor; and
bridesmaids Mrs. Andrewnetta
Jones, Mrs. Claude Henry, Mrs.
Velma Rice, Miss Carollyn
Rhodes, Miss Marie Brittnion and
Miss Olivia Stone.
Serving Mr, Winfrey will be his;
cousin, Thomas Winfrey, as best
man, and groomsmen Willie Lind-
sey, Ulysses Truitt, Leon Griffin,,
Ilarold Osborne, Ilarold Brooks
and Robert Douse of Nashville,•
Tenn.
Ushers at the wedding will beI
William Fields and Arthur Wil-
liams, the latter of Chicago, Ill..
PARTIES FETE
A wedding reception given by
1
.
the bride-to-be's parents will bel
held at Top Hat and Tails club'
following the ceremony.
Eggs, Baked Noodles OK
"Noodle-deviled egg hake" is a until healed. Serves four to six,
nourishing luncheon dish for hun-
gry scrool children.
Boil 8 ounces medium egg noo-
dles until tender in 3 quarts boil-
ing water to which 1 tablespoon
salt has been added. Drain and
place in greased 2-quart casser-
ole.
Halve 6 hard-cooked eggs Mash
Dresser For
Man Woman
Key Flower
Colors
The flowers you bring indoors
should te keyed to people as well
asyolks, add 1-4 cup mayonnaise, 1-2 home decorating schemes.
For example, bright-coloredteaspoon each dry mustard and
salt, and 1-8 teaspoon pepper. flowers should be used for a
Blend and refill egg whites with children's party because those
yolk mixture. Top asparagus soup hues are most attractive to small
with 3 table spoons milk and I tea. fry.
spoon paprika. On the other hand, muted colors
Cover and bake in moderate are most pleasing for adult af
(375 degree) oven 25 minutes, on fairs.
The King and Queen, prince
and princesses and attendants
were featured recently in the
gala May Day Festival held
by Patterson school. They are,
from left to right, front row,
Attendants Irvin Walls and
Gloria Jean Johnson, Prince
Harold Gentry, Queen Little
Jackson, King Leroy Coger
and Princess Catherine Lo-
max. Back row, left to right,
Doris Fancy, Katherine Mitch-
Porter Parent-Teacher Associa- Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway will re-
ion closed a successful year of
activities at its recent meeting in
the school gymnasium, with Mrs.
M. S. Draper, second vice presi-
dent, presiding.
Outstanding on the agenda was
the annual financial report, re- are:
ports of delegates to the State PTA Mrs. Christine 11111, president;
meeting in Chattanooga and the Mrs. M. L. Cox, first vice presi-
election of officers.
Highlights of the April State
meet at Howard high school in-
cluded addresses on aspects of the
theme "Meeting the Needs for
Growth in the Home, School and
dent; Mrs. Almanda Washington,
econd vice president; Mrs. Sa-
die Edwards, secretary; Mrs. D.
N. Blackburn, assistant secretary;
Mrs. L. C. Gilliam, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. E. D. Elrod,
Community." Mrs. Almanda Wash- treasurer; and Rev. Mrs. P. L.
ington and Mrs. M. L. Cox sum- Green, chaplain.
marized the reports of the five Both Porter principals, Mrs. 0.
delegates. S. Shannon and M. N. Conley,
At the State meeting Mrs. W. H. gave brief remarks at the meet-
Williamson of Nashville was ing. Entertainment was provid-
elected president. The 1960 con- ed by the Music club under the
tab will be held in Murfreesboro. direction of Perry Allen,
Porter PTA won third prize for 
its Procedure Book, the first sub-
mitted since its oganization. A
certificate of merit was also pre 00 ra e says-
sented for having a large number
of subscriptions Its the "National
Family" and "Tennessee Bullet-
in," PTA publications.
Dress With Jewelry
"Most of our sales simuld he
called rescue operations' notes
the jewelry buyer of a top depart-
mrnt store.
"Our customers want something
to save that little *Jack dress that
isn't in the height of fashion this
year.
Memphis and Surrounding Arta;
Can Average 310 00 Per Week
Full or part tim• sales work for
the summer. Can continue on
part time basis when classes re
mime in Fall.
Eugene Turner
1239 ILLISTON RD.
"When I buy a new car it
means a lot to know I will
get a good trade, That's
why I traded for my '59
Buick at . . .
Among the many parties feting
the popular bride she was a kitch-
en shower held Monday, June 1,
at the home of Miss Carolyn
Rhodes, 1059 McDowell st., where
the hostesses were Mrs. Juanita
Truitt, Mrs. White, Mrs. Andrew-
netta Jones, Miss Marie Brittinon
and Miss Rhodes.
A color scheme of pink and
green was carried out with an
open green umbrella decked with
pink streamers over two large bas-
kets of gifts. A convivial circle
of her friends made the occasion
one to be remembered.
Special guests were the mothers
of the engaged couple, Mrs.
Richard Green and Mrs. Ernest
Mabry.
Mrs. Floyd Campbell honored
the bride-elect on June 5, with a
'miscellaneous shower, held at her
home at 1292 Quinn ave., where
Mrs. P. Spann was co-hostess.
The bridal table was bedecked
with a lovely pink and white rose
umbrella suspended in air, front
which streamers fell that were at-
tached to the gifts.
Special guests were the mothers
of the engaged couple, Mrs.
Green and Mrs. Mabry,
Seidal Club
Goes Mexican
The Seidel Social club held a
gala affair recently at the home
of Mrs. Georgia Garret of 3318
Alta rd. The members, who serv-
ed as hostesses, were dressed in
Capui pants and large Mexican
hats. A delightful menu was serv-
ed. The Gersoppa Dukes contri-
buted to the club.
On May 22, the club met at the
home of Mrs. Dorothy Lucas, who
prepared a tasty meal.
, Mrs. Ernestine Cochran is the
club reporter,
i ell and George Roy Gentry,
runners•up. The program was
sponsored by Miss G. Nash
and Mrs. Odes-se Boyd and
was held at the school, (Photo
by Wither)
present Porter PTA at the
tional Congress of Colored Par -
Ients and Teachers Convention at
Daytona Beach, Fla., June 21.23. BE suRE
-Porter PTA officers elected for
the two-year term 1959-ti0, 1960-61
New mild "Lysol" brings
you a special sense of freshness.
Douche with it regularly. It
keeps you from offending.
"Lysol" brand disinfectant
ends odor at its source, by killing
odor-causing germs.
Yet "Lysol" is gentle. Won't
harm delicate insides. Does a far
better job than any home-style
douche, including vinegar.
-Try it and see!
For free booklet on
approved methods
of douching, write
to: "Lysol," Lincoln,
III., Box NN-405.
DEFENDER
Sat., Jung 13, 1959 Joe Brown Retains Crown In Seventh Defense
GETTING ACCUSTOMED TO
TROUBLE
The golfer who plays once or
twice a week-or-less during t h e
season, is going to have to shoot
a lot of shots out of traps, the
rough or from the forest primeval.
Yet how seldom you hear of the
ordinary golfer taking lessons or
practicing getting out of trouble.
It's surprising that the fellow
who shoots 90 or higher generally
has a driver in his bag, which is
a club whose very small angle of
loft makes it difficult for the duf-
fer to use even with the ball teed
up, hut the same fellow doesn t
have a heavy flanged niblick of
the wedge type. And that club is
the easiest of all clubs to use in
the sand, and for short, lofted
approaches.
When you're In the sand by a
green, aim an inch or so behind
the ball, bang away and FOLLOW
THROUGH, and the flange on the
bottom of the club will take it
through the sand instead of let-
ting the club dig in. as the com-
mon type of high lofted short Iron
will do.
Keep the LEFT ARM COMFOR-
TABLE STRAIGHT — not stiff —
and swing down at the ball.
How far you hit behind the ball
depends on the texture and com- 1
pactness of the sand. Expert pro-'
cedure has altered on these shots
in the past 10 years. The stars
used to hit at differing distances
Into the sand behind the ball: gov-
erned by the consistency of the
sand. Now most of them HIT AN
INCH OR TWO INTO THE SAND
BEHIND TE BALL and let the
length of the backswing and the
power of the shot determine the
distance.
' Most all the stars play the sand
shots with an open stance, which
Is with the right foot closer than
the left to the line to the hole.
They bring the clubhead In and
across the ball which "opens" the
face of the club and helps pop'
the ball up. You may think that
because of your "open" stance
you will hit the ball far to the left
of the hole but the club face and
sand will make the necessary ad.
justment.
GET YOUR FEET SET FIRM-
LY IN THE SAND.
Play the ball just back of in
line with the left heel, unless the
ball in somewhat buried; in that
case play it nearer to your right
foot.
A pretty good general rule is,
the worse the lie the farther back
from the left foot you should
play the ball; but very, very sel-
dom can the ordinary golfer risk
playing the ball as far back as off
his right heel.
When you re in the rough, es-en
when the ball is lying high don't
take a wood club. Chances are with
a high lie in the rough you'll sky
a wood shot.
If you're in deep rough, don't
hold the club in a deathlike
grasp. You want to HOLD IT
JUST FIRMLY ENOUGH SO IT
WON'T TURN IN YOUR HANDS.
What you have to do is to swing
down on the ball to pop it up
club in a moderately firm grip
from the tall grass and hold the
an you can swing it fast without!
"freezing" your forearm muscles.'
In the woods, use a small-num-
bered iron and shoot for the near-
est opening to the fairway, so a
low shot — even a topped shot—
will get you into the clear. You
probably won't follow this advice
the first two shots but will try to
pull off a shot that demands the
wizardry of a Snead, Mangrum, a
Demaret or a Kirkwood.
Brown Unhappy
Over Rosi Win
WASHINGTON — (U P I) —
Champion Joe Brown, very dis-
satisfied with his gory victory over
challenger Paolo Rosi, said he
would remain in the light-
weight division and try to equal,
at least, the late Benny Leonard's
record of eight title defenses.
"I won't try to step up to the
welterweight division," said the
slender, 13-year-old champion
who weighed only 132-pounds while
ecoring a ninth-round technical
knockout victory over hloddy Rosi
of Italy and New York.
That was Brown's seventh de-
fense "and it certainly wasn't
one of my best performances."
At the end of the eighth ses-
sion, Rost — who weighed 134-
pounds to Brown's 132 — was
ahead on the score sheets of nine
sports-writer at the ringside in
Uline Arena. Four writers had
Brown ahead and two figured the
bout even.
But on the official score sheets,
It was Brown's 73rd victory inthe opinion was evenly divided.
100 fight!' and his 33rd knockout,Referee Charlie Reynolds favored 
- -
RRmi on a five-points-must basis, osi suffered his fifth defeat in
76-71. Judge Norvel Lee gave each 37 bouts and his third kayo.
75 point, and judge Harvey
Volkman, favored Brown, 77-75,
The United Press International
had Paolo in front, 78-74.
Brown insisted he fought a re-
treating fight in nearly every
round. because, "I had to keep
out of the way of Rosi's bald,
billygoat head. Otherwise my
face would have been a bloody
mess from his h cad — as his
face was from my fists."
The estimated 4.500 fans in the
arena were greatly disappointed
when Drs. Clark Halstead a n d
Jack Kneipp told the referee to
By JACK CUDDY notify Rost htat he could not
continue because of the profusely
bleeding wound — an inch and
half long and a quarter-inch wide
— at the outside corner of his
right brow.
The bout was ended while both
men were in their corners after
the end of the eighth round. Under
National Boxing Association
rules, which prevail in the dis-
trict of Columbia, it was a ninth.
round technical knockout.
Brown, the 12-5 favorite, nick.
ed Paolo's left brow in the third
round and the outside corner of
that same left brow in the fifth.
Promotor Goldie Ahearn, disap-
pointed at the crowd, announced
that the paid attendance was
3,968 and the gross gate, $28,769,
The net gate of $23,997 plus the$40,000 TV fee would provide
Brown with a purse of about $30,-
720 for his 40 per cent, and Rost,
about 415.370 for his 20 per cent.
Only about 5E,000 of the TV money
is cut into for the fighter's purses.
TORONTO, Ont. — (UPI) —
Lew Hoad was top
-seeded for the$15,000 O'Keefe International ten-
nis tournament here June 17-21.
Next in order are Ken Rosewill,
Frank Sedgman and Pancho Gon-
zales.
President Jim Bentley of the
Ontario Lawn Tennis Association
said the order Wag "absurd." He
said Gonzales should have been
first because he defeated Hoed re-
cently in straight sets in the fin-
als of a pro tournament in Clev- 1
eland.
HIGH FLIER—Godfrey Moore
of Winston Salem State Tear!,
era College sails through the
sir as he raptured the hop
skip and lump es en. in 'hr.
National NMA liack and ',Id
ihampionshipe at Sioux City.
'genre leaped 41It ft., 21/2 inches
f6r 3 new mark as Winston
..zalem grabbed nfr the first
team trophy. (UPI Telephoto)
ONE IN THE EYE — (Left
photo) Joe Brown (left) jab*
challenger Rosi in the e y e
during the fourth-round of
their scheduled 15-round Mks
match. Brown *on over Rod
In the ninth-round by TKO.
The referee stopptd the fight
because of cuts around Rosi's
eye. (Center photo) Brown
ducks sharp left jab during
the eight-round of a light-
weight title bout with Rost.
The referee is Charles Rey.
nolds. (Right photo) Brown of
New Orleans, La., is declared
winner after successfully de-
fending his title against Rosi.
Brown Is shown being pre-
sented his trophy while his
arm is raised. (UPI Telephoto)
ed Sox Cleared Of Bias Charge
Air Plans
For Full
Integration
BOSTON — (UPI) — The Mas-
sachusetts commission against dis-
crimination has been assured by
the Boton Red Sox that the team
has not and will not discriminate
against athletes or other employ-
es because of race.
The commission announced that
it had completed an 1evestigation
of charges of racial discrimma-
tion made against the Red Sox
by the Boston branch of the Na-
than! Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, the minis-
terial alliance and the American
Veterans Committee of Mass., inc.
The investigation was touched
off earlier this year when the
Red Sox announced that Elijah
(Pumpste) Green, a Negro in-
fielder, would be sent back to
the minors after spring training.
The NAACP then charged that
the incident, together with pas
incidents involving Red Sox hir.
ing policy produced a "pattern"
of racial discrimination. Red Sox
spokesmen denied the charges.
Commission chairman M r s.
Mildren H. Mahoney of Winchest-
er announced that the three-mem-
ber board voted unanimously to
accept a letter from Red Sox gen-
eral manager Stanley R. (Bucky)
Harris in which he stated the
team's policy.
Harris wrote that either be
or business manager Richard
H. O'Connell will visit Scotia-
dale, Ariz., this year to deter-
mine whether suitable accommo-
dations will be available for all
players during spring training
next season. Last season. Green
ss as forced to live apart from
the team.
Harris said the Red Sox will
continue to scout Negro player
as in the past and that scouting
records will be made available
to the discrimination commission.
Ile also said that the ttam
will continue to hire capable per-
sonnel for stadum operations at
Fenway Park without regard to
race, color or creed
Bears Sign
Bates, Lee
Chicago Bears announce t h e
signing of veteran Willie Lee and
Charles Bates, free agent.
Lee will be back for his second
season as a Bear, although the
247 pound Lee has been a regula•
with the Pittsburgh Steelers
1937 before returning in 1958 te
the team that had drafted him 1-
1954 He was in the Army for
two years after graduating from
Florida A&M and before report-
ing to the Bears at the 195.1 train
tog camp
Lee was starting offensive left
tackle all last season and is re-
garded as one of the finest block-
ers in the National Football
League. lie is spending the off-
season at Lafayette, Ind., where
he is associated with relatives in
a catering service.
Bates, 6-4 and 240 pounds, is 25
years old and a former star at
Alabama A&M, where he was a
tackle on offense and linebacker
on defense. With the Bears, oe'll
be a defensive end prospect as,
well as a contender for an °Ben:
olive tackle spot.
Bates, who served two years in
the Army at Fort Meade. Md
presently is working for an H. S.
degree at the University of Chi-
cago. He majored in biology at
Alabama A&M.
OwnerCoach George lialaa said
Bates has great speed despite his
WOODY HAYES, head foot-
ball coach at Ohio State uni-
versity was honored at the
Central State College Sports
Banquet. (Left to right)
President of central State col-
lege, Dr. Charles H. Wesley,
James J. Walker, Head Foot-
ball Coach, Wayne "Woody"
Hayes. Gasten "Country" Lew-
is, Acting Director of Athletics.
that Carmen Basilio "come to his
senses," it appeared virtually cer-
tain that the world of boxing soon
will have two "middleweight
champions" for the first time in
18 years.
"I still hope that Basilio will
come to his senses and negotiate
in good faith for a bout with me,"
said Robinson.
But Basilio still show no in-
terest in the share of the title
still held by Robinson — recog•
nition as champion by N e w
York State. Promoter Norman
Rothschild has announced that
Basilic, instead will meet Gene
Fullmer for the National Boxing
Association version of the title
sometime during the first two
weeks in August.
Rothschild, who will promote the
Basilio-Fullmer bout in conjunction
with a local promoter in the city
where it's held, said Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Chicago,and Odgen, Utah
Winston mi Salem Takes
NAIA Track Crown
Elias Gilbert Wins All Hurdles
By LES HAUSER
SIOUX FALLS. S.D.,—(UPI)—
Winston Salem, N. C. Teachers
College, powered by Elias Gilbert
and his triple win in the hurdles.
won the 1959 National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics track
meet by one point over East
College, Commerce Texas.
Winston-Salem piled up 56 points.
East Texas, led by sprinter Sid
Garton. finished with 55 points.
Gilbert, world record bolder In
the 220-yard low hurddles, won
all three hurdle events--the 226
lows and the 120 and 440-yard.
highs—in reiati"iy slow times,
hampered as he was by a strong
wind.
Gilbert's time for the 440 was
:53.6. He did the 120 in :14,6 and
the 220 in :24.1. Hjs world record
for the 220, set at Durham, N. C.,
last year, is :22.1.
Gilbert thus became the first
triple winner in the NA1A'S eight
year track meet history.
Godfrey Moore helped Winston-
Salem's victory with a record win
•
In the hop-step-and-jump. Moore
chalked up a 'mark of 48 feet, 21/2
inches, topping the record 46 feet,
111/2 set by.Bob Gotowski of occi-
dental College, I,os Angeles, in
1957. However, Moore's Perform-
ance was not reognized as an offi-
cial record because of a gusty
tailwind that reached 20 M.P.H.
Final team standings on top
finishers:
Winston-Salem College, Winston
Salem, N. C.. 56 points
East Texas State College,
Commerce, Tex., 55
Kansas State, Emporia, Kans.,
36 1-5
Morgan State, Baltimore, Md., 33
Nebraska State Teachers,
Kearney, Neb., 26
Humboldt State College,
Arcata. Calif., 22 1-5
Southern Uiciversity.
i.:ston Rouge, La.. 18
Western Illinois College,
Macomb, III., Is
Prairie View A & M,
Prairie View, Tex., 16
Grambling College,
Grambling, La., 16.
ELIAS GILBERT of Winston field meet at Sioux City, Gil.
Salem Teachers College re- bert won the 440 yard hurdles,
ceives his trophy after triple the 120 highs and the 220 lows,
victory in the NAIA track and (UPI Telephoto)
1.1'''', (around Honors has sent a telegram to Basillo'sN. . 1i councilman Samuel Rose alreadycommissioner said Philadelphia' managers asking them to neaoSt•
ate terms for a title match with
him. 
•
Robinson already has agreed in
with i;s; for a title fight
Basilic) Ignores
Sugar Overture
NEW YORK — (UPI) — De- were under consideration as posi
spite Sugar Ray Robinson's plea t sible sites.
All six cities are in areas ruled
by the N. B. A., which has stripped
Robinson of title recogniton for
failure to defend against Basilin
within the stipulated time. T h 0
N. B. A. has announced it will
recognize the Basilio-Fullmer win-
ner as champion.
That mean% that, come Aug
there will be two champs. Th
last time that happened in the
middleweight claes was in 1941
when Tony Zale was recognized
by the N. B. A. and Bill Soose
by New York State.
Robinson acknowledged in hi
statement that Basilio's plans t
meet Fullmer would mean "1 shall
reluctantly be forced to seek corn.
petition elsewhere." It was expect-
ed that Robinson would turn to
European champion Gustav (Buhl)
Scholz of Germany as possible
rival.
At West Jordan. Utah, ex-
champion Fullmer said that if he
beats Basilio he will defend the
title against "the top challenger"
within 90 days. Basilio had issu
the same assurance a day earlie
which is in line with the N. B.
directive granting title reco
lion to the bout.
Boxing men predicted pressure
would build up to match the
silio-Fullmer winner against
inson or whoever else m
hold the Ntw York version of the
title in a big winter bout.
Fullmer disclosed that Basili
will receive the larger percentag
of the purse for their fight be
cause he "is really the ke
figure and could have held ou
for a match with Robinson." Roth-
child said in Syracuse, N. Y.. exact
terms will be announced after he
has "tied up a few loose ends
with Basilio and Fullmer during
the next few days."
Commission
Asks NBA To
Restore Sugar
PHILADELPHIA — (CP11— The
Pennsylvania Athletic Commissiett
asked the National Boxing Ifdation to restore Sugar Ray
inson's middleweight champi -
ship and order Carmen Basilic) to
agree to a title match.
Commissioner Alfred M. Klein
said he was asking all other meta-
her commissions of the NBA in
support the Pennsylvania request.
Klein said he was "delighted°
to learn that the New York Ath-
letic commission had refused 11*
strip Robinson of his title. The
JOE HOWELL, Phil ad e i phis, a
member of the championship has
ketball and baseball teams at Alla
college. Greensboro, N. C., was
signally honored at the college's
All-Sports Banquet. Considered
one of the all-time greats in bas-
ketball at A&T, Howell led the
team to two Conseoutils confer-
enep champions, both tournament
and vkitatIon, in 19SA and 111510.
the first Aline the feat had been
accompillied. Among the trophies
awarded Howell were the coveted
Philadelphia Alumni Chapter
Award, to the senior, best all
round athlete. the Jack Gibson
Memorial plaque.
80 At Annual Sports Feed
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Eighty-
odd A&T College athletes who had
championships in during the past
year were honored at the annual
All Sports Banquet held last Fri-
day. May 22.
More than 500 guests attended
the giant celebration which cli-
maxed the most successful gooks
year in the history of the college.
Lenny Moore, the halfback star
of the Baltimore Colts of the
National Professional Football
League, All-Pro selection of thls
year and the former All•Ameri-
ca star at Pennsyhania State
university, was the dinner speak-
er.
Congratulating the Aggiea on
their championship performances,
Moore said. "I know it has been
told and retold before, but team
play is still the important ingred-
ient of champions." He told the
youngsters that there is no room
for individuality on any athletic
tea m.
Joe Howell, Philadelphia, con-
sidered one of the all-time great
basketball players with the Ag-
gies, was signally honored at the
event. He was awarded the covet-
ed Jack Gibson Memorial Plaque
h ng been voted the outstand-
ing athlete of the year; the Phila-
delphia Alumni Chapter Trop'iy
for the best all round athlete in
thesen ior class;the Letterman's
Award for being the outstanding
CSC Captures
NAIA Ohio Title
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Cent.
tral State's Tom Jackson hurled
the Marauder baseball team to
the National Associations Inter.
collegiate Athletic Ohio title. Jack-
son pitched two complete gatnes
in one day. with the final game
going twelve (12) innings, as tht
Marauders emerged victorious
over Defiance college 13-11.
baskethall player of the year and
the SPortsmanship Trophy for de-
monstrated discipline. One ob-
server remarked, "When Howell
turned up at A&T. its athletic
fortunes did likewise.-
Other special awards, present-
ed at the banquet were divided
among nine athletes.
Joe Cotton was presented a tro•
phy for having been placed on
the third team of the Little All-
America in basketball and Ed-
ward Nesbitt, received the Kappa
Alpha Psi Plaque, given by the
Middle Eastern Province for his
outstanding play on the gridiron
and in scholarship.
Most Outstanding Player
Awards went to: Burnie McQueen
in football; Warren Pinckett
baseball and Herman Daniels in
track. Most Valuable Player
Awards went to: William Fowler
in football: Al Attics in basket-
hall; Robert Bryant in baseball
and Raymond Goode in track.
with Basilic, which the councilman
would promote here on Sept. 21.
-Boxing titles are won and lost
in the ring," Klein said. "If
silio is in earnest about wa
a chance to become titleholder i
the middleweight division, h
should undertake t o fight t h
champion and not attempt to bac
into the title by fighting two less
er contenders, both of whom hay
been uefeated by Robinson."
Klein said he was asking NB
president Ward Wylie to poll th
NBA executive committee abo
Robinson's title in view of
New York Commission's action.
WALLY POST (of the Phillies
after the same game which en
ed in a two-hit, 6-0 shutout f
Jones.
"When Sam's right, he then
so hard and his fast hall is
heavy, it knocks the bat right n
Of your hand when you Mt
ball . . and he has the
curve all in the league:"
•
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mates in the state's private school high school and one elementary
school during the first semester,
but both schools re-opened' on a
segregated basis in February.
Ninety-seven seniors will gradu•this year — everybody has work- ate from the foundation school ated harder. Parents say their chil- Front Royal June 9. Gov. J. Lind-dren have studied more diligently say Almond will speak at the cere•to make up for time lost while mony.
their schools were closed last There have been no reports thatfall during the transition from pub- the seniors who want to attendlic to private systems. college have been turned down. AtThe private systems cropped least 21 of the Front Royal grad-up with state backing as Virginia uates already have been acceptedbegan complying with court-order- for colleges next fall.ed desegregation of some schools • Money is one of the chief prob•The state conributes $250 snnu lems facing the private schools.
RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI) — A
number of students in Virginia are
winding up the most unusual year
of their school career as claw cilities f or white students of its
system.
With summer vacation here at
last. pupils and faculty are agreed
on one point of evaluation about
al scholarships. It's been quite a
struggle for the administrators.
STILL FIGHTING
"We're holding our heads above
water, but we're still fighting for
our life," says James G. Martin
IV, a Norfolk attorney who virtu-
ally abandoned his practice to
head the Tidewater Educational
Foundation.
Some 240 children attend class-
es in a Baptist church. About
25 will graduate June 9.
Martin, who says there is a
waiting list of more than 500 for
POST COMMENCEMENT PA-
LAVER. i . brings together
(left to right) Tennessee
State university's president,
Dr. W. S. Davis; the Univer•
sity's 47th annual commence-were shorn of extra • curricular
frills. Sports are largely on an in. 
••Ira-mural basis with no chance for
state honors. CoMpetition in oth-
er fields such as debating and
music had to be largely curtailed.' •
Front Royal's private group had' Firstclasses next fall, is uncertain of strong financial support from the'his group's future. 1,000 -plus members 
 a textile'Another private school group is work
--
era union. Martin's Tidewat-at Front Royal where some 800 er baa In
white students boycotted the only
high school in Warren County
last February when it reopened to
admit 21 Negroes under federal
court orders.
The Warren County educational
foundation has delayed making a
definite commitment on its plans
for next fall.
Elsewhere in the state, where
31 Negroes enrolled last February
In previously white schools, there dents who had to resort to pri-1has been a surge of activity in vale schooling flocked back tosetting up foundations to provide their old classes. This took someprivate instruction when new inte- of the steam out of the drivegration is threatened, for a widespread private system.
Arkansas
AD* ARK
BATESVILLE
, By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
I Raymond Herron was killed
early Sunday night when his pick-
up truck overturned. Survivors in-
elude his wife, Rose, one daughter,
Mrs. Jame' Smith, his mother,
Mrs. Lydia Magness, one brother,
Will. Service was held at Bethle-
hem Baptist church. Rev. F. S.
Thomas officiated. Burial in Oak
Lawn cemetery by Davie Funer-
al home.
Out of town relatives who at-
tended the Raymond Herron fune-
ral wer Mr. and Mrs Charles
Mn.. August 1642. A member of • . .
the Chicago Music Association ADD HIINOIS
and one of the community's most
qualified musicians working :
SANDUSKY
in ' Mrs. Robert Safari and littlethis field she has been appointed daughter, Cassandra Sylvia, of De-to do this task for the group. trait, Mich., are vidting her moth-demption; an Etoile Noire on A very enjoyable singing pro- his son Johnny Waters of Oxford. Lois B. Winrow, well-known choircer, a French decoration trans- gram was held at the Methodist or, Mrs. Nellie Henderson. TheAlso his mother, Mrs. Nammie,director and musician, will assist baby is on the sick list and haslated as "Black Star." and a' church last Sunday night by the Waters. Hefted been a patient at in the selections, been in the hospital in Cairo, Ill.Knight Commander in the Hit. Smith sisters of Ebenezer and the Rai/road hospital in Chicago. HOLLE MAXWELL, a 13-year' Mrs. Lena is again at home aft-
old soprano will be presented in er spending quite a long time
a recital, Sunday, June 21, at 3:30 with relatives in Chicago, Ill.queen. 
p. m. at Christian Hope Baptist Mrs. Arnett' Trotter, mother,Bailey McWillie has been miss- C. A. Hawkins, sr., is much int. church, 4338 S. Prairie ave. Mrs. Anna Chambers, and nephew,
day May 3j.
ing for several weeks. moved after treatment at Dr.' Presented by the Intermediate Hayward Bethel, are all on the
Miss Gladys Williams of 426
Those attending summer school Spear's clinic. Chorus. Princella Brady, director, sick list.
Jones Ct. was treated at the St.
had a physical check-up t are Linzell Nelson, Lois Garland, • • • 
• • •
Shavers and children; Arthur rY a- PORTLAND 1 the young singer has studied with 
Joseph's Hospital for a knee In.
hospital. Ophelia Redd, Kate Jordon, Pearl. ISOLA Joseph Cole, the well known CAIRO
Yancv, Mrs. James Smith, Mel I Charles G. Young of Houston . . 
. . 
jury sustained in a fall.
can
singer-teacher. By DAN CLARK
Gene Blandford of 150 JohnThe recital is the young singer's. Returnees for Memorial week
at., a vocalist, appeared on thesecond full recital on the South end a n d' graduating exercises Ted Mack and His Original Ama•Side. were Eddie Talbot, 3910 Poplar
teur Hiur May 28, when the pro-STRATFORD MUSIC FESTIVAL at.; Odessa Ross, 1608 Walnut; The
' gram originated from WNBF stu-, Mr. andMrs. A. B. Jones motor- Nucleus of the unique musicall Vinsons, father, sons and their dies in Binghampton.
ing his children.
Mr. Dillard is 00- of town visit. Rev. E. A. Wanlowe, pastor of ed in Mound Bayou last week to workshop beingI Phillips Temple Christian Metho- visit Mrs. Irene Ishman who is' ford, Ontario. this summer must.: Doyle Dunlap, 214 24th at.; 
set up at Strat-i wives and grandchildren. no 32nd
Henry Greene and Junior Swain
were among the EPA track stars
attended services in LaCross. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bagby and Mrs. Fannie Smith went to New' dist Episcopal church, Dayton, a patient in the hospital. soloists of the season. Soviet p1-1 Ida Leech, 608 22nd; Loretta Wal- 
who won honors at the annual
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner &ostler of Dardanelle recently York to attend the funeral of 0hin• On the sick list are Isaac Jones Section 4 track carnival held at
attended services in New Ark last! visited Mr. and Mrs. J. Thompson, her brother. 1 Sunday evening the religious de. and Mrs. Sarah Mode. We wishSundoiv. I Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Fountain and Mrs. Bylack a member of Van- partment rendered a fine p r 0- them a speedy recovery.Willie Couch is ill at the home: Mr. and Mrs. Shaham Joyce. cotver First Baptist church pass- gram. Monday the alumni met. Mrs. Jimmie May Jackson, prick-ed Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wallets. Bettye J. Byers of Morrilton ed away last week. Funeral held Mrs. W. M. Frazier is president. air's! as Tepee High school was aThe American Legion conducted Vent Thursday night with Miss last Wednesday. She leaves a bus-t Monday, class day exercises; Mrs. recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. Ba program last Sunday at Lafferty Bettye J. Gilkey. band and many friends. 1 Watt sponsor. Monday evening — Jones.Memorial Methodist church. Wit.' Robert J. Torrence and Neita The Morning Star B a pt i a t the alumni address delivered by. • • •lie Couch was sponsor of the or - 1 J. Torrence spent Friday at the church of N. Fargo hag purchas.1 Dr. Solomon Shannon of A di 11; ABERDEENgram. Rev. Rember of TucketH L. W. Sullivan High school in Mot,. ed a new church on N. E. Ivey i Wednesday commencement exer- By HENRY E. CRUMP \ with them, exploring and exam
-1 S. Byrds of 2047 Walnut at,
man preached a very inspiring rilton. and Rodney streets and the pas-1 cises. Dr. Curry, editor of the
Mrs Lexye Crump, Mrs. ing musical works from all per Floyd Gilmore of Detroit is visit-
sermon. Several from here attended class tor, Rev. S. McCullum and mem,' Christian Index delivered the mes- ' .
Mary Hines. Mrs. Oneda Vaughs Kids ing his cousins, the J. R. Stokes
Rev. and Mrs. .T. Daniels, Mrs.i night at Morrilton. berg marched into it last Sunday.! sage. Bishop A. W. Womack at. 
. 'Mrs. Lou Logan', Miss Sharon THE TIME HONORED Songs of of 2801 Poplar.
Roy Becuums. Mrs. Bertha Wit-I Charles Gilkey is home from Dinner was served by the sisters tended the commencement. Dr. _. g
van hns and Rev. P. S. Cousin the Negro people will be the Misses Lillian, Lucille, and Wit-
Hams, Mrs. Mattie Milion and Mc•lcollege for the summer, of the church. E. Rankin, jr., president. Summer
motored to Amory to attend tire theme of the musical to be heldschool started June 1 at M. I.
college.
Rosenwald's baccalaureate ser-
mon was delivered by Rev. Oree
Broomfield, pastor of Greater An-
derson Chapel (..'5,,E church. Wed-
nesday, May 27, class day exer-
cises were held, sponsored by
Prof. H. S. Boyd. Thursday an
address was delivered by Prof.
and Mrs. Carroll. Chester Kitchen
and Mns. Mary J. Smith.
Mrs. Pauline Henning left for ;
her home in Los Angeles after'
visiting here with her father and,
mother Mr. and Mrs. George John-f
son.
Prey. and Mrs. W. J. Daniels
Va. Areas Fight To 
 Hold
 Private Schools..
Set June 13 1159
Need Money To
Keep Segregation
By N. L. STEVENSON FULL IMPACT
But only in Norfolk and Front
Royal has the full impact of a
private system been felt. Char-
lottesville provided emergency I..
Others are buildings and facilities
such as laboratories, adequate li-
braries and teachers.
WANT MANSION
Martin's group is trying to raise
money to purchase a 23-reem
mansion for its classes next term.
Both of the private systems
gner time
In getting private contributions.
T h e Tidwater Foundation
claimed it had 2,700 students reg-
istered last October, but had trou-
ble getting commitments from
churches and other groups for
classroom space.
When Norfolk's six public
schools that were shut down to
avoid integration reopened on an
integrated basis, some 6,000 stu-i
to President Tubman for "the
14, Charlotte, 13; Horatio, 12 and
Elizabeth 8
•
Mississippi
Sanders of St. Louis, Mo.; Mn,
and Mrs. George Cross of Villa
Ridge, And many others. A
very fine dinner was served im-
mediately after the services.
The Zion District M. B. Con-
gress musical was held at the Mt.
Zion Baptist church Sunday afted-
, noon. The following choirs par-
ticipated' A eapella choir of First
i M. B. church, Mound City, and
Pilgrim Rest choir of Mounds, Ill.
Rev. A. H. Harris is pastor of
both churches; Choir of St. Mark
M. B. church of Klondike,
and Senior and Youth Choirs of
Mt. Zion M. B. church, Rev. I. II.
Wiggins is pastor of both churcl Is.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sanders
of St. Louis, Mo., visited Mr. a n d
Mrs. Nathaniels Sanders and son,
Wilbert.
Velma Jean Thomnson spend•
ing the summer in Carruthereville,
kto , with her grandparents.
The former Miss Lois Ermine
Jenkins and children, Lelia Kay
and Kleith, visited her mother,
Mrs. Artie Jenkins, and childrenLENA McLINN, gifted corn-
Her children are spending theposer and musician of varied
summer here with their grandtalents in our midst has been
appointed by a music committee
to look up music suitable for a
performance at the music con-
vention to be held in St. 'Allis,
Summer High school graduates
I of St. Colomba Catholic church
were honored with a breakfalt at
the church school, Sunday morn-
ing, May 31
Mrs Bessie Croat Thompson
returned to Seattle, Wash., with
her sister. Mildred, for the sum-
mer vacation.
The four Maxwell sisters of Chi.
cago will sing at Liberty M B
church Sunday, June 14, at 2.30
P. m•
Mrs Ora Lee Thompson was
called to St. Louis, Mo., to at.
tend the funeral of her sister,
Louise Archie, formerly of this
city.
Expect 5,000
AMEs At Meet
In Detroit
Res-. McCoy. of St. Louis, Mo-: DETROIT—More than 5,000 dc
Mrs. Emma Kay of Mound City, legates are expected to attend the
Ill., mother of Mr. Kay, and quadrennial of the African Metho-Rev. Mrs. Nellie Watson and 01.1 dist Episcopal church at Ebenezer
car Kay of Chicago. III., sister and ;
brother of Mr. Kay: 
AMF. church here, July 6-10. ac-
cording to the Rev. Hubert N.
Robinson, host pastor.
Detroit has gone all out to pro-
side Ample facilities and recrea-
tion for the delegates who will ;
conic from all Episcopal districts.
and historic Ebenezer church ;
which provides the setting for the
meeting, recently celebrated its
87th anniversary.
The Rev. Mr. Robinson, host
pastor, has been in the ministry
for 25 years. During that time he
has served in Cincinnati, St. Paul.
Columbus, Ohio; Pittsburg and
Cleveland where he helped to
build R.3500,000 church.
mother.
On the sick list are: Mrs. Carrie
Winston, Mrs. Mary Crossland
Mrs. Ola Jackson, Mr. Mark Kay,
and Mr. James McGinnis, Sr.
mane Order of African Redemp-
tion. The first and last of these'
meet speaker, the Rev. James
H. Robinson, minister. New
York's Presbsterian Church of
the Master and director of
Harlem's Morningside Com•
•
mushy Center, and Tennessee
State's dean of faculty and of
the school of arts and sciences.
Dr. Carl M. Hill. (Deny pho.
to).
iberia Appoints New
Secretary, Adviser
are Liberian distinctions confer-,
red by President William V. S.
Tubman.
Mr Dennis is married to the
former Evangeline B. Morris and
has two children Francis, Jr., 4,1
and Florence, 3. His father is
Norwood Theodore Dennis, a'
lawyer of Careysburg, Liberia,
and retired supervisor of schools.
His mother, Catherine L. Dennis,'
is a retired school teacher.
Mrs Tucker, the first Liberian
lady to serve as the government's
cultural attache, voiced gratitude
distinguished honor. . ." confer.
red upon her.
She has a bachelor's degree In
elementary education from Tufts
University in Medford, Mass., and
a master's degree in elementary
school administration from Boa.
ton university.
Formerly married to Charles •
H. Williams, who is District Corn.
missioner of Gbarnga, Liberia,
she has four children — Samuel
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
Music losers are in for a rare
treat during the week . end June
6, 7 and when the annual music
festival including three exciting
programs are held at Monumen-
tal Baptist church, 729 E. Oak-
wood Blvd Sponsored by the Chi-
cago Music Association. Between
250 and 300 musicians, singers
and instrumentalists are to take
part in the proerams.
This year's program is gaged to
bring the largest array of local
talent ever assembled on one oc-
casion and many of the leading ar-
tists will be heard during the three
days.
There will be pianists, organ-
ists, singers, and instrumentalistsl
to appear. Some of the finest tal-
ents in Chicago are scheduled to
appear.
Illinois
UNITY
By MONETTE VAUGHN
The sons of Mrs On Hartle-
mon, Alonzo, Carletos. homer.
and Curtis have returned front
Seattle, Wash., where they motor-
. ed to visit their father. Jesse
Hardsmon
The Anpreciation Da, sees ices
sponsored by It e v. G. S.• Mc-
10). Pester of time SI James AME
church, honoring Mr. Mark lay,
was quite an interesting affair.
The history of Mr. Kay's life Was
delivered by Mrs. Alice Lathan.
The message was delivered by Pas-
tor McCoy. The beautiful song,
'Bless This House,- was rendered
as a solo by Mr. Kay's brother,
Oscar, of Chicago, Other mu-
sical numbers were rendered by
the choir of Mt. 7ion Baptist
church, Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pas.
tor. Some of the out•ol.town guests
were three daughters, a grand
Guest star of the Young peo. daughter and husband, children of
pies program will be Robert Prow-
ell, clarinetist and student of Du
Sable High School. Prowell is a
member of the Youth Symphony
Orchestra Of Greater Chicago.
The gale musicale, on Monday,
June 8. at 8:30 p.m. will feature
Alston Lambert, pianist; Florence
Stith, organist; Edna C. Williams,
soprano and Horace Mc Afee,
Marimbaist.
The Choral Silhouettes, Bernard'
Adams, director will present a
scene in costume from the ever
lovely "Mikado."
Dorothy C. Gibson, chairman;
Arthur Logan, co • chairman and
the president Theodore Charles
Stone, hay* worked for big suc-
cess on this year's festival.
Me Iln WInrow
Kiniey Williams attended the grad-
uation exercises at Shorter college.
• • •
DAN VILLE
By HENLEY R. TORTI'':NC6
Trutishua Williams was honored
guest at a birthday dinner-party
given at her !name. Amone the
guests there were Lorethat ThomP-
si3n. Joe Ann Gilkey, Mary Ann
Gilkey and Maxine Gilkey. Miss
Pearl Thompson served as host-
US.
Mrs. Jessitine Henry and Miss
Patricia Henry went to Little
Rock last week where Mrs. Hen.'
The Rev. Lloyd Smith held sere•
Ices at Trinity Methodist church
last Sunday.
Several from here attended sem
ices at Sweet Home last Sun-
day.
The Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd visit.
td in Russellville recently.
WASHINGTON . The Repub-
lic of Liberia has announced the
appointment of a new first sec-
retary and consul and a cultural
attache and student adviser at its
Washington Embassy.
Francis Alfonso Dennis, 32,
former second secretary at Li-
beria's Paris Embassy, has been
named First Secretary. succeed-
ing John W. Grigsby. now Li-
beria's Ambassador to Ethiopia.
Mrs. Laura Wade Tucker, for-
mer director of elementary edu-
cation in Monrovia for the De-
partment of Public Instruction,
has been named Cultural Attache
and Student Advisor, succeeding
David M. Thomas, now Consul
General in New York,
A 1950 graduate of Liberia Col-
lege, no the, University of Li-
beria, Dennis has held the previ-
ous governmental positions of ci-
vil service examiner, adminis-
trative officer in the Department
of State and city councilmna.
A KNIGHT
The First Secretary has been
decorated a Knight Official in the
Humane Order of African Re-
Oregon
is here visiting his aunt, Mrs
Jennie Myles who was released,
from the hospital but is now rest.
iris fine.
Mr. Young will return home
soon
FORMER MAU MAU LEAD•
ERN from Kenya arrive at
the Stir/emit Strategy Ceafer-
once for Moral Re-Armament
la Mackinac Woad with the
former Illritich Commandant of
their Detention Camp Those
men, the first ever to be al.
lowed le leave Kenya are,
left is right; Nahaehon Ngeri,
arid Leonard Kibuthu with Col.
Alan Knight. Need told the
conference "This revolution of
Moral Re-Armament for which
we are now giving eserything
Is the answer to hate, fear and..
division across the world."
GOODMAN
By PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
The Mississippi Union District
club met at Goodman Baptist
church last Sunday and was very
interesting. Mrs. W. W. Harman
of Durant is president.
Gospel Eagers of Lexington. Mrs.
Lillian Thomas was crowned as
gs , essie lc -
ens.
• • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
Baccalaureate sermon at M.
I. college wee delivered by Ore
high school, Corinth, Miss. Sixty
young people received diplomas.'
Prof. Fred Moore is principal.
Rust college baccalaureate ser-
mon and commencement will be
announced later.
• • •
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, Jr.
The funeral of Walter England
was held at Springdale CME
church May 31. Ile died after a
long illness. Mr. Ragland is sur-
vived by his wife, eight children,
grandchild and great-grandchild-
ren; one brother, many nieces and
nephews and friends. Presiding el-
der G. D. Reddick officiated. Oth•
er ministers present were Aaron
Wilkins, J. H. Ford, E. M. Mathis,
Burley, C. It. Lay and C. A. Hawk-
ins. Interment in church ceme-
tery. Brankhead Funeral Home of
Oxford in charge of arrangements.
Children's Day will be held at
Oskgrove CME church the aec-
ond Sunday in July. Everyone in-
vited —dinner will be served.
This writer, pastor of Hawkins
Mission will attend the leadership I
training school at the Mississippi
Industrial college, July 8 through
the 10th. ,Rev. C. 0. Wilkins and
family spent last week with his
parents at Collierville, Tenn,
Roosevelt Waters of Winona
spent the 1101ifiaV week end with
Mrs. Cora Woodard is on the
sick list. Also A. B. Hawkins, eon
of Lesly Hawkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ratland gave
their little grandson a birthday
party last Sunday. He was four
years old and received many nice
gifts.
1,ev Oborin. American vie-1ton Lewis, Pyramid cts.; Alice
little, Oscar Shumsky, 'cellist 14-1VanVactor Johns, 520 12th a n d
@nerd Rose, flutist, Julius Bak.' the 220 yard dash. in 23.4. SwainWilliam Bearden, 421 19th at., all won the hop, step and jump at
40 ft. 91/2 inches.
Mrs. Williams Jones Was co-
chairman of the Beecher School
PTA ice cream social held on
the school grounds June 1,
Theresa Blandford, 8, of 416
Jones ct. received brush burns of
both knees when she was dragged
behind a ear. The girl's brother
said his sister jumped on the
bumper of the car when it stopped
for a stop sign at a corner. TheWoman's Day program which was at Pilgrim Baptist church, 3301 
lenna Fields spent the week end girl was thrown off the bumper
Mrs. Vaughns was the speaker forlst 8 P. m- 
' Marion lloover. Their visit was
with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel and
l e corner when the car resumed
and dragged on her knees around
held at Missionary Baptist church. S. Indiana ave., Sunday, June 14.
joyed by all. the Senior choir, Lee Randolph,' 
dinnere n ehan caet dt heby h ma e o
 
famil
ytheir
 reeouunsiionn,
!St. Josteph's Hospital.
operation. She was treated at thethe evening. The program was mi.,' The program to be presented by
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Ward director will offer several soloists., Mrs. Ludie Davis of 1414 Walnut.
and little daughter Cheryl are Soloists will be Bertha Curry, and Mr. and Mrs. George and Chari-
spending the week with her moth. Inez Hargrove. ---; tv Cook have returned to Indianap-
er, Mrs. Lexye Crump and grand. The spoken word will be given
mother, Mrs. Z. Pruitt. by Essie Duke Hobson. 
ohs for the summer.
E. S. Bishop. principal of Easom 
relatives in Nashville, Tenn She
Mrs. ltrleane Ruffin Is visiting
is accompanied by her son Ed.
ward Rdffin, III.
Lynn Byrd spent the week end
Wabash ave. trip was climaxed with a visit
with his aunt in Mounds. Theat 4 p.m. at the church. 2401 S.
ty Jackson King, pianist - COMD011. 
to Fort Masaac Park.
Mrs Carmen Vaught and (laugh-
Featured attractions will be Bet-
er, and the Choral Silhouettes, ter. 
Thea, will spend the slimmer
the well known prize winning chor- in San Diego, Calif.. as guests of
al ensemble. Mrs. Vivian Pettigrew Morris.
A highlight of the famed June
Joyce Bishop. 
miss Elliogser.sFesptoivmspl wainlidbeciSricrumEdstwanaredegraduation of her sister,
M-Sgt. and Mrs. Andrew Celt!. 
in which the choir, organ. piano
well and little son Baker of Fort 
and choral group will join in at
Ord, Calif., are back in Acker. 
the close of the program.
Ruth Dunham, is chairmanman for an indefinite period. Mr.
Caldwell in en route for over
seas duty. Mrs. Caldwell is the
daughter of Mrs. LaVenia Lind.
hseyre,. an elementary teacher at
Oktibbeha County Training School
Mrs. Raymond Cooper was the
delegate from Griffin Methodist
church to the Upper Mississippi
Annual Conference held at Wes.
ley Methodist church, Greenwood,
Miss.. May through May 31.
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church had
a wonderful program Sunday
Which was Men's Day. The pro-
gram was well attended.
• • •
STARKVILLE
By FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Dorothy Sheridan and lit-
tle daughter, Heide Marie of Chi-
cago are visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bishop, Mrs.
Sheridan came home for the
er and oboist, Robert Bloom.
These artists will be taking up
residence in Stratford for an ex-
tended period and around them will
gather some twenty - five Canad-
ian instrumentalists who will have
the opportunity of working closely
The annual June Rose Festival
of the Quinn Chapel A.M.E. church
choir. Bernard Adams, director,
will be presented Sunday, June 14,1
The Youth Division of the Chi-
cago Music Association will pre-
sent "Pan American Holiday," a
musical extravaganza. Saturday,
June 13. at It p.m. on the stage
of   n un b a 
r High School, -29003.•
Parkway.
The unique musical production
will bring to the public a wealth
of Chicago.
Mrs. Eliza Penick, her son Har-
old and his wife are visiting friends
and relatives in the city. They
are from Terre Haute, Ind.
Miss Stevetta Harold of Villa
Ridge was house guest of the L.
Iowa
CEDAR RAPIDS
Ry G. H. MONTGOMERY
Among those graduated from
Washington high school here are
Patricia Smith. Ada Turner, Miss
Paulette Gibson, Darlene Turner,
Nedra Phillips, Brenda Kenedy,
Raymond Turner, Bobby Wilson
and Williams Downs,
Mienard Backstrom graduated
Mr. and Mrs. Rayburn Pettigrew from Jefferson high school.
visited relatives in Forest City, • • •
Ark &Eon"(
The Summer High school gradu-
ates of Ward Chapel A. M. E. 
By M. CULPEPPER
Mrs. Allen and her new born
church were dinner guests at the daughter are home. They arehome of the Kendricks, 310 20th both doing fine.
st. Bethel AME members were in
Karrie's Kindergarten observed Macon, Mo., last Sunday.
ed its graduating exercises Mon. E. Maul Reynolds is home after
day night, June 1. at Martin Temp- spending several days in St. Jo-
ie church. seph's hospital.
Mrs. V. Holmes is much improv-
ed after three weeks in the hos-
Proceeds from the production will pital.
be used to defray the expenses of High school and college barna.
of young talent of the South Side the young people's delegates to the laureate services wet, held last
and ie under the direction of Mrs. National Music Cnnventien to be Sunday. Sermon by Rev. W. W,
Destalear Randolph; Mrs. Elma held in St. Louis, Mo. August 111-! Steinmetz; scripture by Rev. M.
Douglas, and Captain Walter H. 22, this year. I Culpepper.
New York
ELMIRA
By G. MARIE GREENE
Mr and Mrs. Henry Givens of
501 Madison ave., are the par-
ents of a daughter born May 23
at the St. Joseph's hospital.
James Dennard, 14. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Dennard of 123
Sullivan it,, won the state Veterans
of Foreign Wars marble tourna-
ment held in New York May 23.
An eighth grade student at Beech-
er school, James will compete in
the national tournament to be held
in July in Eaton Rapids, Mich.
James tr. lAWIS of Elmira, past
master of Mt. Nebo Lodge No.
112 was elected president of the
Masonic Council of the Sixth Dis-
trict Prince HQ "StM, at t h
council's first meeting May 24,
In Ithaca. William H. Burns, of
Elmira. Junior warden of Mt.
Nebo Lodge, was named seers.
tory. About 50 members attend.
ed the meeting.
Mrs. Louise Condol of 601 Dick•
inson it., observed her 91st birth.
Dyett, technical advisor.
14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 13, 1939
Stork Stops
it-
norm at John Gaston hospital.
May 30, 1959
A daughter, Daphne Gail, to
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Qualls of
1681 Oakwood.
, A son, Jodie, to Mr. and Mrs.
.Van Calvin of 1514 Rozelle.
! A daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie L. Gaines of
4441 Hornlake.
A daughter, Yvonne Franklin,
to Mr. and Mrs. Troy L. Franklin
of 639 Vance.
A daughter, Gregory Maurice,
to Mr. and Mrs. T. Z. Mitchell of
495 E. Georgia.
A daughter, Katherine Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Murphy of
947 Delmar.
May 31
A daughter, Audrey Lynn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Taylor of
4155 N. Second.
A daughter, Christine, to Mr.
and Mrs. T. S. Winston of 1189
Grand.
A daughter, Wanda Trenier, to.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Shipp of
2289 Madison (it)
A son, Robert Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe L. Jackson of 223 Bak-
ers Alley.
A son Nesbitt Edward III to
Mr. and Mrs. Nesbitt E. Jones of
1465 E. Waldorf.
, A daughter, Catherine, to Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Franklin of 1613
R a ybern
A son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earnest Jones of 747 Haziewood
A son, Edward Lee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph R. Pryor of 218
Mulberry.
A daughter, Barbara Jean, to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby J. McDaniel
of 380 Modder.
A daughter, Carolyn Jean, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Murry of 7137
Alston Mall.
A son Ray Ammon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Beard of 392 Ma-
hannah.
, A daughter. Bernadette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Jordon of 921
Thomas.
. A son, Michael Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louie Lang of 243 Dixie rd.
June 2
A son, John Wiley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Jacobs of 823 loka.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Law-
rene Bolden of 2144 Bennett.
A daughter, Deborah Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Frison of 991
Melrose.
A son, James Henry, to Mr.
and Mrs. Dave R. Wilson of 1604
Carpenter.
A daughter, Lorene Tucker, toi
Mr. and Mrs. Unveil Tucker,;
1529 Orr.
A son, Norris Clifford, to
and Mrs. Joseph Greer of 1244'
College.
A son, Benjamin Franklin, jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F.
Dickerson of . 144C, Ethlyn.
June 3
A son, Kenneth Carl, to Mr. and,
Mrs. Clarence Baskin of 381 Pon.'
totoc.
A daughter, Ruthie Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Watkins of 1192
Florida.
A son, Don Terrence, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Rice of 846
Poplar.
A daughter, Stephanie Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee E. Craft of
7925 Raleigh rd.
A daughter, Vera Nell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Henderson Dennis of 76
N. Rembert.
A daughter, Toni Elaine, I. Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Terrell of 1.231
Pond.
A daughter, Serita Machette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Morris of 72
Wisconsin.
A son, Wendell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ben F. White of 3520 Ashford.
A 11011, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Freeman of 632
Georgia.
A eaughter, Linda Yvette. to
Mr. and Mrs. -Genie Hibbler of
864 Annie Pl.
June 5-59
A daughter, Jeanette Fay, to
Mr. and Mrs. Altha L. Thomas
of 1420 Sunset.
A son, William Clifford, to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard S. Smith of 1755
Glenview.
A son, Mature, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph S. Anderson of 954 S. Mans-
field.
! A daughter, Renell Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wade of 11107
Pearce.
A daughter, Vernet!, to Mr
Mrs. James Gregory of 972
Dowell.
A daughter, Rosetta Rachelle, to
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L. Townsel
of 4233 Highway 51 N.
June 5
A son, Herbert Leon, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert L. Catron of C57
East it.
A daughter,Annette, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Nelson of 470 Hazel-
wood.
A daughter, Barbara Lind, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Hayslett
of 2490 Vandale.
A son, Floyd, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Smith of 226 Linden.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sims of
535 Concord.
A daughter Yvette, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Jefferson of 1915 Glory
cir.
A daughter, Dorothy Mae, to
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Williams of
1579 Patton.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Horton of 234 Ayers.
Born at E. H. Crump Memorial
Hospital, May 22, 1959... ...
A daughter, Motinda Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Arnold
of 1209 Pioneer St.
A daughter, Juanda Faye, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeery Rayner of
1942 Carver, Apt. 1.
May 23
A son, Kenneth Dewayne, to
Mr. and Mrs. David Lee Turner
of 1610 Eldridge.
May 25
A son. Kevin Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rudolph Hones of 370
Elder rd.
May 26
A son, Randolph, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dave B. Bolden of 644
King rd.
May 27
A son, Perry Lorenzo, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Jackson of 830
Olympic.
A daughter, Clarathea Renee,.
to Mr. and Mrs. George Jackson
of 1563 Hamilton.
A son, George. III, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Willett, jr., of 12.57
College.
May 28
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Roman
Bates of 2423 Cory.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
4:15 Prelude.
4:30 How to Arrange Flowers
5:00 The Last Continent: Gla
ciology."
5:30 The Clubhouse.
6:00 Serenade: Strauss Comes
to Boston.
7:30 Story Book Princess' "Lit-
tle Brown Bear's Party."
7:15 Tales of Poindexter: "Cow
in the House.'
7:30 View to Music: Pour Les
Enfants."
8:00 Decision for Re se arch:
"When Pathways Divide."
8:30 Ein, Zwei, Drei: German
Lessor 4.
9:00 New Testament Literature.
, 9:45 World Outdoors: "The Buf-
: foto River."
THURSDAY, JUNE 11
4 - 15 Prelude.
4:30 Sew Easy: "Making t h e
Blouse Back."
' s:00 Animals of the Seashore:
i "Animal Associations."
5:30 The Finder: 'The Wright, equanimity, resignation, courage, and your hosband's. . .stay. While
6:00 Serenade Tristan & Isolde,10„„ntness. and pretty, there are other —
!Brothers." determination, cheerfulness a n d it is nice to be told you are loved
Wagner.
7:00 Mr. Murgle's Musee: "The
Invisible Force."
":15 Compass Rose.
7:30 Special Film "U Colonial-
NAACP YOUTH SPEAK "*"*"*""+"******".isT8:00 Japanese Brush Painting—
With school out, teenagers the four students who were in
r.roughout the city will, be doingtm
s verything except thinking of the
Ft!riousness of the racial issue.
However, some will be confront-
ed with incidents of embarrass-
ment and humiliation. They can
do nothing about these events be-
cause they are in no position to
do so
This position referred to is one
of finance. However, if we, (the
teenagers of the city) were fa-
miliar with the activities of the
Youth Council, we would not neces-
sarily have to suffer these injust-
ices.
Let's point out some of these
injustices.
Last week while a member of
our organization was riding a No.
16 Memphis Transit bus to school,
an incident involving four stu-
WREC
front of the group.
Pulling off to leave them the Highlightsdriver ran through a red light, He
did this, in our opinion, just to
leave the students. ••••••••••••••••••••••••
When someone risks his own WEDNESDAY, JUNE le
life and the life of some 30 people, 4:00 Early Movie: "Highway
including the students on the bus, West:" Innocent wife of bank rob-
Tri-City
NEWS
It is really work season around
the tri-cities. Farmers are busy
working their crops and house
wives are busy housecleaning.
Travel has slowed down for a
'spell, but not for long we're sure
ler there is atill a going on.
RELIGIOUS NEWS ,
The Priibyterian church pastor.
ed by the Rev. William Fowlkes
was host to an annual Fifth Sun-
day Mee'iag last Sunday, S's. y
churches were represented from
the beginning of the day through-
out
The morning message was de-
livered by the Rev. Lawrence of
Dyersburg. Associiteu Ministers
were hey. K. Henderson and Rev.
L. Smith. Rev. Smith was mod-
erator for' the day.
Mrs. William Fowlkes presided
over the missionary session with
much grace and dignity. Dinner
was served in the annex and all
went away happy. The pastor,
Rev. Fowlkes was in Indianapolis,
Ind., on business, biat the mem-
bers of the church worked dili-
gently to see to it that the day
would be a success. They wish to
extend their thanks to all who aid•
ed them in their effort.
The Rev. D. E. Bridgeman was
at his post of duty at Fairview
Baptist church Sunday moring.
The Missionary Society of the
Dyer CME church under the di-
rection of Mrs. Lucy Overall, pre-
sented a pageant "States Wel-
comes the New States" on last
Sunday night. The Pageant was
well attended and a ice financial
sum was realized from the effort.
Mrs. Overall wishes to thank
ber many friends for helping make
this affair a success.
The boards of Martin Taberna-
cle church of Trenton held a me-
morial service at their church
Sunday night with Mrs. Lillian
Boush as director. The sermoni
was delivered by the Rev. J. A.!
Hodge, pastor of Shiloh Baptist
church in Union City, Tenn. He
was accompanied by his wife who
is a talented pianist and a teach-
er in the city schools of Murray,
Ky., where they live.
CLUB NEWS
Mrs. La Pearl Burns, president
of the Jessie White Beauticians
club of Humboldt will entertain
her club and their friends on her
lawn Sunday afternoon June 21,
from five 'til seven with the An-
nual Tea that is sponsored by that
club yearly.
Mesdames Erma Wynne and A.
Jamison attended a club meeting
in Humboldt at the home of Mrs.
Martha Lacey, this week.
TRAVELS
From St. Louis to Trenton re-
cently have come the following
visitors: Mr. and Mrs. Gaither
Sanderford, and Mr. Edward Gall,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Gannaway. Mr. and Mrs. Clem-
mie Hicks and her mother, Mrs.
Lula Bell Buchanan, visited
friends and relatives. Mr. Isaac
Russell and sisters, Mrs. Corinne
Rusell Penney and Mr. Myrtle
Russell were recent guests of their
aunt, Mrs, Cora Bell Smith and
brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Barry Russell.
Prof. Billie Boothe of Hayti,
Mo.. was a recent guest of his
mother, Mrs. Eunice Parker,
Reic W. D. Meriwether of Jack-
son was a visitor of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Robinson. Yanderville Elder-
of Benton Harbor, Mich., is at the
bedside of his father, Eugene El-
der, who is very ill.
Mrs. Jennie Gill Thomas of May-
field is visiting Mrs. Wilma Rus-
sell and Mrs. Rosa Reece.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Radford and
chldren along with Mrs. C. B.
Seat were business visitors in
Nashville last week. Mr. and Mrs.
C. V. Jenkins motored to Nash-
ville last week to get their son,
Charlie, jr., who has been in
school there this year.
Thomas Gene Wade is home for
the summer also. Tom Moore, jr.,
and grandson motored home to
Chicago after spending several
days here with his father T o m
Moore Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
die Ball as well as Rev. and Mrs.
D. E. Bridgeman of Milan.
Accompanying him on his re-
turn trip home were his nephew,
Joe Thomas Bridgeman and Mrs.
Lena Blake. Mrs. H. D. Lois Jor-
dan and Mr. Willie L. Wynne mo-
tored to Chicago last week.
Prof. N. Penn was in Nashville
last week on business.
William Stanback, who has been
In Milwaukee for a physical
check up, has returned home and
is doing fair.
Will Whitlock was rushed to
Kennedy VA hospital in Memphis
last week but is home and doing
fair now.
Harlis King of Chicago, Ill.,
made a trip to his home town of
Rutherford a few days ago. He
had been away for 50 years and
he was hardly able to visualize
the change of the little city, lie
Went away rejoicing in the fact
that he had been able to visit his
home once again.
Mrs. Ida Mae Johnson and Mrs.
Miladean Wells went to St. Louis
to visit Theodore Glenn who un-
derwent a serious operation and
is still confined to the hospital.
Miss Bonnie Sue Bradford and
brother, J. D. Bradford went to
St. Louis last week to visit their
father, Cornelius Bradford.
Miss Charlene Johnson a it d
Mose.Avery were married recent-
ly in a quiet ceremony.
If you don't see it, did you send
it in? Call your news in, please.
HUMBOLDT
Non
Now that books, notebooks, pen-
cils and crayons are put in moth
bags for the 1959 school year,fund the money paid over the up on tips and steals bonds. Re-.Time. "The Tale of Ryoben-Cedar." church workers are turning theirdents and the driver of the bus regular fare. The student asked pairman saves the day. j 9:30 Keyboard Conversation: attention to Vacation Bible schoolsoccurred. The incident took place. him why not. at Lane Chapel CME church lastc.:30 Border Patrol "Passport to "Rondo Form."at Wellington and 51cClemore sts., The driver commented, "Be- the Deep Six:" Racketeers con.! MONDAY, JUNE 15 week under the direction of theThe four students, along with! cause I apn.i. want tn.., And told vince two innocent foreigne rtshey1 4:15 Prelude.
Inc Men' Progressive club a
Christian Board of Educatioe.
and provides a possible accident ben saves sister and society by en-
by running a red light, he surely (icing him home to be captcred.
must be extremely prejudiced or 6:10 Colonel Flack. "Spaceship
imply insane. But someone actual- Ahoy:" The colonel produces real
ly did this and w believe he is' flying saucers to save pretty
insane. young .newspaperwoman's job.
Another member of our organize- 10:00 Late Movie. "Law of the tm
lion told of the following incident. Tropics:" Man marries for con-
While riding to school one morn- venience only to find his bride is.
ing last week, a student boarded an accused murderer.
a No. 8 Chelsea bus and unto- THURSDAY, JUNE 11
tentionally put too much money 4:00 Early Movie. "I've Got.
in the coin deposit box. The driver Your Number:" Crooks use inno-
then told her that he cannot re- cent telephone operator to clean!
about 25 others got off a No. 31 the student to sit down. The stu- cannot enter the United States le. 4:30 Sew Easy Mrs. N. F. Williams served as newly
16. her. The student then took a seat, in for a price. I 5:00 Understanding the Child: former pastor of the New Salem J. C. House, Medame Addie B. 
organized club met Wed-Crosstown bus to transfer to the :dent refused. The driver slapped gaily and offer to smuggle them ' Seams-- director of the school assisted by'
10:00 Late Movie. 'My Wild Roe, Suzanne Delton, Dorothy 
nesday night at Rawls-Baskerville
The 16 bus, already filled with and 'd more.
Irish Rose:" The rise of famous 
"Physical Development."
Booth, Cottrell Thomas and Miss' 
Funeral home. The organization
regular stop.
students, was standing at the
Irish singing star, Chauncey 01- 
5.3,0 Children's Corner.
6:00 Serenade: "Rigoletto," Ver- Maggie Linningham. The school' dent. 
completed with the following
officers: Dorrington Reid, presi-
As the some 30 students raced cott, his loves and his asociation di. ; Raymond Ridley, vice pres-
How long shall we have to suf-
fer such? Forever? How long
will we be treated as animals?
day night caller at the home of
Mn. Ora Carroll of Rutherford,
Tenn.
Mrs. Maydell Porter was a Sun-
day dinner guest of Mr. Perry
Bade).
SICK
The sick list this week iii odes.
Jimmy Harris who has been ill
for sometime now and is taking
medical treatments. We hope and
pray for his speedy recovery.
'r 
opened each day at 9 a.m., and ident;When will the students of the city
closed 12 noon. 
Howard Nesbit; seeretarY1,wth Lillian Rcsell, 7:00 Story Book Princess: The mencement program to see theito catch the bus, the driver. look-
The devotional periods w e r e retary
ing up and realizing that the stu- .
treated as dogs? When will 
very inspiring with Mrs. Delton in 
William Baskerville, assistant sec-wake up and realize they are be. FRIDAY, JUNE 12 Foolish Dragon •• .dianumghater, Ladell. receive her di. HOME AGAIN
4:00 Early Movie. The Pay- 7:15 Just Before Bedtime: "Gol- P and Chester Bryson, treas.
bus. pulled off, barely massing their parents act as idults and „
I defend theit children they love so off: honest sportswriter exposes 
den Goose." . The beautiful Z i o n Baptist peck of clutter latdv. ii
There's been a -bushel and irt,
urer. Other member are Arlie
dents were trying to catch the Ing
e- harge The Fellowshi P . d Genty. James Peason, John W.
'dearly Please, Memphis, wake Thomas, Troy Lacey, How a rid
up.
gangster, but finds his wife is hav-
ing an affair with the thug.
10:00 U. S. Marshal. "T h e
Stranger."
7-30 Survival. "Standing Rooml
Only.
810 The Measure of Man: "The
!Sense of Tragely."
1 6:30 Ems, Zwei, Drei Lesson 5- Paul, Person Ave. Memphis, FirstAdd Spice To 9:0. New Testament Literature. Baptist, New Lehi, pilgrim Rest,Agent:"l 0: 30 LateGrl Moviececnnn'e. Ectsepdionz,itnei
Hamburger
Type Dishes
Here's a hot idea for adding
new spice to ha mburger-tYPe
dishes — curry bunburgers. his
recipe serves six.
2-3 cup (small can) undiluted
evaporated milk
1 egg
1'2 pounds ground beef
's cup fine cracker crumbs
Pa teaspoons salt
1-4 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon dry mustard
and
Mc.
GRADS AND STAFF — Le-
Moyne college officials pose
with three of the graduates
who attended the grand reun-
ion on the campus last Satur-
day. From left are Robert
WKNO
Highlights
10 "Roosters."
8130 David Copperfield,
9:00 WKNO Presents: "College,
Anyone?"
FRIDAY, JUNE 18
Prelude.
4:30 Japanese Brush Painting 10:
"Roosters."
5:00 Language in A et to n:
"Words that Don't Inform.
5:30 The Finder 'The Mississip-
pi — A Way of Life."
6:00 Serenade: "Ein Heldenle
ben," Strauss.
7:00 Story Book Princess: 'Lit.
the Brown Bear Runs Away."
7:15 Friendly Giant.
7:30 Secret of Flight: Preview
of new series.
8:00 Air Force Story "In-Flight
Refueling" — "Air Force Mail."
6:30 Looking At Modern Art:
"Inspiration of the Machine."
9:00 Once Upon A Japanese
M. Ratcliffe, alumni secretary
and public relations director;
Mrs. Wilbelmien Lockard, gen-
eral chairman of the reunion
and assistant business manag-
er of the colleg; Clyde Turpin,
Washington, D. C.; Miss Mut'
phy, St. Louis, Mo.; Eugenp
Thomas, Washington, D. C.,
newly elected prisident of the
LeMoyne Colle ge General
Alumni Association; and Dr.
Mollie F. Price, president of
the college. (Lyles Photo)
MUSING: One of the chief fac- This is a friendly world, but the
tors that rings on Emotional ill- initial attempt to get out and
ness is that we have not learned meet people is usually squarely
to produce a good healthy stream up to ourselves. Make yourself
of emotions in the face of the known at church, offer your serv-
changing situations that we meet ices Co civic organizations, be use-
in everyday living. By that I meanful and you will forget to feel sor-
having to make a living, having to ry for yourself,
meet problems of income and ex-Dear Carlotta:
penditure, having to discipline a My husband is a wonderful fa-
family, having to iron out an or- ther, but I can't say he is a loving
casional altercation. husband. He works hard, gives us
Death in the family must be everything he can but he never
faced, too, since that is a part says he loves me. Do you.think
of all ordinary living. We must there is someone else? I am pret-
learn the art of emotional stabili- ty, but he never tells me so. Dilly
ty. . that ability to meet a wide and baby.
variety of life situations, the bad Dear Dilly:
With the good, with emotions like For your sake, the babys sake
Dear' Carlotta: and more important — ways for
Two years ago I came here from a husband to show his devotion.
S very small town. I find it very Apparently you were a belle
lonesome. I am in my early thir- school. The flattery you received
ties and would like very much to there should brighten your life for
meet people. Mrs. B. quite a spell. Love talk does not
Dear Mrs. B. come easy to some men.
Mrs. Lubertha Marshall w a 3 man, pastor, friends, and
here from Chicago to visit her lives are wishing her a speedy
son and his family, Mr. and Mrs. cnverY-
Roubrough Butler. While M r S.
Marshall was here she also visit-
ed her sister, Mr. Zeola Ford,
in Blytheville, Ark., other relatives
in Mississippi and friends in West
Memphs.
Miss Minnie Whitlock, of 2300
Autumn ave., will spend her vaca-
tion in the Windy City visiting
relatives and friends. She is a 1958
graduate of Wonder high school.
It: Common
.
' 
The Rev. Charles J. Patterson,
rela-
re-
RIPLEY
Lawieulde
Cowl-
NEWS
ation for the State Federation next
week. The members spent a very
delightful evening enjoying iced
punch, strawberry sundaes a n d
cookies.
The president, vice president
and chairman of the steering com-
mittee of the City Federation of
Women's Clubs, expressed their
appreciation and thanks to the
president and members of all the
clubs and chairmen of all com-
mittees for their services render-
ed and untiring work in prepara-
tion for the State meeting, to the
merchants, business, and all per-
sons who made the souvenir pro-
gram a success. Thank to all of
you.
Beach Grove
And
Mt. lion
CHURCH ACTIVITIES
On the third Sunday in June at
the Beach Grove church the peo-
ple of this community will begin
our regular prayer meeting. The
public is invited to attend.
ACTIVITIES
House guests at the home Of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Harris were:
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Ball of Tren•'
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hollins:,
Mrs. Daisy Arnond. her grand-
daughters Louise and Wanda;
spy ring and her ex
-diplomat bus- 9:45 Carling Clubhouse: "Duel
•
6:00 Serenade: "Concerto in C,"
Miaskovsky.
7:p0 A Number of Things,
7:15 Tales of Poindexter: "Tile
Forgetful Bear."
7:e0 State of the Union.
8:00 Adventures in Living.
8:30 The Exceptional Child.
. 9:00 "Heritage," Henry Steele
Commagcr.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17
9:30 Briefing Session:
414 P..emdep y choppedonion the opening by printing them on 4 - 30 How to Arrange Flowers,Mrs. Joe Bailey, Mr and Mrs. cup finely chopped green pepper the front page. 4 44 AIN-fern Home Diet St.Curl Jennins and the Rev. E. L. 1 trasoon curry powder 5:00 Last Continent: "The SouthBall. hamburger bums, silt in half LeftoversMrs. Eva Lou Ball was a Satur-  become (c ego es Combine evaporated milk, e
band are assigned to track down m e oo . 
New Salem, Memphis. Mt. Cal-
SATURDAY, JUNE 13 4:15 Prelude, 
Rev. S. L. Henry is pastor and Gooches, Purham, and Mr. Pur-
Misses Greer, Nelson, B r e n t,
spy ring. TUESDAY, JUNE 16
11:45 Game of the Week: Mil- 
4:30 Japanese Brush Painting: 
Mrs. Anna Terrell, clerk. ham, Misses Conner, with the so
of recognition at the close of the 
 
land, Ohio visiting relatves and
in Chicago. 
500 Al Home With Your 
Child:cool" haircut. Jaret, Palm-
was presented a token of appre- 
friends.waukee Braves take on the Cubs ., 
Pride of Ruth Chapter No. 333 very
school on Friday. Each worker 
2:30 Belmont Stakes: Stile and ..
I 
Baby Gets A Bath." celebrated its Fourteenth 
anniver. Crer and others are all looking well,
ary on Sunday May 31. at the -ri
elation by Mrs. Addie Roe, direr-Basketry."
5:30 Adventuring in Hand Arts:
Wonder High school auditorium.t i
Lodges invited were: J. D. Davis 
We Riplians are very proud of
good spirit and mentally alert.
tor of The Christian Board of Ed- Expect 5 000these young men and women who /
Baptist church of Memphis, now
pastoring in Lansing, Mich., and
Mrs. Patterson, came to Memphis
for the Booker T. Washington corn-
church, 420 S. 15th st., celebrated all the college gang home efo)ri 
During this period the teachers
was held from 11:30 'til noot.Its 45th anniversary, May 25-31. some much needed rent,
pupils shared experiences
Churches invited were: Old St. came from all points in 'ferules-
tairrndough demonstrations, reportsPaul, New Mt. Zion, New St. see — 
Nashville, Jackson a n d'
Memphis and each one has the
byEvtehreyonpeupillesft with the feeling
and explanations of projects made
most alarming experience to re-
that the school should have lastedvary and Church of God in Christ. 
late to anyone that shows interest.
two weeks instead of one.
The pupils received certificates
Gentry, Calvin Farmer a n d
George Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Gentry and
children Dorothy, Doris Ann and
Arlene and Mrs. Luzalia Dennis
have returned home after spend-
ing a few days in Indianapolis,
Ind., Detroit, Mich., and Cleve-
ge,
beef, cracker crumbs, salt, pepper,
mustard, onion, green pepper and
curry powder. Blend together un-
til well
-mixed. Form meat mixture
Into 12 thin patties (about one-
third cup each)
Place each patty on hamburger
bun half, covering completely.
Place Bunhurgers on broiler pan.
.Broi Rive to seven inches from
heat for fist to seven minutes (or
it. taste),
a
-half race for three-year-0 I d s$123,000 added from Belmont park
Third jewel in Triple Crown.
6:00 Annie Oakley. A woman dis-
guised as Annie robs a stage
coach and later kills a lawman.
Annie clears herself by capturing
the masquerader.
10:00 New York Confidential.
''In Retaliation:" Anonymous
threatening letters are sent to Lee
Cochran's paper and he decided
to force the writer to come into
'Dish With A Degree
For quick, tasty scalloped vege
tables, pour cheese sauce over
fresh
-cooked or left-over vegeta
files such as snap beans, carrots
Peas or corn.
Put them in a shallow baking
dish, cover with bread crumbs
and hake until crursbs are brown
and vegetables are heated
through,
I'll) The Clubnot.se
6:00 Serenade: "Toseanini 'Con-
ducts." Wagner.
7:00 A Number of Things
7:15 Tales of Poindexter: "The
- Forgetful Bear."
, 7:30 View To Music: "More
Than One Way."
8:00 Decision for Research: In-
. truder in the Life Stream."
8:30 Ein Zwei, Drei: Lesson 6.
9:00 New Testament Literature
9:45 World Outdoors: "Snakes.'
•
who will
Shine Chapter No; 221; and St. HOLIDAY QUIET
Chapter No. 382. Heth, Ark.: Sun, di"re•
Ore striving hard to excel the me-
' cation Bible schools are in prog- AMEs At Meet
ucation. Total attendance was 232.chapter, of Hughes, Ark.; Liberty
Rey, M. H. Burnett is pastor. Va•
Alben Chapter, MempMs; Brittlen; Memorial Day was observed ress at Morning Star and St. 1 r• .
Light Chapter No, 360, Edmonder: very sensibly in our town with a James Baptist churches, in uetroit
son, Ark.; Barnes Memorial Chap-1 quiet ceremony held in the local Mrs. D. H. Tuggle surprised Mr.
ter No. 130, Memphis; Wynne. cemetery here on Barbee Extend-, D. H. Tuggle, an., with a birth- DETROIT—More than 5,000 de-Chapter No. 39, Wynne, Ark.; and' ed with Rev. B. F. Harris as nar- day party Friday night. Members legates are expected to attend theEast Side Chapter No, 248, Mem.i rotor. Down from Louisville 10 r of the Book Lovers club a n d quadrennial of the African Metho-phis. ' Memorial Day was Mrs. Mettle, their husbands were guest to the dist Episcopal church at EbenezerManney with interest centered on lovely affair. After a very tastY I AME church here, July 6-10, ac-Mrs. Malissla Rainey is Wor.'Three Point cemetery in memory menu the guests en g a g ed in cording to the Rev. Hubert N.thy Matron: and Tom Matthew, of her husband, the late Arthur games for the rest of the evening.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Robinson, hostworthy patron.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fitzgerald, . .
i Manney.
last
 
L. Radford, Dr. and Mrs J T -
Detroit has gone all out to pro-
pastor.
of .309 N. 8th St.. attended the fu-, Motoring in from Kansas . , .
nenal service of 
e son of Trenton, Mr and, Mrs_C. 
vide ample facilities and recrea-
. • 
.. I ' week with his family was Ulysses Seat, Mr. and Mrs. H, T. John- .
Williams, Mr and Mn,. George .
uncle, Will Sullivan in Chicago Gooch who spent sometime wit , il
Cooper, Mesdames Mattie Davis,
---, COMP from all Episcopal districts,
. Mr. and Mrs. Josh Ray, ho
last week. ' relatives here and with in-laws in 
H.
I received many useful gifts. 
and historic , Ebenezer church
which provides the setting for the
i resides at 514 S. lith St., are the
w-- i Mrs. Rosie Jarrett is home on
!Memphis.
Elm street with her daughter.
The Gloxinia Art and Garden 
meeting, recently celebrated its
and Cottrell Thomas. The honoree
1 guests of Mr. and Mr, D C. Wil-
lis if Olineton. Tenn. Mn. Ray sd
Holly Grove Baptist church (los-
its Vacation Bible school last club met Tuesday nillit in the 
87th anniversary.
The Rev. Mr. Robinson. hosil
and Mr. Willis are brothers, week with Mrs. Rosie Lee Nelson home of Mr. and Mrs. Troy Lacey nastor, has been in the minister,
Mrs. Rosie Ridgley woo resides in charge. with Mesdames Lacey and Lucy for 25 years. During that time iie
at 413 S. 9th St., is on the sick The funeral of Bob Ilaifacre was Lee as hostesses, has served in Cincinnati, St. Paul.
I list and quite ill at her home. She held recently at the Methodist The president, Mrs. Jennie B. 'Columb'us, Ohio: Pittsburg and
le a member of the New St. Paul church with Rev. R. J. Harris, the Vance was in charge. Ethel plans Cleveland where he Wood to
, church where the Rev. J. W. Fair- pastor, officiating. i and reports were made in prepar-,build a $500,000 church.
A d
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1 r IASHVILLE — "The deadening No. 790 who received their bec-k. ct of conformity so permeates tenant's bars from their wives and
our society that: . .many keep Si' sweethearts following the commis-
lent about what they believe be sioning ceremonies. hart Lt. Col.
cacse the black silence of fear lienry -B. Perry advise the new
has chained them to a conformity liutenants to ''grow into the lead.
which makes their openion unpop- ership which is being thrust upon
ular and paralyzes them for the you. . .Congress may make you
most timorous foray outside the an offcer, but it is up to you to
boundaries of what is generally make yourself a gentleman."
accepted."
Thus the Rev. James H. Robin.
son, Tennessee A&I State univer-
sity's 47th Annual commencement
speaker thundered his challenge New York's Presbyterian church
"10 dream great dreams" at the of the Master, and director of
274 graduates of the class of '59, Harlem's Morningside Community
as thunder boomed outside, pre-. Center.
ceding the second rain in 10 years Dr. Robinson, honored in 1955
during a Tennessee State corn- with an invitation to give the Ly-
mencement. man Beecher lectures at Yale uni-
Nese York's Church of the Mao- versity's divnity school, pcbIsh.
ter minister and director of Har-i ad under the ttle "AdventurousIlem's Morningside Commonityi Preaching," is to be rememberedCenter continued, "The failure to as thew inner of $30,000 on thedream creatively about one's role: "The Big Surprise." the winnings,in the world or to adventure cour-; armarked for the MorningsideCallously in new ways of human,! Community Center's current build.
_ Vrracial and international rela- I lag fund campaign.
tionships, accounts for a large! Baccalaureate speaker Dr. H.
amout of the poverty of our lead.' D. Bollinger, administrative ad-
ership and the sorry state of our Visor to student religious workers
unhappy conditions." at 158 educational centers, known
CADETS TO OFFICERS as Wesley Foundations spoke to
TWEIVIT NINE 511FMPHI•
ANS were among the 245 un-
der,niduates and dual,
students who receiied degrees
during Tennessee A and
State university's 47th annual
conimencemet exercises re-
cently. Memphians and West
Tennesseans on front row, front
left, are Flossie C. !lesion, Lena
Mae Darnron, Selma; Louise E.
Allen, Ruby Holeyfield, Edna
B. Holmes, Germantoen; Firth•
er Ree Sermons, Myra J. Farm-
er, Flora Shaw and Roberta
Lewers, Covington. (In second
row, same order, are Patricia
T Howard, Margaret Matthew
WIlurn, Janette Bledsoe,
Gloria I., Mathis, Carole A.
Jamison Freida L. Black-
stone, Coney& M. L. Davis,
Will Ann Mays and Rodgelyn
Lake. From left on third row
are Charles E. Chamberlain,
G. A. Dowdy, Robert W. Webb,
Gilbert M. Fisher, Floyd liar-
One hour before commencement, the near 300 Tennessee State grad-
• •
Ai  
•
Presbyterian church in the U.
A., visited Knoxville college inS Cancer Society
May.
Representing nine states, Ohio.
New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana,
Tennessee and Oklahoma, they
were touring Presbyterian col-
ler s, hospitals and mission
ne e, and other southeastern!
i
(.. es in North Carolina, Ten- !
States. !,
'Channels of Power." a 30
-min-
ute documentary film on the
changing life in the soul beast
mountain-area missions of the
United Presbyterian church in the
U. S. A., was premiered at the
college during the visit from the
traveling seminar. The picture
included about five to seven min•
utes of life at the college and ,
was filmed here in the fall.
In addition to Knoxville t h e
ten Wilson and Maryville col-
group visited Barber Scotia. War-
WOMEN NEW CAST —READY- 'CUT—
Attl Cadets Win
Bars On 6-Day
"Adventure, Alternative to Con-
formity," themed the address of
the commencement speaker, Rev.
James H. Robinson, minister of
eight graduating cadets of Ten:les-I duattes on —rhe Art cif Completee
see State's AFROTC Detachment with Lillian Rusell.
Seminar Visits Knox College
The National Missions Southeast leges.
Traveling Seminar, including 36 
men and women of the United
Maps Plan To
BOSTON 
— U —
American Cancer society began,
mapping plans this week for an in-
tensive anti-working campaign
with particular emphasis on teen-
agers.
In New York, Timothy V. Her!
nett, chairman of t h e Tobacco
Industry Research committee,
labeled the campaign a "one-
sided propaganda effo,!'."
The campaign, approved Thurs.
day by the society's board of di-I
rectors, will be designed to "bring
to the attention of physicians and
the public — and particularly 1
teenagers — facts about cancer
and ."
Haan, Jr., William H. Mc-
Neal, Jr., Bolivar: and Earl
I., Minims, Jr. On rear row,
same order. are Charles II.
Jackson, Fred I.. Brown, Per'
cy Shipp, Edison Morrison,
Lonta Griffin. Marianna,
Ark.; and henry W. Warns,
Not pictured were Thelma E.
Braxton. Rose Marie CavIness,
Doroths Gardner, Bailee Ron'
Addle S. 35 age. Elmer
D. Shanon and James S.
Woods.
ixed Emotions Dommate LeMoyne
SCHOLARS IN SPOTLIGHT—
Posing with the commence-
meet speaker and college offi-
cials atter levant exercises at
top members of the graduating
class. F110111 left, they a r e
Square Partee, student coml.
College Commencement Exercises k Bair ninoin, ratigsmtituelsdItinfogr prDorcnNoi
Tears of joy and sadness flowed
freely during the LeMoyne college
commencement exercises. Tear-
glazed eyes were spotted among
the graduating seniors, faculty
members and the audience a ad
those with the dampest handker-
chiefs were the two students who
were graduated "with distinc-
tion."
Most surprised of all the gradu-
ales was Square Parte, of 1001
Lane ave., the president of the
Student Council. Mr. Partee, who
worked his Way through college,
was unable to hold back tears
when he heard Acting Dean Wal-
ter W. Gibson announce the facul-
ty's deoision that he should havel
the honor of graduating "w it h i
distinction."
Unchecked tears rolled from the
eyes of Miss Gloria Jean Wade,
of 596 Mississippi blvd., when she
received her degree "with high
honor and with distinction "
RAIN HOLDS UP
Miss Vearnealcre Patterson, ofDr. Howard C. Taylor, chair- 37 Elder , IsWrap-A-Round Aprons Home
Ea rn $24.16 Docen-Spa r• 
man of the society's special corn- back most of her tears when Dean
TIme. Write Accurate Wire , mittee on tobacco a n d cancer,. Gibson made it known that sheFreeport N. York said a committee of statisticians, was graduating 'with honor."
FfoUseworkers-Hetter Jobs for you. Work , social scientists and communica-. The commencement and Niece.In New Yo' 4 homes, •t S30450 per week
-
,
Tree room and booed. Tickets sent. Re ,
itions specialists would handle the laureate were held on the green1,:y giving n•me. Andreas. telephone or , campaign which he 
"-
a called
----  beneath the trees in front ofreferences. DomesUr Employment 
New rk 
• 10 .gen- . ial educational effort."cr. 153 K. 116th SL., YnCItY•
— 
.._ . 
_ 
Brownlee hall. A Monday morn-
AGENT WANTED
NEEDED EXTRA MONEY
Be A Tri-State Defender
Agent. It's Easy. We are
Looking for Agents In
Tennessee, Arkansas And
Mississippi.
Contact The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Willintong
10 ALUMNI HONORED — Re-or Cali JA. 6-8397 (Tiring the Fisk university
Distinguished Service awards
y for alumni at recent final ex
ing rain threatened to send the
I commencement exercises to Bruce
Hall, but the evening clouds con-
tained themselves and the closing thorn Bell Telephone and Tele- the grand reunion of LeMuyne's
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...! "chased:2 or straight...*
FPO likes straight or a mixed drink!
Gilhey'a is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow.
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the groat favorite, all around the world.
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
CLAWS OISTILI.E0 LONDON Orr GIN 00 PROOF' 10 0% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS Of &
SHAM LTD.. CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATION.A.OISTILIERS_PSODUCTS CS..)
swe.
erase were Ma-s. Irene AI c•
Cow Gaines, right; and Dr.
Edmund Haynes, center, seen
discussing alumni affairs here
with Dr. Louis P. Clark, pres-
ident of the university's alum•
nl asociatIon. A member of
Use Flak elan of 1910, Mn.
wim•-t 
Galnes is active in common!.
ty affairs in Chicago, Dr.
Caine.; lectures on world af-
fair.; at the College of t h e
(its of New York and was
graduated from Fisk exactly
45 years ago.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to star In her new home.
Are you Diasaliafled with marriage! Have
you Mat faltb In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In had health! Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your Job or business Is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she mused to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
I. look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an otflee in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at Slays Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a an to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't makt any home calls or answer say letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name,
outdoor program was unreeled
I without a hitch.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
I of the college, conferred degrees
upon 45 seniors. Eight others will .
I complete their work this summer.
I A timely and hard-hitting com-
mencement address was delivered
by Dr. Julius A. Thomas, director
of the Industrial Relations Depart-
ment of the National Urban Lea-
gue.
DRIVE FOR FREEDOM
Dr. Thomas, in a strong and
steady voice, pointed out the strug-
gle for individual integrity a n d
freedom. Ile said the drive for
discrimination cannot be stopped.
"We are moving toward these
freedoms," he declared, "because
here in America we cannot go on
by keeping one group of people
under wraps of second-class citi-
zenship.
"This is shocking to some," he
added, "but the day must come
in America when no man will be
deprived of his rights and privil-
eges."
NO ROOM HERE
Continuing, he said; "I wish I
could say to you graduates that
you are coming out of school to
a community that is waiting for
your talents, but 1 know of my
own investigation that a lot of
things in this community are not
Open to you."
graph company and the banks in
Memphis that still draw the color
line.
But he was optimistic, pointing
out examples of Negroes with tal-
ent who have succeeded in out-
standing positions in various sec-
tions of the country.
TOO FEW GRADS
lie said that out of 28,000 stu-
dents who will be graduated this
year as engineers, only 152 are
Negroes. "We must correct this,"
he went on. "and we can correct
it only if more of us aspire for
these iniportant jobs.
"Do your job well," he told the
graduating class. "liard, solid ap-
plication will enable one to suc-
ceed,'' he concluded.
The class was inducted into the
Memphis chapter of LeMoyne's
General Alumni Association by
Mrs. Ann Lawrence Hall, presi-
dent of the local body.
OTHERS PARTICIPATE
Scripture was read and prayer
said by the Rev. Lionel A. Arnold,
college pastor and associate pro-
fessor of philosophy and religion.
Fiefellent music was rendered by
the college choir under the expert
direction of Prof. John W. Whit-
taker, associate professor of mu.
sic.
The baccalaureate sermon was
delivered by Dr. E. J. Ortman, a
former president of LeMoyne, now
a resident of Santa Ana, Calif. Dr.
lie cited such institutions as Sou- Ottoman, who was here to address'
of English, who underwent sur-
gery a week before Baccalaure-
ate Sunday.
The Rev. John C. Mickle, per-
sonnel counselor at l,eMoyne and
pastor of Second Congregational
church, read the scripture and de-
livered the prayer.
ALUMNI RECEPTION
Both affairs attracted large au-
diences.
The Alumni conducted a recep-
tion for the graduates immediately
following the commencement.
Receiving degrees were:
Bachelor of science degree In
education: Johnette Berkley, Mrs.
Ellen Ceiba'', Gail P. Caple, Faye
E. Coleman, Christine Ccrri n,
MacveIl, S Folaome, Bertha
Graves, Mrs. Victoria M. Ilan-
cock, Mrs. Mary S. Hill, Mrs.
Blanche B. Hunt, Juanita John-
son, Mrs. Sophie T. Johnson, Sa-
die M. Mullins Vearnealure Pat-
terson, Dorothy J. Phillips, Lu-
cille R. Reed, Bettie L. Smith,
Mrs. Emery C. Somerset, Mrs.
Ethel Mae Starkes, Bettie G.
Stokes, Mrs. Jerlean J. Taylor,
Evelyn M. Thomas, Mrs. Eliza-
beth P. Wallace, EarlIne B. Walsh
and Claresia Washington.
MORE GRADS '-
Bachelor of arts degree In hu-
manities; Rose Jene Collins, Glo-
ria Jean Wade and Mrs. Moselle
G. Woodson.
Bachelor of arts degree in nat-
ural science: James C. Buford,
Gladys Dorteh, Walter Elkins, jr.,
James Hawes, Jr., Cleophus Hud-
son, jr., Arthur L. McDaniel, Bev-
erly J. McDaniel, Sidney McNalry,
jr., Shady L. Parker, Square Par-
tee, Cleveland U. Staples, Inez J.
Terrell, Maron Whitney, Virginia
C. Wilson.
Bachelor of Arts Degree In So-
cial Science: Willie 0. Higgs, Au-
gustus Johnson, Melvin Norment.
Candidates for graduation this
summer are: Mrs. Willie B. Cald-
well, Willie W. Hinton, Wendell L.
Phillips, Mrs. Nora E. Rooks,
Gwelyne A. Scaife, Mrs. Flora B.
Shanks, Glensie L. Turner, Mrs.
Bobbie W. Currie.
(II president who graduated
"with distinction:" Miss Glor-
ia Jean Wade, who graduated
with high honor and "with dis-
tinction," and Miss Venealure
Patterson, wise received her
degree with honor, with Dr.
• e
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 
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Julius A. Thomas of the Ns.
tional Urban League, the cont.
mencement speaker; Dr. liol•
lis E. Price, president of the
college; and Dr. W. W. Gib-
son, acting dean. (Lyles Pho-
to)
earn To Get Along'
, Message To Fisk '59
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Meml Dr Haynes is a graduate of the
bers of the 1959 Fisk universitylellass of 1903. and was the first
Graduating class — 155 in all— Negro to receive a Ph.D. from
were presented the challenge Mon-I Columbia university. He is a for.
day (June It of using their edio met alumni trustee of Fisk.
cation to "learn the greatest les- Currently, and for the past nine
son of all: How to get along with
our fellow men." 
-- years, Dr. Haynes has been teach-
ing at the college of the City of
Judge Wade H. McCree, Jr., of New York on subjects dealing
the Third Judicial Circuit of Mich-
i 
with Africa in World Affairs; and
gan and a Fisk alumnus, deliver' 
ed this message in the packed
Fisk Chapel, climaxing a series
of commencement activities at the
Naahville inatutitions. 
An announcement was 'made of
the election of four new members
He pointed up the value of edu- to Phi Beta Kappa National lion-
cation as a means of bringing or society. They are Myrtle Lou.
real meAning to the word, "broth- ise Atkinson, of Kingston, Jamai.
erhood," and urged graduates to, ca, Esther Menita Langston, of
rid themselves of all conceits and Orlando, Fla.; who are graduated .
pretensions "of being better than summa corn laude; Maize if, Gus-
anyone else." eotte of Thompson Town, Jamai-
ALUMNI AWARDS ca, who graduated 'magna c ii In
In a highlight of commencement laude: and Joseph A. Johnson, III.
exi neer: andis  D .e s r Mrs.Ge oIrrgeen e dMmud Ac (7no y Flaki  Essju norii or .G a
Haynes were presented Fisk uni• "The lives which lie before each
viire!ty Alumni Distinguished Sara- of you so generously endowed
ice awards. with the knowledge of the ages
A member of the class of 1910, can be rich, full and rewarding or
Mrs. Gaines has served as presi- impoverished, unhappy and fore.
dent of the Chicago and Northern
District Assmaation of Colored
Women, as president of the Illi-
principles and methods of adjust-
ment in White-Negro Relations in
the United States and Africa.
shortened, depending upon your
finding an answer to this funda-
mental problem of getting along
nois Association of Colored Worn- with our fellow men," Judge Me-
en, and is honorary president of Cree said.
the National Association of Color- "In the last analysis human
ed Women's Clubs. I progress must he measured in
CLASS OF INS terms of the quality of man hint.
self, by his moral and spiritual
stature, his happiness, fulfillment.
We insist recognize that man's
great probllem is not that of con-
quest of his environment but that
of understanding himself.
"To this great unfinished task I
commend you to the extent that
you meet this challenge your life,
regardless of its other fortunes
racial Activities in Chicago Public will be full and rich — and this
school,, is what I wish for each of you.'
Mrs. Gaines' other activities
have included membership on the
Hoover liousing Commission, the
Commission for Reorganization of
Federal Agencies. Republican
Committee woman for the First
Congressional District of Illinois;
a member of the Citizens Advis-
ory Committee to the Chicago
Plan Commission; a member of
the Advisory Committee on Inter-
= - JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
TIRED FEET
Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
r".7) MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING Er BURN
NOW
ON SALE I."
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. 80, III.
Isi.l.sed is $I 00 (Our 20. for
Plum iou Vigen• Feet Tootle to —
NOW ONLY
$1."
Kline lariat)
Addrocs 
City Zeno ... Ste*
DIALER 41 JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
'of the board and publicity direct-
or. Mrs. Ralph Levy, co-chafrman
of publicity; Mrs. H. H. Jones,
director; Mrs. A. J. Dancy, teach-
er; Mrs. Willie Ester, dietician
and assistant; and Mrs. Billie
Hollow, teacher who was recent-
ly graduated from LeMoyne col-
lege.
The Day Care Center, which
started out with a limit of 25 chil-
dren, soon found it had to increase
the number to 30 due to the de-
mand for its services. It closed
the year with 28 children.
The Center stresses pre-school
a working agrement with the
Crump hospital. Mrs. Motlow, for
instance, while a student at Le-
Moyne taught at the Center for
16 weeks and received credit for
her work at the college.
The Center is located at 929 Del-
mar ave.
ceive prompt, efficient a a d
friendly service. (Withers
Photo)
1Thief Knows Answer
I MEMPHIS. Tenn. — (UPI) — Roland, Benjamin Lewis and Miss The day opened. with a general
assembly which was presided over ings to the alumni, and musicalI A finance company called off a Harry Mae ,S..mon, members of the numbers were rendered by Le-!contest to guess the amount of executive committee, all of 
Mem-r 
by Robert M. Ratcliffe, executive Roy Van Johnson and Mrs. Annie;money in a horn of plenty display, phis. secretary of the alumni. Mrs. Hel-
Iwhen a thief walked o with the: The organization will be know.; en Shelby was in charge of music, 
M. Greene.
t'window-displayed coins. The right as the General Alumni Associa- the Rev. E. W. Williamson of Oli-
tion of LeMoyne college. A com-
mittee was appointed to draw up
a constitution and bylaws.
The election aid organization
= was conducted by Theodore R.
=bicLemore, chairman of the steer.
Lawrence F. Brack of 3205 Salt.
The alumni of LeMoyne college helmien Lockard, assistant busi- McLemore, LeRoy Van Johnson, er St., science instructor at Geet-
saw a dream come true last week ness manager of the college. She Mrs. Hall, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Rat- er high school has been granted
when a national alumni associa- mapped out a fast-moving ached-1 chile, Miss Simon. Mr. Lewis, Mr. a science fellowship to partici-
tion was organized. The history- ule which went off without a Turpin and Miss Murphy. I pate in the 1959 Summer Institute
making event climaxed the grand hitch. Following the taking of a grog) for science teachers at Murray
reunion of graduates and former In the role of program 
r-
hair picture, the body assembled in state college, Murray, Ky.
---students of the 90-year-old institu- man was Mrs. Mary C. Pruitt, a 
city school teacher. She too work-I lonch, the general alumni associa- 
Commons for lunch. After The award was presented him
chair. 
lion. on the basis of his teaching re-
Elected president was Eugene ed tirelessly to make the affair a non was organized. ponsibilities, educational b a c k-
Luncheon speaker was Dr. E. J. ground and preference. 
professional adjustment. Ahk your eon address by John E. Fogs
E. Thomas of Washington, D C. big success. self the question, 'What kind of congressman from Rhode Isla
s
Mr. Thomas, a graduate of 1937. One of the hardest working I
. 
Ortman of Santa Ana, Calif., a Mr. Brack will enroll at the person am l?' Accept the fact 
that will highlight the 37th ann
promised to organize a stronger chairmen was Mrs. Letitia Post- former president of LeMoyne and school on June 15 and concentrate 
personality is most important in meeting of the Association of
alumni association throughout the on, a school teacher, who was
country, charge of the grand reunion ball necessary steps that enabled the cal science.
Ile continued, "know what you Freedmen's hospital Wednes
mer Internes and Residentsin the man credited with taking the in the areas of physics and physit 
any profession. 
school to become a college. Dr. want to do and when you want to June 3.Others elected were: Mrs. Wil- and entertainment. Bruce H a II Ortman was accompanied by Mrs. 
Piano Students 
do it. Life is uncertain and inse- Recently appointed by Pro.helmien Lockard, first vice presi- gave off an alumni atmosphere Ortman cure, and unless you get busy and Eisenhower as one of two congdent, of Memphis; Dr. Theodore for the occasion, thanks to Prof.
Hughes, second vice president, of Reginald Morris of LeMovne,
Ile delivered a stirring address 
Play At Owen 
establish a timetable of hard sional advisors to the Wo
work, you will develop an attitude Health congress in Geneva, Fog-. that cheered the older graduatesDetroit, Mich.; Mrs. Mary Cotton- Mrs. Poston. and her decorations a
Pruitt, recording secretary, of committee headed by Mrs nd gave newer grads a better ham presented a piano ensemble becoming beggars of life, accept- lion for his interest and devoti
Students of Mrs. Dorothy T. Gra- known as 'psychology of defeat,' ty has received broad commen
Memphis; Mrs. Linnie Donelson zelle J. Starks. Willie B. 
--Keliy,M1r7: 
knowledge of the history of the
at Owen college, Roger Williams ing ,to the health needs of the natio
tary, of 1,09 Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. Also lending a big hand in mak- day evening.
school. Miss Alma C. Ilanson, re- anything."Pryce, assistant recording secre- was in charge of the floor show. Hall recreation room, last Mon.
Sherley Somerville, treasur- ing the reunian a tremendous suc- Pupils who performed were Wil- sical tantrums, emotional stresses,who have been in active practiI troduced the speaker. She w a sCr, of Memphis; Henry Rutledge, cess were Mrs. Ann Lawrences I' m Jernigan, Denise Willard, or cataclysmal changes or occur- for 50 years or more.Hall, pcosident of the Memphis given a standing ovation by those laChaplain, of St. Louis, Mo.; Atty. 
assembled. Etta Sue Ish, Aline Norris, Janet rances, but merely recognize the! Sidelight events will includeBenjamin Jones, parliamentarian, chapter, and Elmer L. Render- Dr. Walter W. Gibson, acting Patterson, Sharon Lewis, Judith depth and greatness of God. His'physicians' gold tourney on tof Memphis; and Mrs. Charles P. son, vice president of the chapter. dean of the college, brought greet- Letting, Vera McKinney, Natalie presence is ever around you, and Langston course and scicntif
Jones, Francine Guy, Carmen& to accept God is to establish a sessions and exhibits at the Ho
Guy and Beverly Guy- feeling of security and an attude,ard university school of medicin
The 19.59 N.H.A. Directory and
Guide to Travel is again this year
being distributed free of charge to
readers of this paper and dros-
pective vacationers.
This important guide enables
the Negro traveler who takes to
the road to find the best avail-
able hotel and restaurant accom-
modations throughout the United
States, Bermuda, Canada, Alas-
ka. Jewell, and Mexico.
Dykes A. Brookins, publisher Gf
the director), announced this
week that the Guide to Travel
consists of many new features to
enhance the comfort and Pleasure
of the traveler. It contains many
facts and statistics Mat are of
great value to tourists.
NEW FEATURES Q .. able to the public.
Some of the new features of in- For your free copy write: Dykes
terest in the 1959 edition are pie- A Brookins, National Business En.
tonal stories of the nation's tie- terprises, 602 High St., Newark
tional parks, the 1959 Boat Show 2, N. J.
_
tired treasurer of the college and
now superintendent of grounds, in.
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The Jesse Mahan Day CARE
Center for children of parents
that work, which just completed
its first year of operation is in the
midst of a fund raising drive that
would push the center toward as
successful a second year as was
the first. Mrs. R. Q. Venson and
Mrs. Maceo Walker are co-chair-
men of the drive which hopes to
raise $10,000.00 for the center's op-
erational costs. The center de-
pends entirely on contributions
from the public, which by the way,
are tax deductible.
For the completion of their first
year, the Center provided a pro-
gram with the supervisors and
children taking an active part.
Parents and guests were in good
attendance at the affair held last
Friday night, April 5.
With the center at present are
Dirs. Richard T. White, member
PROMPT 'PAYMENT — RE-
ceiving a check from Golden
Circle Life insurance compa-
ny agent Mrs. Ruthie Brown,
right, is Mrs. Alice Maxwell
of 258 Adolphous St. Mrs.
Maxwell received double in-
demnity benefits for the death
of her daughter, Joyce Marie
Maxwell who was killed in a
traffic accident. Policyholders
of Golden Circle always re-
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBL
vet Baptist church said the pray- 
Has Good Excuseer, and short inspirational talks
were made by Mrs. Hall, Mrs. 
For Being LateLockard and Mr. MeLemore.
The session was followed by a MIAMI — (UPI) — Mrs. Harold
Coffee-cake break. Later the class- Brady had a good excuse for be-
ing committee, which now goess got together and discussed mg a half hour late for work Fri-
ES out of existence. Mr. 1V1cLemoreii day morning.plans for a bigger LeMoyne. At
=
Humane Society officials had tothe same time, the sterring corn-'hiss been a powerful cog in the labor r minutes o catch a= LeNloyne alumni for manY years. mittee was in session, members of . snapping, five-foot alligator that—. The grand reunion was a bigi this body in attendance were Mr.' had parked beneath her car.= success, attracting more than 200
Z-7 Em persons. Out-of-towners attending the re-i
= D. C.; Mrs. Lennie Donelson
Pryce of Los Angeles, Calif.; Miss;
Formerly Clarice Murphy of St. Louis, Mn.;
= 
TNeLl.,,;(.1 Shannon Little, also ofMEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. 
"---.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111177. theeralli-ndgayalsarri:frnlweahsalSrITsa.nWilf-
iiiiiiiibk-111111 1111111111111111.111111111111111111111•111111.
Re likes the high. wide and happy taste
of '92. There are millions who do.
His beer is special. And he knows the
"inside story':
No husky over
-tones from the outer-part
of the grain. The good-natured
taste of '92...comea from the heart,
the part of the grain that's best.
4/
0
kg1A ‘,`Ai
OLOIrrr, enwrtssUOVISLY OoffeasTe. 0111rvorare as ISI•rrtlews, • SING. 111•1
0114,41_ 114E VO4141 COMPANY M0,1.01.111POL L4 KY,
JESSE MAHAN Day Center,
for children of mothers who
work, just completed its first
full year of operation and eel-
ebrateil with a program featur-
ing the children of the center
Friday night, June 5. Students
of the center, above, from
left to right are Ronald Wal-
ton, Bernard Hill, Sandra Kay
Herron, Robert Smith, Dianne
Moore, Michael Rivers, Edith
I Jones, Earl Briggs, Gerald
Barbee, Thomas Washington,
and Terry Holmes. Heading
the day Care Center are Mrs.
Richard T. White, member of
the board and publicity direct.
or; Mrs. H. H. Jones, direct.
or; Mrs, A. J. Dancy, teach-
er; Mrs. Willie Ester, dietic-
ian and assistant; and Mrs.
Billie Motlow, LeMoyne grad-
rate, class of 1959, who has
worked at the Center as a
teacher for some 16 weeks.
National Alumni Club Formed By'Geeter Teacher
LeMoyne Grads At Grand Reunion On Fellowship
IF YOU WANT TO:
* Earn Your Own Money
* Cash In On Prizes
* Receive HIGH Commissions
THEN HURRY! CONTACT
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Willington
PHONE JA. 6-8397
The Tri-State Defender Needs
10 Newsboys from Age 9 yrs.-Up
FIRST COMERS GET THE JOBS
START YOUR OWN
TR1-STATE DEFENDER
ROUTE THIS WEEK!
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the latest in fashions by o
the nation's leading designers with
top models from an outstanding
charm and modeling school.
Information and pictures of con-
testants for the 1960 Miss N.H.A.
Fall Festival and Beauty Pageant
along with directions for entering
the contest are included.
The publication, now in its third
year, is a medium which is de-
signed not for profit but to render
a much needed public service to
Negro Americans who wish to
travel without embarrassment. In.
eluded are many pictures of ho.
tels, motels, guest houses and re.
sorts showing new modern facili.
ties that have been made avail.
irra SENA, Miss. — Speaking of being able to accomplish."
at the ninth Mississippi Vocation-
al College Commencement exer-
cise on Monday May 25, Dr. liar- Freedmenry V. Richardson, President, Gam-
mon Theological Seminary, At-
lanta, challenged the 67 gradu-
ates to prove themselves a sue- 
Sets Reunio
•
cess in life by doing three things:
get busy, get a timetable, and get
religion.
He said: "because you have re- of I nternesceived the bachelor's degree doesj
not make you able to sit down.I
You must go on to vocational and WASHINGTON, D.C.—A Ion
He concluded. "In asking you tot The Freedman's observance w
get religion, I do not refer to phr.iinclude citation of former intern
Get the genuine article
NOTED COMPOSER ULYSSES KAY has won a
half-dozen awards for his concert music. He's
been a Lucky fan for years . . . enjoys the
honest taste of fine tobacco. "Taste, that's
the big thing!" he says. "Luckieo are the best-
tasting cigarette I ever smoked."
